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2509   6        FORWARDED BY ALFONSO 7 Co MATANZAS  oval handstamp (Rowe rarity 4) on envelope addressed 
to Harpwell Center, Me, STEAMSHIP 10 cancel, fresh and Very Fine 75

2510   6        Forwarded from Baptist Miss. Rooms, Boston , bold and complete red 48x24mm oval (Rowe rarity 4) 
on 1846 missionary folded letter sheet to Springfield, NY, letter datelined Nongong (Korea), partial red 
Boston cds, Fine use 200

2511   6        FORWARDED BY BAYLEY & TRAUB MATANZAS black oval handstamp (Rowe rarity 3) on back side of 
folded letter sheet addressed to Wilmington Del, address side with Charleston S.C. March 25 10 integral 
rate cds, ms "pr Crescent City via New York", sheet with some tape sealed internal breaks incl one though 
forwarder handstamp, otherwise Fine 60

2512   6        St. JAGO DE CUBA/ FORARDED BY T. BROOKS & Co. black oval handstamp on folded letter 
addressed to Philadelphia, datelined "St Jago de Cuba Oct 20th 1849", red NEW-YORK SHIP 7 cts NOV 
3 integral rate cancel, envelope light even aging, Fine, forwarder unlisted in Rowe though there is a 
"J Brooks" mentioned for the city 75

2513   6        Forwarded by J.M. Gordon, Treasurer A.B.C.F.M. Boston, Missionary letter, complete red 34x25mm 
oval backstamp (Rowe rarity 4) on back side of 1857 missionary folded letter sheet to Tolland, Conn., 
datelined   "Bhamdum, Mt. Lebanon", 3c (11) tied by large Boston "Paid" grid, red Boston Oct 27 cds, 
content incudes "..till their District of Lebanon shall be Evangilized....the will of Christ (and) of our American 
israel", Very Fine 200

2514   6        Forwarded By A.M. Hinckley & Co. Express, Aspinwall, complete 37x23mm red oval (Rowe rarity 6) 
on 1854 folded letter sheet datelined Havana, additional Hinckley Express red forwarding oval from 
Panama (Rowe rarity 5), Very Fine and scarce combination cover 200

2515   6        Received and forwarded by Your obedient Servant, Robert R. Hunter, Consul, U.S.A., Cowes, bold and 
complete forwarders marking (Rowe rarity 5) on back side of 1827 outer folded letter sheet to Windsor, 
Vt., partial red New York cds and straightline "Ship", manuscript 39½c rate, manuscript notation "Pr 
Hudson New York Pkt., 1 Sept. 1827", Very Fine; forwarder marking predates Rowe listing by seven years

200
2516   6        Forwarded by G.B. Post & Co., San Francisco mostly bold and near complete 40x24mm octagonal 

handstamp (Rowe rarity 4) on cover to Honolulu, with enclosure written by H.H. Haight (tenth Gov. of 
Cal., 1867-71), cover with usual small flaws/faults including light mending, Fine and scarce (ASCC $300).

75
2517   6        Forwarded by Robertson & Brandt, Norfolk, Va. three line straightline handstamp (unlisted in Rowe) 

on 1841 printed circular to France, appropriate transits and backstamps,Very Fine 100
2518   6        Received and Forwarded by A.C. Rossire & Co. New York, red 68x38mm oval backstamp (Rowe rarity 

3) on back side of 1841 folded letter sheet originating in Mexico, additional red "Forwarded Through 
Gilpins Exchange Reading Room and Foreign Letter Office, N York" 50x29mm oval (Rowe rarity 3), red 
French receiver, nice combination of forwarders, Very Fine 150

2519   6        U.S. Despatch Agency, B.F. Stevens, London, five covers, circa 1865-95, all franked with double oval 
handstamps, various contemporaneous frankings, one with additional purple "Care of the United States 
Consul, Smyrna, Turkey", another "Care of the United States Consul Alexandria, Egypt", one with blue 
"From US Legation, Berlin" with additional blue backstamp Legation seal, interesting and F-VF.

100
2520   6        Forwarded by Usher & Hunt, Pt au Prince, bold and complete red 38x26mm oval backstamp (Rowe 

rarity 4) on outer folded letter sheet to London, originating in Boston with red "Forwarded by A.S. & 
W.G. Lewis Boston" ova (Rowe rarity 4)l, Very Fine forwarder combination cover 200

2521   6        FORWARDED BY L. WILL & CO. HAVANA oval handstamp (Rowe rarity 2) on folded letter addressed 
to NY City, datelined "Veracruz June 13, 1868", STEAMSHIP 10 marking overlaps sender's handstamp, 
couple light vertical filefold through markings, Very Fine 60

2522   6        Havana Forwarders & Company Ovals,  group of seven c.1849/66 Trans-Atlantic folded letters to U.S. 
or France and G.B., forwarders include: Adot Spaulding (blue), R. Morrison (black), Alex Bastia (red), 
company ovals include: J.R. Marquette, Nogues Lafettitte (embossed), Busing & Co. (blue), etc, mostly 
Very Fine covers and strikes. 100

Steam, Steamboat and Steamships
2523   6        Steam-Ship, 41x20mm oval handstamp on folded letter datelined "Habana 7 de Agosto de 1858" and 

addressed to Paris, various British and French rates and accountancy marks, also ms "Via United States 
Steamer",  red New York Br Pkt Aug 18 transit backstamp, company oval backstamp, Very Fine

75
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2524   6        Troy & New York Steam Boat,  folded letter sheet and envelope with attractive and complete blue boxed 
straightline and matching "7" in circle, Very Fine (ASCC $300). 100

Transatlantic Uses
2525   6        1867 Stampless Folded Letter NY City to Paris,  letter datelined "New York 6 Juin 67" , New York (incorrect 

"18"c credit) cds, red French transit, rated "8" (decimes) due, some light aging along the top edge, Fine
80

2526   6        1869 Cover to Palermo, folded letter sheet franked with #71, 95, 96 with cancelled (30c just tied) by black 
geometric cancels with a red NEW YORK PAID ALL/ BR TRANSIT Mar 27 exchange offfice cancel, ms 
"per City of Paris", backstamped Palermo 15 April, Fine use; 1992 PF certificate 100

2527   6        1897 Uprated Postal Stationery Envelope to Turkey,  1c, 2c Banknotes on 2c entire addressed to Orient 
Express Railway Agent in Constantinople, dispatched form Beauclerc Fla, and sent via NY City, Very Fine

60
2528   6        Per G. Washington,   manuscript notation on folded letter datelined "Liverpool 18 March 1837" and 

addressed to Richmond, Va., red "New York Ship Apr 24" transit cds, ms "20" rate, some aging along a 
horiz file fold, Fine use 75

2529   6        Well-Travelled 1914 Cover with Postage Dues of 4 Different Countries,  U411 locally addressed and then 
forwarded on to Italy, France and Switzerland, myriad of cancels and markings plus added postage due 
frankings of each of the visited countries plus a US 2c Due (J47) on back side, condition surprisingly 
good for trip it made, Very Fine 180

2530   6        Saint Bartholomew 13th January 1816 dateline on folded letter to Salem, Mass, red New York Jun 2 cds 
and manuscript 37 rate (35c + 2c ship fee), Very Fine 75

Ephemera Collections
2531           Accumulation of Militaria Items,   primarily US but a small amount of worldwide, everything from 

remnants of a WWI soldier's scrapbook, a copy of Collier's Photographic History of the European War, a 
large number of paper items including discharge certificates, military magazines, etc, some insignia and 
overseas caps, vintage photos incl. WWI and aviation, postcards, and much more, ideal for the antique 
store or eBay dealer looking for interesting items, viewing a necessity Offer

Paper Ephemera - Letterheads
2532           Selling of Slaves in Missouri, lengthy and easily readible letter datelined Buchanan Co, Mo. Oct 4 1848; 

"...I have sold Jonas, but Biswell is still on hand, last week I sold him for $612.50 and again this evening for $620 
but both purchasers backed out...I could not give him security that he is sound in body and mind.....I found he had 
quite a bad wound on the bone of his leg.....I hope it will be well in a short time...should be cured up before I sell him 
again......lending him out...for $10 a month.....Jonas, I have sold him for $437.50....about 13 years old"...etc., 
Very Fine

100
2533           1914 Lithographs from the Uffizi Royal Gallery in Florence,  approximately 15 lithographs printed by 

Leo S. Olschki from the collection of the Uffizi Gallery in Florence, most dated 1914, includes artists 
such as Da Vinci and Dürer, many with water damage and toning (some significant), but many are 
perfectly framable, an attractive and rare group Offer

Paper Ephemera - Telegraph Related
2534   6        Western Union Telegram Specialized Collection,   35+ Western Union telegram forms from the 

1930s/50s, about 14 with "SPECIMEN" overprints, the rest mint except for one or two used, interesting 
designs celebrating birthdays, Thanksgiving, Mother's Day, weddings, travel, birth announcements, and 
Christmas; an interesting and attractive group for the fan of 20th century graphic design 100
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INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING:
 

Mailing of Lots to Foreign Addresses
Lots are shipped by Federal Express or USPS Express Mail. If you prefer another method, you must contact our office in advance with your 

preferred method, acknowledging that you accept full responsibility for the lots once they leave our office.
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2535   6        Correspondence to Francis Ellingwood Abbot, radical theologian and editor of The Index. Francis 
Ellingwood Abbot (1836-1903) was a philosopher and theologian, best known as the founder of the Free 
Religious Association (1867), editor of the weekly publication The Index (1870-1880), and President of 
the National Liberal League (1876). After studying the works of Charles Darwin, Abbot dedicated his 
life to reconciling the perceived difference between scientific study and religious revelation. His Free 
Religious Association rejected all religious authority, and was considered extremely radical for the time.
His criticisms of Protestantism and Roman Catholicism made Abbot a figure of national prominence, 
especially through the weekly publication of The Index. Abbot's radicalism made it difficult for him 
to find a steady career, although he did eventually find himself teaching at Harvard University--an 
appointment which was met with much backlash in the academic world.
Abbot spent his entire adult life championing his unique theory of "Free Religion,” which attracted 
considerable attention and debate on both sides of the Atlantic. However, personal tragedy struck in 
1892, when his wife Katie died suddenly. After spending the last decade of his life studying and writing, 
Abbot ended his own life at his wife's grave site on October 23, 1903.
As evidenced by the covers contained in this lot, Abbot carried on correspondence with many of the most 
prominent scientists, philosophers, and writers of his day. These include:
Charles Darwin (1809-1882), famed British scientist who helped to establish the modern understanding 
of evolution.
Charles Voysey (1828-1912), British theist who was condemned by the Privy Council for heterodoxy.
Frederick Maxse (1833-1900), British Royal Naval officer and radical political activist.
George Holyoake (1817-1906), British newspaper editor who coined the term "secularism” in 1851.
Annie Besant (1847-1933), British activist who was prominent in the National Secular Society.
Thomas Butler Gunn (1826-1904), British illustrator and newspaper correspondent during the Civil War.
Max Müller (1823-1900), German philologist and one of the founders of comparative religion.
Alan Greenwell (1824-1914), brother of British poet Dora Greenwell.
Eight of these covers are accompanied by photocopies of their original contents from the Harvard 
University Archives. The letters to Mr. Abbot, notably that from Charles Darwin (on his headed notepaper 
and revealing some of his own beliefs)) demonstrate the considerable attention he attracted from his 
contemporaries, and shed light on his radical religious beliefs. 
All 10 covers are addressed to Abbot while he was editor of The Index; eight while the publication was 
based in Boston, and two to Toledo, Ohio. Based on the photocopied letters, the envelopes (including 
Darwin) appear to be addressed in the hand of the senders. A variety of frankings are represented, 
including adhesive stamps and postal stationery. Condition is generally F-VF; 100

2536           Earhart, Amelia (1897-1937), American Aviatrix,  autograph in pencil on 5.5x6.5" sheet of paper, date 
written beneath in different hand (Aug. 21, 1932) and manuscript notation in lower left reads "Lost 
at sea - July 1937," magazine cutout of Earhart pasted at right of signature, paper adhesions on reverse 
and creases (one of which affects the signature), still attractive and frameable, a scarce and desirable 
signature 250
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2537   6        Florence E. Klingensmith (1904-33; American aviator of the Golden Age of Air Racing)  signature on an 
airmail envelope franked with C11 cancelled Minneapolis Minn Jul 27 1930, Very Fine; accompanied by 
signed photograph of Miss Klingensmith and newspaper clipping; she was killed in an accident in 1933 
during the Frank Phillips Trophy Race at the 1933 International Air Races in Chicago 100

2538           Th. Sophoulis (1860-1949, Greek politician from Samos, Served three times as Prime Minister of 
Greece)  signature on the back side of 193 5d Occupation of Samos issue (Scott N89), Very Fine 
Sophoulis served as prime minister July -Oct 1924, Nov 1945-April 1946 and Sept 1947-June 1949. 
Although he belonged to the center-left, Sofoulis led the government and the royal army during the 
civil war. He was admired for his lucidity and his courage despite his age and he was revered by all the 
politicians of the center-left, the center and the right. 75

2539   6        Specialized Edwin Stanton Exhibition/ Collection, two entires: U88 unused, U16 addressed to Mrs. Edwin 
M. Stanton, Pittsburgh, Pa. (all written by Edwin Stanton), also includes uncirculated 50c Fractional 
currency (Friedberg 1376) note and couple exhibition pages, Very Finegroup. 150

2540           THE MERCURY ASTRONAUTS.  signatures of the 7 astronauts on a Project Mercury issue FDC, Leroy 
Cooper Jr, Malcolm Scott Carpenter, John Glenn, Virgil I Grissom, Walter W Schirra, Jr, Alan B Shepard 
Jr, Donald K Slayton, probably signed over a period of time with some of the signatures (e.g. Grissom) 
of the time and others probably during the 1990s, the Shephard signature is secretarial, Fine piece of 
memorabilia 250

Stampless Covers - Colonial / Revolutionary War Period
2541   6        New York faint but near complete type A1 2-line and black "Bishop" mark on back of 1763 folded letter 

sheet to "The Revd. Doctor Barton, Bartlet Buildings, Holburn, Secretary to the Society for Propagation the Gospel 
in Foreign Parts, London", manuscript "1N' rate, F-VF (ASCC $1,000).  200

2542           Shay's Rebellion, "Springfield, Jan. 21, 1787, Sunday", dateline on letter (no postal markings) to soldier's 
wife, lengthy patriotic sentiment "...when men are in arms and I am engaged in the cause of government and 
the Constitution....who are seeking their own in the ruin of the country....I am not at all distracted in anticipating 
any consequences which will come to myself...that you may be terrified by false or even true accounts.......dissatisfied 
would trample on our rights, privileges, lives and estates...it is hard service... might convince these people that they 
are inferior....", etc.; this episode was the first test of the country in the throes of early insurrection/ 
rebellion, put down by the Mass. State Militia under the command of General Lincoln (Washington's 
Aide de Camp during the revolutionary war), some file separations, a very rare document of historical 
significance(online photo). 250

Stampless Covers - Local City Delivery Post
2543   6        Brooklyn City Express Post,   red local handstamp without the usual "2 cts" in center, on small ladies 

"drop" cover with content, Extremely Fine, previously unrecorded usage. 150

Stampless Covers - Lots and Collections
2544           Stampless Covers Selection, 7 stampless plus one cover with #11 franking; cancels of Pennsylvania 

Pottsgrove (ms.) 1815 war rate use, South Carolina Charleston cds on 1815 (War Rate) FOLDED LETTER 
to Mass. with "37½" rate, Texas Columbus straight-line on 1848 folded letter sheet (cover faults), San 
Antonio cds on "Official Business" folded letter to US Army Paymaster Gen'l in Washington DC datelined 
"Fort McIntosh near Laredo Tx Febry 17 1850"; ms "Griffin Texas" on partial letter sheet franked with pen 
cancelled #11; Matagorda Txs cds on 1849 folded letter to Secy of War in Washington DC, "Mt Pleasant 
Texas March 12th 1862" dateline (CSA period)on folded letter to Land Office Commissioner in Austin 
with "PAID" and circled "5" handstamps, San Augustine Tex red cds and "PAID" (ms "3c" rated) on 1855 
folded letter to Montgomery Tex, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, useful group 100
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2545   6        ALABAMA Postal History Group  consisting of sixty pre-WWII covers or cards all with different postmarks, 
includes 1899 Clarkson, 1913 Wood, at least 10-20 last days from the 1930s, F-VF.  75

2546 5  6        ALABAMA Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   on about 250 pages in three albums 
with about 400-500 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple 
hundred of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the 
owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though 
some cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF.

100

Alaska
2547 5  6        ALASKA Territorial Postal History   13 covers and 4 fronts; includes a pair of 1902 York covers, an 

attractive 1904 Metlakatla Doanes cancel registered cover (Third Bureau franking), a commercial cover 
with a 1905 Sandpoint Doanes cancel franked with a pair of 1c Louisiana Purchase and a 1902 Udakta 
front; mixed condition but generally Fine. 100

2548 5  6        ALASKA Territorial Postal History Collection, on over 100 pages in album with about 200 covers or cards 
primarily 1930-1950s, over 130 are Emergency Flight or UPS Star Route airmail covers, nice group of USS 
Naval ships, many different town strikes,  also a small group of cut out postmarks, F-VF.

350
2549   6        ALASKA Postal History   nice group of 18 cards and covers including 1891 Klawack on 2c franked reduced 

Dept of Int penalty env., 1919 Chena 4-bar on #UX20, 1910 Dempsey 4-bar on unmailed postcard, 1912 
Howcan 4-bar on postcard, 1909 Shakan 4-bar on real photo postcard; usual mixed condition, generally 
Fine 100

2550 5  6        ALASKA Statehood Postal History and Postmark Collection,  on over 150 pages in two albums with about 
300 covers or cards from 1959 to dates, there are Emergency Flight or UPS Star Route airmail covers, 
many different town strikes, also a group of cut out postmarks, a great group for study of the postmarks 
of this state, F-VF. 150

Arizona
2551   6        ARIZONA Territory Postal History c.1883/1915, group of 56 covers/cards, good mix of small towns in 

need of research, note few RPO, 1883 Vulture, 1895 White Hills, 1887/ Phoenix/ Zenos on same cover, 
1898 Briggs, 1893 Chrystoval, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF. 250

2552   6        ARIZONA STATEHOOD Postal History Group    consisting of thirty-three pre-WWII covers or cards 
all with different postmarks, includes Espero, Garces, Na-ah-Tee Canyon, Continetal, Harqua Hala (all 
Bechtal scarcity rarity 5), 1923 Huron (SR 6), Chimopovy, Rice, Johnson, Oldtrails and others, great start 
to the collecting of Arizona Statehood postmarks and DPOs, F-VF. 150

2553   6        ARIZONA TERRITORY "Doanes" Machine Cancels, 17 covers/cards, includes: Bryce, Canille, Catoctin, 
Cedar, Cottonia, Grand Canyon, Grand View, Mowry, Palmerlee, Rosemont, Truxton, Tuba, Turner, 
Valverde, etc, mostly strong and legible strikes, some mixed cover/ card condition, generally F-VF, useful 
group. 250
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The following lots of state postal history, along with many postal history lots in other sections, are 
from the collection formed by David Lyman over the course of many decades and was delivered 
to us in over 100 cartons. He was relentless in his pursuit of obtaining cancels from as many 
of the towns in a particular state or territory as possible and achieved admirable success in 
the undertaking. He followed the same course in collection of foreign cancels as well and his 
collections of Canada, Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand and many other countries offered 
in other parts of this sale are also a testament to his determination. It was the postmark, and 
not necessarily the cover, that was of prime interest and the collection shows that as condition 
sometimes takes on lesser importance and the 1000s of cut-out cancels sometimes incorporates 
a portion of the stamp. However, for the state postal historian, these lots are treasure troves of 
information and can supply new information on early and late dates or previously unrecorded 
towns or types. Viewing of these collections, whether in person or via the online scans, is highly 
recommended.

Alabama
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2554 5  6        ARIZONA Statehood Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection  on over 220 pages in two 
album with about 400 covers or cards all statehood with numerous modern pictorial postmarks except 
1910 Christmas, Arizona and 1898 Arizona, Arizona territorial covers, there is a copy of the 'Oct 27 1881 
Tombstone Epitaph' newspaper, many different town strikes, also a group of cut out postmarks, F-VF.

150

Arkansas
2555   6        Gaster's Landing, Ark.,  Nov 27 red cds on pen cancelled U10 to Washington City DC, Fine and rare with 

this being reportedly one of just two covers known with this cancel (Helbock scarcity rating of 9).
75

2556   6        ARKANSAS Postal History Group   consisting of ninety-one pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 
postmarks, includes Peters, Peace, Pitkin, Clears\ Spring, Canton, Brazils, at least 10-20 last days from the 
1930s, nice start to the collecting of Arkansas postmarks and DPOs, F-VF. 100

2557 5  6        ARKANSAS Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on about 240 pages in two albums with over 350 post 
1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple hundred of cut out postmarks, 
this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect 
as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many 
different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

California
2558   6        CALIFORNIA Postal History Group  about 250 pre-1950 covers and cards with all different postmarks, 

nice group of about 50 Naval or Military postmarks, a few of the interesting towns include 1898 Presidio, 
1913 Ryan, Roselawn, Surrey Swartout, Tyler, Blacks Station, Blue Rock, Cook etc, usual mixed condition.

150
2559 5  6        CALIFORNIA, Massive Postal History, Postmark & Cancellation Collection,    on over 1000 pages 

in fourteen albums with   over1500 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial 
postmarks, hundreds of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever 
put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any 
duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF.

300

Colorado
2560   6        Denver City, C.T., well struck cds ties faulty 3c (65) on cover to Levant, Me. F-VF 75
2561   6        Link, Colo. DPO, 1910-12 (S/R 7), bold 4/17/10 duplex on post card, Very Fine 150
2562   6        COLORADO Postal History Group  about 45 covers or cards, includes registered, U.S. Postal Money 

Order, better include 1899 Nyburg, 1893 Highlandlake, Hesperus, 1909 Sligo, 1905 Tolland, 1918 
Waunita Hot Sproings, Newett, Roswell etc, also nice group of last day usages, usual mixed condition, 
F-VF with some scarce items 150

2563 5  6        COLORADO Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   on about 250 pages in three albums 
with about 300-400 post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple hundred 
of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

Connecticut
2564   6        CONNECTICUT Stampless Postal History,  1834 Ketch's Mills manuscript postmark on SFL, red 1850 

PLYMOUTH HOLLOW Ct cds cut down SFL, red 1831 NORw. Cy. Ct cds on SFL, blue 1851 QUINEBAUG 
Ct cds on SFL, red 1833 SALEM BRIDGE Ct cds on SFL, black 1845 PORTERSVILLE CT cds on SFL, 
black 1818 CHELSEA LANDING CON rimless cds on SFL and black MYSTIC RIVER Ct cds on cover; 
usual mixed condition but generally Fine.  75

2565 5  6        CONNECTICUT Postal History Group    consisting of about 100 pre-WWII covers or cards all with 
different postmarks, well over 20 are DPOs including Boardman, Cannon, Bayport, Chappinville, 1860s 
Darien Depot, Haddamneck, Hop River, Pendelton Hill, Rainbow, Reynolds Bridge etc, there is also a US 
Postal Note and  a couple US Postal Money Orders, nice start to the collecting of Connecticut postmarks 
and DPOs, F-VF. 100
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2566 5  6        CONNECTICUT Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   on about 350 pages in three 
albums with about 500-600 post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple 
hundred of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the 
owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though 
some cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

Dakota
2567   6        DAKOTA Towns Assortment, 17 covers/cards, all but three are territorials, includes: Aberdeen, Arizona 

City, Arvilla, Big Springs, Fort Bufford, Grandin Farms, Northville, Pierre (backstamp), Portland, 
Redfield, Sterling, etc, small stamp.cover flaws/faults, generally Fine.

200

Delaware
2568   6        DELAWARE Postal History Group   consisting of seventeen covers or cards all with different postmarks, 

including Lovevile and Cantwells Bridge stampless, nice Kentmere (SR6) and other DPOs, usual mixed 
condition though most are fine or better. 150

2569 5  6        DELAWARE Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection    on about 80 pages in album with 
about 150 covers or cards with over 30 pre-1920 incliuding registered, advertising, DPOs, RPOs, a Postal 
Note etc, many with modern pictorial postmarks, over one hundred of cut out postmarks, this is from one 
of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different 
strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation 
types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

District of Colombia
2570   6        GEORn PTk, ("N" & "K" high) complete and well struck 26.5mm cds on 1802 folded letter datelined and 

addressed to Philadelphia, manuscript "12½" rate, letter in French and signed by L.A. Pichon (French 
Consul general to U.S.), Extremely Fine. (ASCC $75).  75

2571   6        MAIL ROOM / P.O. DEPT. / JUN 19 12 M cds on 1885 cover to Leavenworth, KS, c/o Col. E. F. Brown, 
Inspector General, N.H.D.V.S., 2c Red Brown pair (210) tied by Washington DC Jun 15 duplex cancels, 
backstamped Leavenworth, Very Fine excellent strike of this rare marking being the sole known example 

85

2572   6        PATHFINDER / D.C. DEC 1 2PM 1900   Independent post office cancel duplex on 2c Carmine on 
manila wrapper (W366), addressed to Slatersbury, Conn., Very Fine; less than ten examples of this cancel 
recorded this being the only recorded example on a wrapper 150
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2573           6 TERRA COTTA / D.C. JUN 9 1890   Independent post office cancel (less than five examples are 
recorded) on 2c Green on amber (U312), magenta "B. Wlthberger / Terra Cotta, D.C." handstamp c.c. 
and WASH. D.C. TRANSIT cancel on reverse, envelope opened rough on reverse and left side, but a very 
fine strike of this rare cancel. 150

2574   6        WASHINGTON CITY / D.C. DEC 8 186(2)  type I 35mm John McAdams Machine Cancel (Washington 
DC Trial period Dec 4 - 10, 1862) cds ties 3c Rose (65) with 5-rings killer (recorded Dec 5-9, 1862, and 
only 9 examples recorded), Very Fine and rare 150

2575   6        WASHINGTON CITY / D.C. DEC 5 (1862) Type II, 32mm John McAdams Machine Cancel (Washington 
DC Trial period Dec 4 - 10, 1862), 1861 3c Rose (65, natural s.e.) single tied on cover by Waffle killer 
(recorded Dec 4-10, 1862, and only 8 examples recorded), Very Fine and rare 150

2576   6        Five Local D.C. Usages,  franked by 146, 156 pair, 183 (2), U122, on five Washington, DC local covers 
with different cancels, two red cancelled covers sent to Sen. Matt W. Ransom (Confederate General & US 
Senator from North Carolina) and Gen. Absalom H. Markland of Kentucky; also a US Senate Chamber 
envelope with black "L" duplex cancel to Congressman Wm Claflin of Mass., two black local cancels, one 
to Dept of State, other on 2c Jackson stationery envelope, Very Fine selection 100

2577   6        DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Postal History Group    consisting of about 35 covers or cards all with 
different postmarks, including Alexandria, Georgetown and Washington City stampless, Winthrop 
Heights, Deanewood, Brookland, Tennallytown, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better.

150
2578   6        1896/1906 Registered Covers.   four covers, two to New York City, and one each to Augusta, ME and 

Halifax, NS, three with Station Cancels, including Station C, Station No. 20, and Sub-Station No. 6. all are 
10c rate usages, one on uprated 2c stationery to Nova Scotia, the Station C cover sent from the Treasury 
Dept., Comptroller of the Currency, F-VF group with interesting markings. 85

2579   6        D.C. Auxiliary Markings, two covers; Scott 65 on small ladies envelope to Mystic River, CT with Scarce 
"COLLECTED / WASH'N, D.C." cancel on reverse; Scott 213 on missent cover to Ft. Myers, VA, with 
scarce magenta marking on backflap "RECEIVED UNSEALED / G.S. / WASHINGTON, / D.C." (the 
sole example seen), Very Fine covers with unusual and seldom seen markings 100

2580 5  6        DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   on over 300 pages in 
three albums with about 400-500 post 1950 covers or cards many are first days or with modern pictorial 
postmarks, couple hundred of cut out postmarks one group of 50 pages of autographs or free franks 
mostly on small cut outs, one stampless with senator free frank, this is from one of the largest postmark 
collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there 
are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, 
most are F-VF. 150

Florida
2581   6        APALACHICOLA / F.Ty., JAN 15  (Type III) plus  "25" (Type B), both in red (only 10-20 recorded) on 

1843 complete folded letter from Charles S. Russell, to Nathaniel L. Griswold, New York, ms docketing 
at left into postmark, some light aging top center, still Fine and scarce 75

2582   6        JACKSONVILLE Flor. / APR 12  (Type IV) well struck in red plus ms. "25" on 1843 complete folded 
letter from shipping agent Albert G. Philips, to Alexandria, D.C, regarding shipping matters, Very Fine 
and attractive 75

2583   6        Pensacola F / 17 Oct  Type IV ms. cancel (very few recorded 1826-1830) on 1829 folded letter to West 
Harwich, Mass. from ship captain about to sail for Havana, rated "25", Fine and very scarce.

100
2584   6        PILATKA / Flor / MAR 4 (Type II) nicely struck in red plus ms "25" on 1845 complete folded letter 

datelined "Mellonville, "East Florida/ February 20th 1845" (Territorial period) to Williamstown, Mass., 
missent to Williamsburg, Mass., light even aging with some small tone spots, still Fine; the red Pilatka 
Type II cancel is only recorded during the Territorial period (ended on 2 March 1845) and only one 
example is recorded during the Statehood period. 120

2585   6        St. AUGUSTINE / Fl.T. / 27 Oct   (Type XIV) plus "FREE" (Type XIVd - only one known) in black 
on 1836 complete folded letter from Charles Smith, Paymaster, U.S. Army to General Towson, Paymaster 
General, U.S. Army, in Washington City, letter refers to the payment of regular troops and militia, rec'd 9 
Nov, with docketing notes, light aging along vertical file folds, Fine and very scarce. 120

2586   6        TALLAHASSEE Flor. / MAR 15  (Type IV) crisply struck in red plus ms "25" on 1844 complete folded 
letter to Alexandria, D.C. school regarding their son's prepatory learning before entering college in 
Chapel Hill, NC, Very Fine and choice 75
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2587   6        1846/47 10c Rate Stampless Covers,   three covers; "APALACHICOLA / F.Ty." red Territorial Cancel, 
used during Statehood period to New York, "PENSACOLA / Flor." Black Cancel, used to New York, 
and "TALLAHASSEE / Flor." green cancel, with matching "10" paid marking, used to Middleburg, VA, 
(green cancels in used 1847-49), F-VF 80

2588 5  6        FLORIDA Postmark, Postal History Group consisting of about 160 pre-WWII covers or cards all with 
different postmarks, many are DPOs including Georgiana, Indianola, Conway, Egmont, Lakemont, 
Nashua, Matanzas etc, 10-20 or more last days, there is an 1898 Fernandina Spanish American War 
strike, also a Eua Gallie US Postal Money Orders, some advertising, airmail, MOBs, Doanes, over 20 Navy 
related postmarks, nice start to the collecting of Florida postmarks and DPOs, F-VF.

100
2589 5  6        FLORIDA Postal History, Postmark & Cancellation Collection,    on about 700 pages in seven albums 

with over 1000 post 1950 covers or cards, also a few hundred cut out postmarks, this is from one of the 
largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different strikes 
as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation types 
with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

Georgia
2590   6        GEORGIA Postal History Group   consisting of about 145 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, many are DPOs including Burton, Conty Line, Cole City, Dodge, Lavender, Lilly Pond, 1860s 
Parkers Store, Trip, Mudge, nicest are 1896 Cubana (SR 7), 1886 Plowshare (SR5), 1883 Laurens Hill oval 
County/PM with US MAIL fancy killer,  etc, 20-30 or more last days, there are registered, airmail, 10-20 
Navy or military related postmarks, nice start to the collecting of Georgia postmarks and DPOs, F-VF.

150
2591 5  6        GEORGIA Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on about 350 pages in four albums with about 500-

600 post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple hundred of cut out 
postmarks, includes some last day DPOs, also noticed is registered 1896 Thena cover, this is from one 
of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different 
strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation 
types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

Idaho
2592   6        IDAHO Postal History Group 33 pre-1950 covers or cards, unusual DPOs including Kimama, 1908 Lenia, 

1908 South Boise, 1910 Willola, Woodside, Volmer, Steele, Tharp etc, many last day DPOs, a nice group 
of covers from this Western State. 75

2593 5  6        IDAHO Postmark and Cancellation Collection    on about 100 pages in one albums with about 150-
200 post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple hundred of cut out 
postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted 
to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have 
many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

Illinois
2594   6        ILLINOIS Postal History Group with More   consisting of about 100 pre-WWII covers or cards all with 

different postmarks and small group of thirty or so U.S. Postal Money Orders, many are DPOs including 
1860s Kanakee Depot, Blue Ridge, Clearing, Damascus, Majority Point, Wady Petra, etc, 10-20 or so last 
days, there are registered, airmail, special delvery, advertising, missent, many MOB, some Navy or military 
related postmarks, nice start to the collecting of Illinois postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition 
though most are fine or better. 100

2595 5  6        ILLINOIS Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on about 800 pages in seven albums with over 1300 
post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many hundred of cut out postmarks, 
this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect 
as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many 
different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150
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2596   6        INDIANA Postal History Group    consisting of about 125 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 
postmarks, many are DPOs including 1850s Muncietown, Crossroads, registered Don Juan, Farmers 
Institute, Bakers Corner, Nickle Plate, Olinville, Pigeon, Pikes Peak, Roberts, Starlight, Turkeycreek, 
1860s Waterloo City, Milners Corners, etc, 10 or so last days, there are registered, MOB, group of HPOs, 
some Navy or military related postmarks, nice start to the collecting of Indiana postmarks and DPOs, 
usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 200

2597 5  6        INDIANA Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on about 400 pages in four albums with about 700 post 
1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple hundred of cut out postmarks, 
this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect 
as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many 
different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

Iowa
2598   6        IOWA Postal History Group    consisting of about 75 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, many are DPOs including 1860s Georgetown manuscript (faulty cut into stamp), Benson, 
Coalvlle, Flagers, Grable, Lostcreek, Muchakinock, Riggs, Lost Creek County/PM (SR7), etc, 10 or so 
last days, there are airmail, advertisings, some Navy related postmarks, nice start to the collecting of Iowa 
postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 100

2599 5  6        IOWA Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on about 400 pages in four albums with about 600-700 post 
1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple hundred of cut out postmarks, 
this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect 
as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many 
different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

Kansas
2600   6        Lawrence, K.T., bold and complete cds on 3c Nesbitt, edge wear and light soiling, Fine cover. 75
2601   6        KANSAS Postal History Group   consisting of about 100 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, many are DPOs including 1879 Clarinda(SR 7), 1885 Delhi, Army City on Real Photo ppc, 
Dispatch, Enne, Fairfield, Osage Mission, Ozark, Twin Creek, Turck(front),  also Wild Horse, Armourdale 
and Kanwaka manuscript all (SR6)reduced at right affecting stamp, etc, 10 or so last days, there are 
advertising, MOB and some military related postmarks, nice start to the collecting of Kansas postmarks 
and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 150

2602 5  6        KANSAS Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on about 300 pages in three albums with about 500 post 
1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple hundred of cut out postmarks, 
this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect 
as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many 
different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

Kentucky
2603           6 KENTUCKY Postal History Group    consisting of about 285 pre-WWII covers or cards all with 

different postmarks, some DPOs including Massack, Gladstone, Earles, Northtown, Noxubee, Rinaldo, 
Hammonville etc, nice group of last days, nice start to the collecting of Kentucky postmarks and DPOs, 
usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 150

2604 5  6        KENTUCKY Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   on about 450 pages in five albums with 
about 600-700 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many hundred 
of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

Louisiana
2605   6        LOUISIANA Postal History Group   consisting of about 100 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, many are DPOs including Solitude, Morris, Patoutville, Yellow Pine, Quarantine, etc, 30 or so 
last days, there are airmail and some naval and military related postmarks, nice start to the collecting of 
Louisiana postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 100
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2606 5  6        LOUISIANA Postmark and Cancellation Collection    on about 200 pages in two albums with about 
300 post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple hundred of cut out 
postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted 
to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have 
many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 75

Maine
2607   6        Rockabema, Me Jun 21 1904  cds on cover franked with Scott 319, backstamped with scarce Myrick, ME 

transit marking dated Jun 22, 1904 and Winn, ME receiving mark dated Jun 23, 1904. cover reduced on 
right; Fine 100

2608   6        MAINE Stampless Postal History,   18 pieces including manuscript and cds cancels, usual mixed 
condition, generally Fine.  75

2609   6        MAINE Desirable Postal History   three rare postmarks: BAUNEG-BEG purple duplex dated Sep 23, 
1879 on #UX5;   EA(ST) STRONG manuscript cancel dated Dec 31 on cover with pen cancelled #65; 
WEST HOULTON cds dated June 23 on cover with pen cancelled #65; some light soiling but generally 
Fine condition 100

2610   6        MAINE Premium Postal History Selection,  over 180 cards, covers and stationery with Maine postmarks with 
Helbock scarcity ratings ranging of 5 to 7 (Volume IV - The Northeast); very little duplication, usual mixed 
condition but generally Fine; an interesting group with viewing highly recommended. 400

2611   6        MAINE Postal History Accumulation,    over 450 covers, cards and stationery, with mostly different 
postmarks, ranges from stampless era to a few modern - mostly 1880 to 1940, some faults as expected but 
generally Fine condition. 200

2612 5  6        MAINE Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on about 300-400 pages in five albums with about 600-700 
mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many hundred of cut out 
postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted 
to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have 
many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, see the other MAINE group lots, most are F-VF.

100

Maryland
2613   6        MARYLAND Postal History Group   consisting of about 100 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, some DPOs including Pine Orchard, Cherry Hill, Bartholows, Bank, Hampden, Emmorton, 
Hoods Mills, Kump etc and more, also nice group of last days, nice start to the collecting of Maryland 
postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 100

2614 5  6        MARYLAND Postmark and Cancellation Collection,    on about 350 pages in four albums with about 
500-600 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many hundreds 
of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

Massachusetts
2615   6        "To be left at the Hanover Post Office from where it is requested to be forwarded as soon as possible," manuscript 

notation on 1800 folded letter sheet to Pembrook, Mass., faint Boston, Mass. straightline and Franklin 
datestamp, light water soiling, still Fine cover, early and unusual. 75

2616   6        Wessonville, MA  stampless folded letter with a red straightline "WESSONVILLE" hand stamp with black 
manuscript "Mass" and date "Augt 27"; rated "Paid 18¾", the letter appears to be a shipping manifest for 
the Brig "Gem". Very Fine. (Helbock rating "8" - ASCC $200) 75

2617   6        West Hampton Large Five Pointed Outlined Star (S-E ST-O 14)  excellent strike of Apr 6 1869 cancel ties 3c Red 
"F” grill (Scott 94) on cover addressed to Springfield, Mass. Extremely Fine in all respects 50

2618   6        MASSACHUSETTS Stampless Covers Group,   eight folded letters with scarcer markings - six with 
manuscript markings: Uxbridge South, Reheboth Village, Fryville, Ward, Ireland Depot and Montague 
Canal along with Northville and North Village cds. usual mixed condition, generally Fine.   100

2619   6        MASSACHUSETTS Stampless Covers Assortment,  sixteen folded letters and four covers, manuscript 
(So. Hadley Canal, Sandy Bay, Ashleyville, etc) or cds (Chickopee Factory, Chester Factories, Clintonville, 
etc) postmarks, typical mixed condition, generally Fine.   100
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2620   6        MASSACHUSETTS Premium Postal History Group  of 21 covers, cards and folded letters all having 
scarcity ratings of 8 to 9 (Helbock - U.S. Post Offices Volume IV - The Northeast) or are not listed. Included 
"CENTRE UXBRIDGE.MASS" straightline SFL (damaged corner), "NEHOIDEN,MASS." straightline on 
UX5, "Charlton Centre, Ms" manuscript on SFL, "S. PLYMPTON MAS." cds on SFL (unlisted in Helbock - 
ASCC $150), typical mixed condition, generally Fine for the period. 400

2621   6        MASSACHUSETTS Postal History   selection of over 175 covers, cards and folded letters. Interesting 
group with very little duplication mostly chosen for postmarks, frankings and usages, condition very 
mixed but mostly Fine. 150

2622   6        MASSACHUSETTS Postal History Group consisting of about 370 pre-WWII covers or cards or Money 
Order Business receipts all with different postmarks, many are DPOs including 1884 Nashoba, Richmonds 
Furnace, Pratts Junction, Peru, North Heath, North Swansea, Littleville, Zoar, Danvers Centre, and many 
more etc, small group of last days, includes registered, advertising, Doanes, RFDs, Navy, mourning, 
missent, airmail and county/postmaster, nice start to the collecting of Massachusetts postmarks and 
DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are Fine or better. 150

2623 5  6        MASSACHUSETTS Large Postmark and Cancellation Collection,    on about 700 pages in six albums 
with about 1000 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many, many 
hundreds of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the 
owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

Michigan
2624   6        MICHIGAN Postal History Group   consisting of about 94 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, many are DPOs including Ionia missent to India, Fiborn Quarry, Grosse Pointe Farms, Sebewa, 
Sigma, etc, 10-15 or so last days, there are airmail, registered and some military related postmarks, nice 
start to the collecting of Michigan postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or 
better. 100

2625 5  6        MICHIGAN Postmark and Cancellation Collection,   on about 600 pages in five albums with about 1000 
mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many, many hundreds of 
cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

Minnesota
2626   6        MINNESOTA Postal History Group   conisting of about 82 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, some DPOs including Bengal, Jane, Savannah, etc, 40-50 or so last days, there are airmail, 
advertising, a nice US German Sea Post to Minnesota  etc, nice start to the collecting of Minnesota 
postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 75

2627 5  6        MINNESOTA Postmark and Cancellation Collection,    on about 350 pages in three albums with about 
600-700 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many, many hundreds 
of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

Mississippi
2628 5  6        MISSISSIPPI Postmark and Cancellation Collection,   on about 180 pages in two albums with about 300 

mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many hundreds of cut out 
postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted 
to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have 
many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 75

Missouri
2629   6        MISSOURI Postal History Group  consisting of about 165 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, many are DPOs including Frankenstein, Plum Valley, Vermont, Guild, Howland, Amos. 
Stephens Store, etc, 50-60 or so last days, there are airmail, registered, MOB and postage due related 
postmarks, nice start to the collecting of Missouri postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though 
most are fine or better. 100
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2630 5  6        MISSOURI Postmark and Cancellation Collection,   on about 500 pages in four albums with about 800-
1000 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many, many hundreds 
of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

Montana
2631   6        MONTANA Postal History Group   30+ pre-1950 covers or cards, about half are DPOs including Cable, 

Rosemont, Lanark, Ninemile, Stone Shack etc, a nice group of covers from this Western State. 75
2632 5  6        MONTANA Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on about 180 pages in one album with about 350 

mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks,, one very interesting CRASH 
cover many hundreds of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever 
put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any 
duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF.

75

Nebraska
2633 5  6        NEBRASKA Postmark and Cancellation Collection,   on about 240 pages in two albums with about 400+ 

mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many hundreds of cut out 
postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted 
to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have 
many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 75

Nevada

2634   6        Treasure City, Nev  2/18 blue cds on 1870 registered cover to NJ  franked with 1866 15c Black (Scott 77) 
and two 1869 3c (Scott 114) paying double rate plus 15c registry fee, the 3c issues tied by blue targets, 
15c centrally struck with identical target, "Reg #37" manuscript notation, cover is expertly repaired and 
completely rebacked, Very Fine appearing, a very scarce cover. 75

2635   6        NEVADA Small Postal History Group   consisting of thirteen pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 
postmarks, some DPOs including 1909 card from Olinghouse to Deep Hole (SR 5) with bold receiving, 
1910 card from Fallon to Derby(SR6) with clear receiving, a few last days, nice start to the collecting of 
Nevada postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 75

2636   6        NEVADA Postal History Group,    over 75 pieces of Nevada postal history with usefiul assortment of 
cards, covers and stationery with postmarks dated mostly from 1890 to 1920, usual mixed condition but 
generally Fine. 150
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2637 5  6        NEVADA Postmark and Cancellation Collection  on about 180 pages in two albums with about 200-300 
mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks,over 400 hundred cut out 
postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted 
to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have 
many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

New Hampshire
2638   6        Gilmanton Iron Works, NH,  used as a forwarding cancel and ties 3c (65) on cover to Clinton, Mass., the 

cover originated in New Orleans, La. with nicely struck Jul 31 1863 cds, additional 3c (65) tied by target, 
F-VF use during Military Occupation of New Orleans; scarce NH town cancel  60

2639   6        NEW HAMPSHIRE Postal History Group    consisting of about 90 pre-WWII covers or cards all with 
different postmarks, some DPOs including Cheever, Croydon Flat, East Unity, Nelson, Quaker City, 
North Lyndeborough, there are many ppcs, airmail, RFDs, some U. S. Postal Money Orders with MOB 
strikes, nice start to the collecting of Missouri postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most 
are fine or better. 75

2640 5  6        NEW HAMPSHIRE Postmark and Cancellation Collection    on about 200 pages in two albums with 
about 400 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many hundreds 
of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 75

New Jersey

2641   6        PHILOCLESIAN FAIR, MAY 20, 1835 a complete and well struck red rimless 33mm marking and 
manuscript "12½" rate on outer folded letter sheet addressed to New Brunswick (NJ), sending would 
likely have cost the sender 1 bit (½real=12½c), tone spot and light aging, an Extremely Fine strike on a 
Very Fine cover; the marking falls into the same class as the well-known "Beehive" of New Haven, Conn.
A privately applied handstamp (not a postal cancel) for the Philoclesian Fair which was, most likely, one of 
a number of fairs organized in the 1830s for fundraising purposes (similar to but less organized than the 
Sanitary Fairs of the Civil War period). There was a "Philoclean Society", founded in 1825 at Rutgers Univ 
(New Brunswick NJ), as a literary society and also a "Philolexian Society", a literary and debate organization, 
founded at Columbia Univ in NY City in 1802; it is doubtful whether this marking is associated with either 
of these organizations. Aristophanes comedy „The Wasp" features a character named "Philoclean" and there 
may be a connection for a theater-group fundraising effort but, in the end, the marking remains a mystery. 500

2642   6        NEW JERSEY Stampless, 1831/60, four covers, red Amboy fancy oval, blue Elizabethtown cds and 
"PAID" straightline, Bridgeton cds, Shark River cds with PM free frank, few small flaws, otherwise mostly 
F-VF covers. 100
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2643   6        NEW JERSEY Postal History Group  about forty-five pre 1950 covers or cards with unusual items, includes registered 
unusual 1918 WW I 'Port of Embarkation - Hoboken', DPOs including scarce 1860s English Neighborhood, West 
End with Fancy, 1881 East Long Branch etc, a nice group of New Jersey covers. 100

2644 5  6        NEW JERSEY Postmark and Cancellation Collection    on about 450 pages in four albums with about   
800 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, well over 900 hundred 
cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF, 150

New Mexico
2645   6        NEW MEXICO Territorial Postal History Group, 10 covers or cards including 1900 Chloride, 1888 White 

Oaks, 1910 Gibson, 1905 Maxwell City,  1911 Vermejo Park, 1895 Rances of Taos etc, mixed condition but 
a nice group of ten different territorials. 75

2646 5  6        NEW MEXICO Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on about 180 pages in two albums with about 300 
mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks,, over 400 hundred cut out 
postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted 
to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have 
many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

New York
2647   6        Cayuga Lake, NY, green 9/4 cds ties 3c Banknote on cover to Tomkin County, NY, stamp with light 

soiling, Fine cover; scarce steamboat transit marking with less than 20 covers reported 75
2648   6        Hurlbut's Mills Stampless Cover circular "PAID 3" marking; address side fine with a clean strike of the 

postmark, back side torn with flap almost separated from cover; still Fine, a rare postmark of this Clinton 
County town. 100

2649   6        Keeseville "U S” in Circle (S-E PT-US 61)  choice strike of fancy cancel and town marking tie 3c Rose 
(Scott 65) on orange cover addressed to Essex Junction VT; Extremely Fine  50

2650   6        N. York Nov 8 (1792), bold but partial strike with matching "Paid" straightline, manuscript 12½c rate and 
"Post Paid" on outer folded letter sheet to Litchfield, Conn., Very Fine  50

2651   6        N. YORK Jan 14 straightline on folded letter datelined "Havanah December 25th 1793" and addressed to 
Newburyport NY, ms "via New York/ Capt Trask" and "Sh 24" some light aging but Fine overall, 24c postage 
covers 20c for inland carriage New York to Newburyport (250-350 miles) plus the 4c due the private ship 
for ocean carriage; letter written Christmas Day from a Capt Stephen Holland complaining of being 
detained in Havana by local officials and thus unable to load molasses and leave the island 75

2652   6        NY City Flag Waving to the Left on Pole (S-E PTA-F 1) bold strike ties 3c Rose (65) on dark buff cover 
addressed to Cedar Swamp,  NY, Very Fine; Ex-Louis Grunin  300
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2653   6        NY City Elaborate Geometric with Center Square Divided into Eight Parts,  not noted in Skinner-Eno 
but similar to S-E GE- E 100 which has a center square divided into four parts, ties 3c Rose (65) on 1862 
American Agriculturalist illustrated ad cover addressed to Romeo Mich, matching NY City date stamp at 
top center, Extremely Fine; Ex-Louis Grunin 50

2654   6        Schoharie Court House, N.Y., bold, complete and well struck 36mm red rimless cds on 1817 FLS to 
Albany, manuscript "10" rate, Extremely Fine. (Schoharie County; ASCC $200). 100

2655   6        1790/1802 "New York" Straightlines, four mostly different straightlines plus an 1802 "clamshell" fancy, 
good mix of rates, etc., some usual small cover flaws, F-VF 100

2656   6        NEW YORK Stampless Postal History Assortment,   14 pieces - two manuscript cancels (1833 Center 
Cambridge SFL and 1849 Somerville cover), four SFL (Urbana, 1846 Williamsburg, 1847 Hudson Riv. 
Mail and 1838 Nunda Valley), seven covers (1853 Benton, Lansingburgh, Pokeepsie, Cambria, Junius, 
Johnsburgh and Bainbridge) and one front (Buffalo). Mixed condition - review recommended.

100
2657   6        NY City Elaborate Geometric Cancels; 2 covers with cancels not listed in Skinner-Eno, one similar in style 

to S-E GE-C 100, but the center square is divided into 8 sections while GE-C 100 is divided into 4 sections, 
ties 3c Rose (Scott 65) on 1862 cover from NYC, addressed to Springfield, Mass, the other - an excellent 
strike of Circle of 8 Carats ties 3c Red (Scott 65) on cover to Boston, Extremely Fine 50

2658           6 New York Postal History Collection, group of 19 mostly folded letter sheets mounted on pages with 
descriptions, c.1819/59, good mix of cancels, rates (including 1c "drop"), couple trans-atlantics, integral 
rates, etc., generally Very Fine and attractive 100

2659   6        NEW YORK Postal History Group consisting of about 100 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 
postmarks, some DPOs including scarce red boxed 1850s Morningville PO Westchester Co, Moreton 
Farm (RF 6) etc, about 20 last days, note registered, special delivery, airmail, MOB, RPOs and about 20 
Navy or military markings, nice start to the collecting of New York postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed 
condition though most are Fine or better. 100

2660   6        NEW YORK Premium Postal History Group,   Over 100 cards, covers and stationery with New York 
postmarks with Helbock scarcity ratings ranging of 5 to 7 (Volume IV - The Northeast); very little 
duplication, usual mixed condition but generally Fine; an interesting group with viewing highly 
recommended. 200

2661   6        NEW YORK Postal History Assortment,   1000+ covers, cards and stationery with mostly different 
postmarks, ranges from stampless era to a few modern - mostly 1880 to 1920, some faults as expected but 
generally Fine condition. 200

2662 5  6        NEW YORK Massive Postmark and Cancellation Collection .on about 1300-1500 pages in fifteen albums 
with about 2000 or more mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, 
additionally over 2000 cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put 
together, the owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any 
duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF.

300

North Carolina
2663   6        NORTH CAROLINA Postal History Group    consisting of about 110 pre-WWII covers or cards all 

with different postmarks, some DPOs, over 40 last days, nice start to the collecting of North Carolina 
postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 75

2664 5  6        NORTH CAROLINA Postmark and Cancellation Collection  on about 250 pages in three albums with 
about 400 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, many hundreds 
of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

North Dakota
2665   6        NORTH DAKOTA Postal History Group    consisting of about 170 pre-WWII covers or cards all with 

different postmarks, many DPOs including Heart, Hirschville, Deapolis, Stone, Larvik, Vesta, Skermo, 
Naughton, Quinion, Aster, Daglum and many more etc, there are also 23 South Dakota present, nice 
start to the collecting of North and Aouth Dakota postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though 
most are fine or better. 150
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2666 5  6        NORTH DAKOTA Postmark and Cancellation Collection  on about 180 pages in one album with over 
160 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks,, over 800 hundred 
cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 75

Ohio
2667   6        OHIO Stampless Cover Selection,  eight different with Wattsville, Ohio dated Jun 20 on free franked 

cover; St. Claire.O. dated Aug 27 on 1831 folded letter, manuscript "25" and "PAID" hand stamp; red 
Manhattan, Ohio. dated Feb 5 on 1840 folded letter, manuscript "12½" and "PAID" hand stamp; French 
Grant, O on cover, "V" in circle hand stamp; green Chilicothe, O. dated Mar 8 on folded letter, "FREE" 
hand stamp; red Cary's Academy dated Dec 20 on folded letter, manuscript "12½"; red Bridgeville, O. 
dated July 2 on 1851 folded letter, manuscript "3" and "PAID" hand stamp. mostly nice strikes; usual 
mixed condiron with some faults, VG-VF 100

2668   6        OHIO Premium Postal History Group   Over 50 covers, cards and stationery from Ohio postmarks with 
Helbock scarcity ratings of 5 to 7 (Volume V - The Ohio Valley); very little duplication, usual mixed 
condition but generally Fine; an interesting group with viewing highly recommended. 100

2669   6        OHIO Postal History Accumulation,   over 350 covers, cards and stationery, with mostly different 
postmarks, ranges from stampless era to a few modern - mostly 1880 to 1920, some faults as expected but 
generally Fine condition. 100

2670 5  6        OHIO Massive Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection nearly all post 1950, in seven 
volumes with over 900 pages, over a thousand covers and many hundreds of cut out postmarks, this is 
from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many 
different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different 
cancellation types, this is one to enjoy. 150

Oklahoma
2671   6        Fort Gibson, C.N. (Cherokee Nation), 10/19 cds on cover addressed to Chicago, Ill. franked with 3c 

Banknote (not tied and faulty), cover reduced at right, still Fine and somewhat scarce marking.
75

2672   6        OKLAHOMA Towns c.1894/1906, group of three different towns - Kingfisher (1899), Mission (1894, 
scarcity VII), Perry (1906 receiver), F-VF covers. 150

2673 5  6        OKLAHOMA Statehood Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection in three volumes with 
nearly 300 pages, hundreds of mostly post 1950 covers with some DPOs including 1908 Rugby, 1925 
Rabit, 1926 Jadie, 1908 Fairbanks, Gray Horse, Chance, Brantley, Carson, Bickford, Alden and Olive, 
also noticed is a Mistletoe Express cover with enclosure, also many hundreds of cut out postmarks, this 
is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many 
different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different 
cancellation types. 150

Oregon
2674 5  6        OREGON Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection  in two volumes with over 280 pages, 

several hundreds of mostly post 1950 covers with some DPOs including Crow, Copper, Cooston etc, lots 
of pictorial cancels, also many hundreds of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark 
collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there 
are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation types. 100

Pennsylvania
2675   6        PENNSYLVANIA Premium Postal History Group  over 100 cards, covers and stationery with Pennsylvania 

postmarks with Helbock scarcity ratings of 5 to 7 (Volume IV - The Northeast); very little duplication, 
usual mixed condition but generally fine; an interesting group with viewing highly recommended 

200
2676   6        PENNSYLVANIA Postal History Accumulation,   over 400 covers, cards and stationery, with mostly 

different postmarks, ranges from stampless era to a few modern - mostly 1880 to 1920, some faults as 
expected but generally Fine condition.  125
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2677   6        PENNSYLVANIA Massive Postal History Group   consisting of about 700 pre-WWII covers or cards all 
with different postmarks, some DPOs including Larabee, Wolf Creek, Culbertson, Sugar Valley, Sawyer 
City and many more etc, nice group of   over 80 last days, nice start to the collecting of Pennsylvania 
postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 200

2678 5  6        PENNSYLVANIA Massive Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   in twelve volumes with 
many hundreds of pages, likely over 1000 of mostly post 1950 covers, lots of pictorial cancels, also many, 
many hundreds of cut out postmarks some scarce, this is from one of the largest postmark collections 
ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if 
any duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, see the 
other Pennsylvania lots. 250

Rhode Island
2679   6        RHODE ISLAND Postal History Assortment about 40 pre-1950 covers or cards with USS Rhode Island, 

registered, RPOs and DPOs including West Greenwich Center, Stillwater, Lime Rock, Arcadia, Portsmouth 
Grove with #65, Grants Mills, Fort Greebe, Adin etc, a nice start to collecting Rhode Island postmarks.

75

South Carolina
2680 5  6        SOUTH CAROLINA Postal History Group about 40 pre-1950 covers or cards with a nice selection of 

towns including 1891 Claremont, 1907 Creston, 1898 Crosskeys, 1896 Globe, 1907 Cat Island etc, a nice 
start to collecting South Carolina postmarks. 75

South Dakota
2681 5  6        SOUTH DAKOTA Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   in one volume with over 110 

pages, couple hundred of mostly post 1950 covers, lots of pictorial cancels, also many cut out postmarks, 
this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect 
as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many 
different cancellation types with lots of pictorials.. 75

Tennessee
2682   6        Copper Mines, Polk Co., Tenn.  large county cds dated Oct 4 tying 3c Washington to cover, torn flap but 

Fine appearance; post office open from 1854-59 75
2683   6        Knoxville, T., bold and complete Knoxville, T. "tombstone" handstamp on folded letter sheet to 

Shellbyville, Tenn, manuscript 18¾c rate, light ageing, still Very Fine (ASCC $175). 75
2684   6        TENNESSEE Premium Postal History Group   over 65 cards, covers and stationery with Tennessee 

postmarks with Helbock scarcity ratings of 5 to 7 (Volume VII - The Lower Mississippi Valley); very 
little duplcation, usual mixed condition but generally Fine; an interesting group with viewing highly 
recommended  125

2685 6 TENNESSEE Postal History Group   consisting of about 135 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 
postmarks, some DPOs including Norton, Newburgh, Swift, Titus, Rutherford Depot, Molino, Jacob, 
Floyds, Laurel Gap, Coytee, Kittyton and many more etc, small group of last days, nice start to the 
collecting of Tennessee postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better.

150
2686 5  6        TENNESSEE Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection  on over 400 pages in three albums 

with over 600 post 1950 covers or cards, hundreds of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest 
postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as 
possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation types with 
lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

Texas
2687   6        TEXAS Postal History Group 51 pre-1950 covers or cards, a few last day DPOs, some both Army and Navy 

WW II period markings, Goliad, signed 'Mailed at the Mission' with cachet, F-VF; worth a look
75
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2688   6        TEXAS Postal History Group    consisting of about 105 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 
postmarks, some DPOs, advertising, registered, military related,  group 20-30 of last days, nice start to the 
collecting of Texas postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better.

75
2689 5  6        TEXAS Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   on over 900 pages in seven albums with 

over 1000 post 1950 covers or cards, many hundreds of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest 
postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many different strikes as 
possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different cancellation types with 
lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

Utah
2690   6        UTAH Small Postal History Group 15 pre-1950 covers or cards, unusual DPOs including Ucolo (scarce 

6 year town), Sweet Mine, Moore, Rochester, 1907 Stateline, Gandy etc, a nice group of covers from this 
Western State. 75

2691 5  6        UTAH Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection    in one volume with about 130 pages, 
couple hundred of mostly post 1950 covers, lots of pictorial cancels, also many cut out postmarks, this is 
from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many 
different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different 
cancellation types with lots of pictorials. 75

Vermont
2692   6        VERMONT Postal History Group   consisting of about 170 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, many are DPOs including 1860s North Landgrove manuscript, West Addison, Jerico Center, 
Dummer, Groton Pond, etc, several last days, some provisional straight lines including Killington, 15-20 
RFDs, there are airmail, Doanes, special delivery, county/postmaster and a a couple U.S. postal money 
orders, nice start to the collecting of Vermont postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most 
are fine or better. 150

2693 5  6        VERMONT Postmark and Cancellation Collection   on over 600 pages in six albums with over 1000 post 
1950 covers or cards most of which  are with modern pictorial postmarks, hundreds of cut out postmarks, 
this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect 
as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many 
different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 150

Virginia
2694   6        Barker Brook, Va. Sept 28th, 1853, manuscript town cancel on 3c Nesbitt, the most unusual address we 

have ever seen, "To Lexington, I'll send this letter-Care of Thomas Plunkett-(A wife would make him live some better, 
if he could only thunk it.) And now "Dear Tom, if your in town, please send it up to college and tell the boys it's from 
"Old Brown", a chap thats getting knowledge", entire with edge faults and missing backflap, still Fine and 
most unusual.  75

2695   6        VIRGINIA Postal History Group  useful group includes a Van Liew, VA July 31, 1883 manuscript cancel 
on UX7; Edgemont, VA Dec 18, 1875 manuscript cancel; Pamplin's Depot Mar 10 cds on U58; Proctor's 
Creek Aug 20, 1862 tying damaged pair of CSA 5c Davis; VA C.R.R. Cobham May 20 cds tying repaired 
#26, two different University of Virginia (1859 and 1861) and several Virginia covers with towns now 
in West Virginia including a fancy 1833 Martinsburg oval with postmaster free frank; some faults as 
expected but generally a Fine group. 200

2696   6        VIRGINIA Postal History Group    consisting of about 80 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 
postmarks, some DPOs, 10-15 last days, about 20 with Navy or military related postmarks, nice start to 
the collecting of Virginia postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better.

75
2697   6        VIRGINIA Doanes Cancels Including Unreporteds Over 120 Virginia cards and covers with Doanes 

cancels; included are the following postmarks which are unreported (based on the Doanes Cancels 
website): Flo 2-1 (listed but not verified) and Alone 1-1, Goffs 2-2, Kasey 2-1 and Non Intervention 1-2 (all 
not listed on the website); note several EKU's and second knowns; typical mixed condition but generally 
Fine. 100

2698   6        VIRGINIA Premium Postal History Group Over 250 cards, covers and stationery with Virginia postmarks with 
Helbock scarcity ratings ranging of 5 to 7 (Volume VI - The Mid-Atlantic); very little duplication, usual mixed 
condition but generally Fine; an interesting group with viewing highly recommended. 800
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2699   6        VIRGINIA Postal History Accumulation, over 550 covers, cards and stationery, with mostly different 
postmarks, ranges from stampless era to a few modern - mostly 1880 to 1920, some faults as expected but 
generally Fine condition. 250

2700 5  6        VIRGINIA Postal History, Postmark & Cancellation Collection,   on about 1000 pages in eight albums 
with over 1200 post 1950 covers or cards many  are with modern pictorial postmarks, hundreds of cut out 
postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted 
to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have 
many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF.

150

Washington

2701   6        Fort Colville, W.T.   Jan 8 cds on unfranked envelope addressed to Ingersoll, Canada West; oval "U.S. 
10cts" handstamp with manuscript "Due 15" apparently corrected to "10"; back side an Ingersoll, C.W. 
split circle receiving postmark; Very Fine and choice; this cover apparently provided the trace for the 
ASCC listing; (ASCC $850) 200

2702   6        WASHINGTON Postal History Group   about 80 pre-1950 covers or cards, unusual DPOs including 1890 
Avon, 1905 Hot Springs, 1897 Orcas Island, 1912 Aladin, Oak Point, Skye, Wenas, Park Rapids etc, also 
1910 Ione & Spokane RPO, a nice group of covers from this Western State.. 150

2703 5  6        WASHINGTON Postmark and Cancellation Collection  on over 350 pages in three albums with over 600 
post 1950 covers or cards many with modern pictorial postmarks, hundreds of cut out postmarks, this is 
from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many 
different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different 
cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

West Virginia
2704   6        WEST VIRGINIA Postal History Group    consisting of about 120 pre-WWII covers or cards all with 

different postmarks, many are DPOs including 1871 Tanners manuscript, Supply, Coal Vlley, Doak, 
Burch, Dungriff, Dobbin, Lenox, Welchglade, etc, 20-30 last days, there are registered, Doanes, about a 
dozen RPOs, nice start to the collecting of West Virginia postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition 
though most are fine or better. 150
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2705 5  6        WEST VIRGINIA Postal History, Postmark & Cancellation Collection,   on about 350 pages in three albums 
with about 500 mostly post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, hundreds of cut 
out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted 
to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have 
many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 75

Wisconsin
2706   6        WISCONSIN Postal History Group   consisting of about 95 pre-WWII covers or cards all with different 

postmarks, many are DPOs including Hub City, Lakeview, etc, 20 or so last days, there are registered, 
special delivery, Doanes, RFDs, RPOs including 19th century, nice start to the collecting of Wisconsin 
postmarks and DPOs, usual mixed condition though most are fine or better. 75

2707 5  6        WISCONSIN Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   on about 400 pages in four albums 
with about 600 post 1950 covers or cards many are with modern pictorial postmarks, couple hundred 
of cut out postmarks, this is from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner 
attempted to collect as many different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some 
cities have many different cancellation types with lots of pictorials, most are F-VF. 100

Wyoming
2708   6        WYOMING Postal History Group   about 40 pre-1950 covers or cards, unusual  DPOs including Durham, 

Esterbrook, Hamiton, Lavoye (scarce six year town), Golden Prairie, Canyon Ranch etc, a nice group of 
covers from this Western State.. 100

2709 5  6        WYOMING Postmark, Postal History and Cancellation Collection   in one volume with about 130 pages, 
couple hundred of mostly post 1950 covers, lots of pictorial cancels, also many cut out postmarks, this is 
from one of the largest postmark collections ever put together, the owner attempted to collect as many 
different strikes as possible so there are few if any duplicates though some cities have many different 
cancellation types with lots of pictorials. 100

Civil War Covers - Union Soldier's Covers and Letters
2710 6 Soldiers Letter, H.M. Frost, Chaplain, 7th Vt. Vols., manuscript notation on Union Patriotic cover (Walcott 

2682), Ship Island 5/3 cds., matching "3' handstamp, reduced at left, still Fine cover.
75

2711   6        Civil War "Soldier's Mail", "Due 3" Covers Selection, five different, four with manuscript endorsements, 
other with "Soldiers Mail, 1st Rgt. Douglass Brigade" circular handstamp with Nashville, Tenn cds and 
circular "Due 3", others include New Orleans, Winchester, Va., Kanawha, Va., Winchester, Va cancels, 
typical very mixed condition but generally Fine or better,   75

2712   6        Forwarded by the Adams Express Company, Soldier's Package,   printed frank on money envelope, 
addressed to Boston from "Charles W. Bowker, Co. D, 1st Reg't. Massachusetts Cavalry" from James Island, 
SC, "$25" enclosed, bit of backflap missing, Very Fine 100

2713   6        Soldier's Letter  manuscript notation on cover to Horse Heads, NY, Washington. DC Feb 14 65 cds, "Due 
3" circular handstamp, enclosed letter datelined "Camp of Engineers, South of Petersburg, Va. Feb 12th 65",  
cover torn and slightly reduced from opening at left, otherwise Fine.  75

2714   6        Martinsburgh, W. Va. "Due 3"  and Oct 11 cds on envelope addressed to Geneva NY, near-perfect strikes 
in blue with additional manuscript endorsement ""Soldier's Letter, J.M. Price, 1st Lieut. 9th N.Y. Vol.", 
Extremely Fine cover. scarce early West Virginia use. 75

2715   6        The Union Can & Must Be Preserved,  manuscript patriotic slogan across top of  cover to Saline, Mich., 
additional "Soldier's Letter, E. Anderson, Chaplain of the 6th Mich. Regt" endorsement, New Orleans, La. 
Jun 5 1862 cds and matching "Due 3" handstamp, some light aging, Fine cover posted during the early 
occupation of New Orleans 75

Civil War Covers - Union Patriotic Covers
2716   6        Eagle and Shield with "The Union, The Constitution” Imprint (not listed in Walcott)  red, white and 

blue patriotic cover (Bischel 4520) franked with 5c Buff (Scott 67, natural straight edge at right) and 10c 
Green (Scott 68, natural straight edge at left and small piece out) tied by 1861 Milwaukie Wisconsin grid 
cancels, addressed to Germany via Hamburg mail, cover has been repaired adding the lower right corner 
and a portion of the bottom backflap with one of the transit marks, otherwise Fine and rare use; stamps 
paying the proper 15c rate via Bremen-Hamburg service 150
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2717   6        Union and Liberty (Walcott 2418); "Down with the Traitors Serpent Flag" (Walcott 2438), two Patriotic 
covers, one franked with 3c (65), other 1c (63) strip of three, stamp or cover flaws/faults, both about 
Fine. 60

2718   6        "Illustrated History of the Stars and Stripes”  red, white and blue patriotic cover (Bischel 5647, Walcott 
2832) franked with 1861 24c Brown lilac (Scott 70a, small internal pre-usage crease) and horizontal 
pair of 1861 3c Rose (Scott 65) tied by Boston "PAID” in large grid, addressed to Paris and redirected 
to London, cover with trivial edge flaws at bottom left and a light bend to the left of the 24c stamp, 
otherwise Very Fine. from the Doctor Henry C. Angell correspondence; Ex-Matthies, Hyzen

1000
2719   6        Flag on Pole with Liberty Cap and Clouds (not listed in Walcott)  red, white and blue Flag patriotic cover 

(Walcott 3060) franked with 3c Pigeon Blood (Scott 64a, stamp somewhat oxidized) tied by Gallipolis 
Ohio date stamp on Nov. 22 (1861), addressed to Ohio, Very Fine use; 1981 PF certificate (Scott $7,500)

400
2720   6        Jeff Uses Viginia as a Cat's Paw (Walcott 1166).  red and blue design, D. Murphy and Son imprint, 3c 

(65) not tied by centrally struck grid. Newburyport, Mass. Apr 1 1862, barely reduced at right, Very Fine 
and attractive 100

2721 *          Union Patriotic Cover Collection, 100 mostly different, all unused, includes some Magnus, few caricatures, 
etc, all fresh and Very Fine, impressive assortment. 500

Civil War Covers - Union Northern Parole Camps and Political Prisoners' Mail
2722           Section B, Camp Parole, Annapolis, Md. Dec. 7th 1864   dateline on multi-colored Magnus Patriotic 

letter sheet ("In The Libby Prison Sadly"), letter with great content about waiting to get paroled and 
possible inscription back int service, also includes: three unused Patriotic covers incl two Magnus (views 
of Alexandria) + one CSA, Very Fine 200

Civil War Covers - Union Sanitary Commission Mail
2723   6        Central Office/ U.S. Sanitary Commission/ 246 F St Washington DC,   fair strike of 34mm circular 

handstamp (Kantor 2a) on back of cover to York, Pa. 3c (65) tied by cork cancel, partial Washington, 
DC, cds, barely reduced, a Fine use; unusual forwarding handstamp required on prepaid soldier's letters 
handled by the U.S. Sanitary Commission 75

Civil War Covers - Union Flag of Truce

2724           By Flag of Truce  manuscript notation on cover to Kerr's Creek, Va., 3c (65) tied by partial octagonal 
"Examined" handstamp, Point Lookout, Md. duplex (Camp Hoffman). additional partial octagonal 
"Examined" handstamp, "Due 10" handstamp, Very Fine 400

2725           Flag of Truce, North-South,   octagonal boxed "Prisoners Letter, Examined" handstamp on cover to 
Lumbarton, N.C., 3c (65) tied by Point Lookout, Md. duplex, additionally tied by bold Richmond, Va. 
Mar 17 cds with a matching "Due 10" handstamp, lots of pencil doodling on the back side; Very Fine; 
signed Kimbrough 400
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2726   6        R.E. Lee, Genl,  endorsement in upper right corner of neat small cover, addressed to Genl. Lawton, all 
in his hand, Extremely Fine and scarce; most probably a war time signature, 2000

Patriotic Covers
2727   6        US 26, 1857 3c Dull red,   tied on envelope addressed to Oxford Miss by Knoxville TN 8 May 1861 

town cancel, 7-Star Flag Design (CSA Handbook F7-4), envelope with some small toning spots, Fine and 
scarce, posted just two days after the Tennessee legislature passed the Ordinance of Secession; 2008 PF 
certificate (CSA Handbook $1,000)  300(Photo = 1 264)

Confederate States of America
Autographs and Letters

Major-General Henry Ware Lawton Major-General Robert Edward Lee

2726
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2728   6        CSA Flag With Eleven Stars,  verse 12, unfranked and addressed to South Butler Ala., bold but blurred 
Union City, Tenn. negative 33mm double circle (ASCC $450+), additional "DUE 5" and "PAID/ 5" 
handstamps, opened and slightly reduced at right, small faults at left just affecting design and verse, still 
Fine and rare (CSA Handbook F11-8, Walcott 3196 var) 350

2729 6 Jeff Davis, Our First President,  portrait medallion with crossed flags, 7 stars in both flags and in sunburst, 
slate black design, on unfranked cover to Handsboro, Miss. well-struck Corinth, Miss. Jun 17 cds and 
matching "Paid 5" in oval, slightly reduced at left and small repairs, Fine appearance; J Molesworth 
notations on back side  (CSA Handbook JD-1A, Walcott 3120 var) 150

2730   6        CSA 7 Star Flag,  red and blue design without verse or imprint on unfranked cover to Augusta, Ga., Charleston 
SC Sep 9 1861 cds with accompanying "Paid 5" in circle (both strikes have been ink enhanced) and an ms "Paid", 
original letter sheet with similar flag design included, Very Fine appearing. (Walcott 3206 var) 300

2731   6        1, 1861 5c Green,  single tied on patriotic envelope addressed to NC by Richmond Va Apr 22 1862 cds, Mounted 
Dragoon with Sword plus Verse design (CSA Handbook SM-1, verse 5), stamp full to large margins, envelope with 
faults/ repairs, VF stamp on a VG-Fine cover; 2010 PF certificate (CSA Handbook $1,000) 100

2732   6        7, 1862 5c Blue,  vert pair with pen cancels affixed on envelope addressed to Abington Va, Flag and Cannon with 
Verse patriotic design (CSA Handbook CN-1, verse 13), stamps well margined, envelope horiz crease and small 
ink erosion near the center, Fine and attractive; 2008 CSA certificate (CSA Handbook $750) 200

2733   6        7, 1862 5c Blue,  horiz pair just tied on envelope addressed to Stanly City NC by partially struck blue 
Petersburg Va cds, Two Small Mounted Dragoons with Verse and Imprint design (CSA Handbook SM-
2, verse 24, impint 17), stamps margins to just cutting, right stamp small nick at right from placement, 
envelope some light wear and soiling, Fine and scarce; J Molesworth notations on back, 1977 CSA certificate 
which id's stamp as #6 (CSA Handbook $1,500) 500
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2734   6        Office of the Commissioner of Taxes, printed official imprint on cover to Richmond, Va., 2c Brown red 
(8) left margin single tied by Richmond, Va. cds, stamp with some fading, numerous hinge remains on 
back side, otherwise Very Fine (CSA Handbook TD-12) 300

2735   6        Office of the Commissioner of Taxes official imprint on small cover with embossed "De La Rue & Co 
London" under back flap, to "Maj. Gen. Howell Cobb, Macon, Ga.", franked with 5c (#6) pair, tied by 
Richmond, Va. Dec 20 cds, Very Fine (CSA Handbook TD-13a, $400) 100

2736   6        CSA Post Office Department, Official Business, Chief of the Finance Bureau official imprint and franked 
by "Jno. L. Harrell", on envelope the postmaster in to Harrington, NC, Richmond, Va. Dec 12 1862 cds and 
matching "FREE" handstamp, slightly reduced at right, still Very Fine (CSA Handbook FIN-02c, $450)

100
2737   6        CSA Post Office Department, (Official Business),  official imprint on legal size cover to postmaster in 

Grand Hill, Va., accompanied by official printed form paying $21.02 for Mail route 4280, cover with edge 
tear and piece out, mostly on reverse, Fine cover, interesting printed form (CSA Handbook POD-01, 
$750) 100

2738   6        Confederate States of America/ Post Office Department/ Official Business/ Chief Clerk P.O. 
Department  printed imprint with signature of "B Fuller" on US 3c Red on buff entire (U27), Richmond 
Va Feb 21 1863 cds and FREE handstamp, addressed to South Carolina, Very Fine; 2017 PF certificate (CSA 
Handbook CLK-03b, $500) 100

2739   6        CSA Post Office Department, Official Business, Chief of the Appointment Bureau official imprint and 
franked by B.N. Clements, addressed to "Gov Isham G Harris" in Nashville, Richmond, Va. Oct 15 1861 cds, 
couple partial strikes of "FREE" handstamp, Very Fine; signed Kimbrough (CSA Handbook APP-06b, $450)

100
2740   6        CSA, Post Office Department, Official Business, Chief of the Finance Bureau. official imprint and franked 

by "A. Dimitry" on 3c Nesbitt entire, Richmond, Va. Nov 1 cds, addressed to postmaster in Andrews Va, ms. 
docketing at left somewhat distracting, dates this to 1864, Fine example (CSA Handbook FIN-04a, $500)

100
2741   6        CSA, Surgeon General's Office, Official Business,  official imprint on legal sized cover to an ass't surgeon 

at the Ligon Factory Hospital in Richmond, some cover aging and soiling, backflap torn on opening, still 
Fine (CSA Handbook WD-MD-02, $400) 75

2742 6 CSA War Department, Official Business,   official imprint on cover to Charleston SC, franked with 
10c (#12, blue green shade) tied by Richmond, Va. Jan 19 cds, ms 1864 docketing at left, Very Fine 
(CSA Handbook WD-08, $400) 100

2743   6        Head-Quarters, Georgia State Guard.   printed corner card on cover to Mrs. Howell Cobb (light and 
probably in his hand), 10c (#12) tied by Atlanta, Geo. cds, Very Fine; ex-Bill Fox (CSA Handbook S-GA-
18, $400) 100

2744   6        Adjutant General's Office, Raleigh, NC, Official Business,  official imprint on cover addressed to "Hon 
Thos Ruffin Graham NC", 10c (#12, blue green shade) tied by Raleigh, NC. cds, small cover flaws including 
bit reduced at top and portion of backflap missing, Fine use (CSA Handbook S-NC-09, $400)

100

Confederate States Stampless Covers
2745   6        Moorefield Va Dec _2  cds plus "PAID" and ms "5"  on a small envelope addressed to Front Royal Va, Very 

Fine cover from a town now in West Virginia; 2008 PF certificate (CSA Handbook $200) 75

Handstamped Paids and Due Markings
2746   6        Bladon Springs, Ala. "Paid 5", cds with ms date and boxed handstamp with manuscript "5", mostly 

complete strikes on cover to Livingston, Ala., envelope opened at right, Very Fine (CSA Handbook $300 
for the Type A Paid marking) 150

2747   6        Greensborough, Ala. Feb 15 and Arc "Paid 10" Adversity Cover,  gem strikes on immaculate cover to 
Marion, Ala., Extremely Fine cover. (CSA Handbook $200 for the Type E "Paid 10" marking). 

150
2748   6        Tawboro, N.C. "Paid 10" and Jul 13 (1862) cds on small folded letter addressed to Museville, Va., well 

struck markings, Very Fine (CSA Handbook $200 for Type C marking) 75
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2749   6        Georgetown, S.C., "Paid 5" in circle plus Dec 12 1861 cds on envelope with both strikes bold and 
complete, addressed to Charleston, S.C., manuscript notations "Capt. J.M. Grady" and "Private", Very Fine 
and choice; signed Kimbrough (CSA Handbook $200 for Type E marking) 75

2750           Pickens C.H., S.C. Adversity Wrapper, bold April 2 1866 cds and negative boxed "Paid 12" handstamp/ 
ms. on CSA  P.O.Dept. printed form, manuscript "(6 papers)", some separations along folds and irregular 
edges, sealed tear into address, otherwise Fine, scarce use, unusual wrapper.    75

2751   6        Jasper, Texas "Paid 5",  cleanly struck May 5 (1862) cds and straight-line rate handstamp folded letter to 
Ioni, Anderson County, Texas, Very Fine (CSA Handbook $500 for Type A marking) 200

2752   6        Rusk, Texas, "Paid 5",  Apr 25 (1862) cds, both strikes near complete on folded letter addressed to 
"R Watkins/ Col War Tax 30th Dist/ Ioni Anderson County Texas", sent by the tax collector in the 21st district, 
Fine use (CSA Handbook $300 for the Type A marking) 75

2753   6        Martinsville, Va "Paid 5",   bold well-struck cds and defaced Union "Paid 3" markings on cover to 
Richmond, Va., manuscript notation "Care of C.Y. Thomas, Senator", bit of aging along the top, backflap 
torn on opening, still Very Fine; ex-Graveley, Dietz (CSA Handbook $300 for Type B Paid marking)

75

Independent and U.S. Stamp Uses in the Confederacy
2754   6        24, 1857 1c Blue,   tied on printed prices current to Providence, R.I., dated "Charleston, SC Feb. 22, 

1861", stamp tied by indistinct Charleston, SC "Paid" Feb 22 61 cds, couple file folds not affecting stamp, 
Very Fine printed circular. (Scott $500).  100

2755   6        MAILS SUSPENDED  Dead Letter Office oval handstamp (CSA Handbook MS-01) on US 3c Pink entire 
addressed to Fredericksburg Va, cancelled by Phila Pa May 11 (1865) duplex, envelope some slight wear 
(incl tiny edge break top center) and some light edge toning, sealed tears on back side, Fine use and a 
very late use of this scarce marking; ex-Meroni (CSA Handbook $2,500) 400

2756   6        U.S. 3c Entires, Independent/ State Uses,  five entires: Mobile, Ala.(2/7/61); Magnolia Ala. manuscript 
(4/3/61);  Natchez, Miss. (2/2/61; top right corner missing); Dunbarton, Miss. (2/15/61; Charlottesville, 
Va. 5/15/61 blue cds; usual mixed condition but an overall Fine group 200

Postmasters' Provisionals
2757   6        6XU2, ATLANTA Geo. PAID 5  on buff cover addressed to Greensboro Georgia, "ATLANTA Ga. OCT 

10 1861" date stamp at right, cover opened slightly irregularly into date stamp, otherwise Fine (Scott 
$1,000) 100
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2758   6        47XU5, KNOXVILLE Ten PAID 5,  well struck 5c provisional handstamp at upper right of amber cover 
addressed to Washington Tennessee, cover with small edge flaws and without a portion of the backflap; ex-
Scott Gallagher; Crown Survey notes that only 5 examples are recorded, (Scott $1,400) 150

2759   6        94XU2, TALBOTTON GA 10 PAID,   lightly struck 10c provisional handstamp at left of brown home-
made cover addressed to Cassville, Ga., legible double circle "TALBOTTON GA MAY 1 1863" date stamp 
at upper right, cover with light spotting and small edge flaws; Crown Survey notes that only 21 examples 
of this Postmaster Provisional have been recorded (this one is listed on his survey as an 1862 usage); 
(Scott $1,000) 75

General Issues
2760   6        1, 1861 5c Green,  single tied on folded letter sheet addressed to Newbern NC by Richmond Va Oct 26 

cds, stamp clear to full margins, letter sheet missing bottom flap, Fine use; 2008 PF certificate (Scott 
$300; CSA Handbook $275) 75

2761   6        1, 1c, 1861 5c Green (shades), three covers, each franked with a single stamp showing three distinct 
shades, two tied by town cancels of Nashville Tenn, Raleigh SC (both in blue) and New Orleans, few small 
stamp or cover flaws/faults, Fine covers, Stone AB with 2011 PF certificate (Scott $1,000). 200

2762 6 1, 1861 5c Green,  tied by Portsmouth Va 1862 cds and blue "5" on the inside of a turned cover initially 
addressed to Jarratts Depot Va; reused and addressed to "Lieut JC Simmons/ Care of Col SA Wilson/ Portsmouth 
Va", franked with CSA 4 (5c Blue, light crease and edge stains) which was pen cancelled with ms Jarrattts 
Va Apr 24 postmark, cover has been opened for display; Fine use; 2008 CSA certificate 150

2763   6        1, 1861 5c Green,  pair tied on envelope addressed to New Orleans by bold Petersburg Va cds, stamp 
ample to large margins but with a tiny facial scuff between stamps at bottom, hinge-sealed backflap tears, 
Fine use (Scott $500; CSA Handbook $500) 100

2764   6        1, 1861 5c Green,  two singles tied on cover to Pottslyvania Court House, Virginia by Richmond, Va Jun 
16 1862 cds, each stamp four-margined and with minor faults, cover opened at left and most of bottom, 
Fine and attractive appearance; 2010 PF certificate 75

2765 5          1 var, 1861 5c Green, Unofficially rouletted,  horiz pair tied on cover front addressed to "Captain HM 
Favrot/ "Delta Rifles/ 4th Regt La Volunteers/ Corinth Mississippi", ms "Due" "plus a black "10" handstamp 
adjacent to the stamps, stamps clear to ample margins except just in at left, front with some thin spots, 
Fine; 2010 PF certificate 
Capt. HM Favrot (1826-87) served as a member of the Louisiana legislature prior to joining the 
Confederate Army where he became captain of the "Delta Rifles," 4th Louisiana Infantry. He was 
fortunate enough to serve during the entire war and saw action at the Battle of Shiloh. He was stricken 
with typhoid fever andr returned to New Orleans. He recovered, was promoted to Colonel and sent to 
northern Virginia  where he remained on active duty during the remainder of the war, gathering the 
records of the Army of Northern Virginia.  200

2766   6        2b, 1861 10c Dark blue, Hoyer and Ludwig print,  single tied on envelope addressed to "Major Lamar Cobb/ 
Care of Gen Howell Cobb/ Augusta Ga" by Athens Ga Apr 11 cds, additional ms "Gen Fry will please forward 
by Courier" instructions at LL and cover subsequently redirected to Macon, stamp with full balanced 
margins, Very Fine and choice; nice combination of cover carried by postal service and military courier; 
2007 PF certificate
Maj Lamar Cobb (1840-1907) enlisted in as a Private in Company B, Georgia 2nd Infantry Battalion 
on April 16th, 1861. He was promoted to Sergeant Major of the same Company on July 31, 1861. On 
December 14, 1863 he was promoted to full Major/Assistant Adjutant General on his fathers' (Howell 
Cobb) staff. The senior Cobb was a distinguished American political figure. A southern Democrat, Cobb 
was a five-term member of the US House of Representatives and Speaker of the House from 1849 to 
1851. He also served as the 40th Governor of Georgia (1851–53) and as a Secretary of the Treasury under 
President Buchanan (1857–1860). He is probably best known as one of the founders of the Confederacy, 
having served as the President of the Provisional Congress of the Confederate States. Cobb served for 
two weeks between the foundation of the Confederacy and the election of Jefferson Davis as its first 
President. As the Speaker of the Congress, he was provisional Head of State at this time.
The "Gen Fry" referred to in the forwarding instructions was Gen Birkett Davenport Fry, an adventurer, 
soldier, lawyer, cotton manufacturer, and a Confederate brigadier general in the American Civil War. A 
survivor of four battle wounds, he commanded one of the lead brigades during Pickett's Charge at the 
Battle of Gettysburg. 250
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2767   6        3, 1862 2c Green,  single tied on envelope addressed to locally addressed envelope by Richmond Va cds, 
stamp full to huge margins incl portions of adjacent stamps bottom and right, envelope bit of light aging 
with a hinge mark at LL, Fine use; "AD" (Diena) initials adjacent to stamp erased, Jakubek BPP handstamp 
inside envelope behind stamp (Scott $3,500; CSA Handbook $2,750) 500

2768   6        3, 1862 2c Green,   tied on small "Drop" cover by Mobile, Ala, Jul 1 double circle date stamp, stamp 
with four margins and small faults, still attractive and Fine appearing. 2007 PF certificate. (Scott $3,500; 
CSA Handbook $2,750)).  400

View of Richmond, VA

2768

2767
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2769   6        3, 1862 2c Green,   pair (left stamp the pos 31 "Top Knot" variety) and horiz strip of three tied on 
homemade envelope addressed to "Col R.D. Winn/ Lawrenceville Ga" by lightly struck Knoxville Tenn Jul 4 
1862 cancels, pair with small faults, still Fine use; one of just five recorded 2c Green uses from Tennessee 
and posted just 4 days after the beginning of the 10c rate period; ex-Keeling, Boshwit; 2007 PF certificate 1000

2770   6        4, 1862 5c Blue, Stone 3,   single with rich color tied on envelope addressed to Greenville Tenn by 
Atlanta Ga cds, stamp clear to full margins, envelope reduced at top and missing backflap, Very Fine and 
attractive; 2008 PF certificate (Scott $500; CSA Handbook $300) 75

2771   6        4, 1862 5c Blue (Stone 2),  tied on cover to Red Clay, Geo. by a Knoxville, Tenn. 1862 cds, stamp margins 
to just cutting at bottom being irregularly cut at bottom, Fine use (Scott $275; CSA Handbook $300).  

75
2772   6        4, 1862 5c Blue,   single tied on envelope addressed to Columbia SC by Laurens C.H. SC Apr 22 cds, 

stamp clear to full margins, various envelope small faults incl small sealed tear UR, Fine; 2010 CSA 
certificate (Scott $275; CSA Handbook $300) 60

2773   6        4, 1862 5c Blue,   horiz pair tied on envelope addressed to Macon P.O. Va by Jackson Miss Aug 23 
cds, margins clear to just cutting, ms "Paye 25c" marking. cover some light wrinkling, Fine; 2011 PF 
certificate declaring "a genuine usage but decline opinion with respect to the meaning of "Paye 25c" (Scott $450; 
CSA Handbook $550) 100

2774   6        5, 1862 5c Rose,  tied on cover to Bishopville SC by Richmond Va. Jun 24 1862 cds, stamp well margined 
but somewhat faded, cover slightly reduced at left, F-VF (Scott $750).  100

2775   6        5, 1862 10c Rose,  single with ms "X" cancel affixed on cover addressed to Macon Depot NC, ms "Proctor's 
Creek Va/ Jul 9" at upper left, stamp with full to large margins but some small faults, envelope light 
wrinkling; Fine use; 2008 PF certificate (CSA Handbook $637 reflecting discount for pen cancel)

100
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2776   6        6, 1862 5c Blue,  horiz pair on envelope addressed to Carrollton Ga by nicely struck Dorn's Gold Mines 
SC 24 Dec 1862 cds, stamps clear to ample margins, envelope some insignificant light wrinkling, Very 
Fine; one of just two covers recorded with this postmark; ex-Kutz; 1986 PF certificate 1000

2777   6        6-7, 1862 5c Blue,  group of four covers: 5c single (#6, 2010 PF certificate), Charleston cds; #6 (2 singles) 
tied on envelope by Montgomery Alabama cds, #6 (2 singles) tied on envelope by Aiken SC cds, #7 pair 
tied on envelope by blue Danville, Va. cds; typical mixed condition, overall attractive and F-VF covers

100

2778   6        9a, 1863 10c Milky blue, single tied on envelope addressed to Charleston SC by Richmond Va Apr 28 
1863 cds, stamp full to huge margins, light gum toning, envelope very slightly reduced at right, overall 
Very Fine; ex-Knapp, Hall; 2000 PF certificate (Scott $1,500; CSA Handbook $1,600)
Addressed and signed by James A. Seddon, Secretary of War under President Jefferson Davis. 500
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Gold Miners in the Carolinas
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2779   6        10, 1863 10c Blue "Frameline", pos 62, tied on envelope addressed to "Acworth/ W & A Railroad/ Georgia" 
by "on the nose" Talmage Ga May 4 cds, stamp nearly all or portion of frameline on each side, tiny 
faults, envelope with small erosion in address, Fine use; 2001 CSA certificate (Scott $3,250; CSA Handbook 
$3,500) 500

2780   6        10, 1863 10c Blue "Frameline", tied on envelope addressed top Timmonsville Ga by light Charleston 
Sep 11 (1864) cds, stamp nearly full frameline at right, partial top and left, envelope light soiling and 
wrinkling, Fine use; 2010 CSA certificate (Scott $3,250; CSA Handbook $3,500) 500

2781   6        11, 1863 10c Blue, tied on adversity cover made from a Montgomery Ala check addressed to "Wm E 
Leserich/ Berzelia Ga R.R." by black Montgomery Ala cds, envelope with small pressure mark breaking 
paper near cancel, still Very Fine and scarce 150(Photo = 1 278)
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2782   6        11, 1863 10c Blue, tied on homemade turned cover addressed to "Col T.C. Law/ Hartsville P.O./ Darlington 
Dist S.C" indistinct cancel, inside additional #11 tied by Greenville C.H. S.C Oct cds, outside stamp gum 
toning, cover with scattered soiling; still a Fine use; 2011 PF certificate 75

2783   6        11, 1863 10c Blue, single tied on envelope addressed to Albany Ga by Charleston SC Jul 8 cds; forwarded 
to Americus Ga with an additional #11 tied by Albany Ga Jul 11 cds, stamps with full margins, bit roughly 
opened with edge tears at UL not affecting stamps or markings, Fine and unusual; 2010 CSA certificate

75
2784   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  on small envelope addressed to Georgia with partial strike of the 3-line Army of 

Tennessee cancel (CSA Handbook ATN-02), stamp clear to large margins, cover ligth crease and light 
soiling, Fine and scarce; signed John Kimbrough, 1996 CSA certificate 100

2785   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  tied on reverse of cover to Virginia by attractive red Buckingham C.H., Va.Oct 31 cds, 
cover barely reduced at right, Very Fine and choice; 2011 PF certificate. (Scott $170).  75

2786   6        11, 12, 1863 10c Blue green, Wallpaper Cover,  one of each on wallpaper cover; #11 tied by indistinct blue 
cancel, #12 not tied by pen cancel,  minor repairs, otherwise Very Fine 100

2787   6        13, 1863 20c Green,  tied by light/ partial strike of Greenville Ten. cds on cover to addressed to Locust 
Grove/ Lexington SC, cover with some soiling and wear, still Fine and rare as only a few 20c covers from 
Tennessee are known as much of the state was occupied by Federal troops at its time of release; ex-Gallagher, 
Boswhit; 2008 PF certificate (Scott $1,250; CSA Handbook $4,800 incl 300% premium for Tennessee use) 750

2788   6        13d, 1863 20c Green, Diagonal half used as 10c on cover, bottom left half tied on envelope addressed 
to "Capt John McCrady/ C.S. Engineer Office/ Savannah Ga" by Charleston 1864 double-circle cancel, well 
margined stamp with small tear at left, otherwise Very Fine and attractive; J Molesworth notations on back, 1986 
PF and 1993 Brian Green certificates - both identify stamp as Scott 13c (Scott $2,000; CSA Handbook $2,500) 500
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2789 5  6        2//12, 1862-63 5c-10c Covers Selection, group of four covers: 10c (#2), two items - one a front with two 
singles ("Hoyer", one faulty) addressed to H.H. Stephens, other 10c (Stone "Y"), manuscript cancelled;  
5c (#4), F-VF, tied by Richmond, Va. 6/2/62 cds; 10c (#12) VF tied by Charleston cds, expect some flaws/
faults, overall Fine (Scott $1,310).   100

Confederate Express Company Covers
2790   6        ADAMS EX. CO. LOUISVILLE KY  Aug 12 1861 date stamp on folded letter sheet addressed to NY City, 

well centered US 1857 3c Dull red tied by blue Louisville Ky Aug 131861 duplex, Very Fine and choice; J 
Molesworth notations on back, 1997 CSA certificate (CSA Handbook $800) 200

2791   6        ADAMS EXPRESS NEW YORK/ GREAT EASTERN WESTERN & SOUTHERN EXPRESS 
FORWARDING   blue oval handstamp on unfranked commercial (addressee a Richmond tobacco 
merchant) folded letter addressed to Richmond Va, datelined "Bremen 12 June 1861", bold Richmond Jul 
5 1861 receiving cds, small black "PAID 2" (drop rate once placed in the Richmond mails) handstamp, 
back side with well-struck FORWARDED BY OELRICHS & Co. NEW-YORK handstamp (Rowe rarity 
3), cover with some backflap faults incl a hinge rejoined tear through the forwarder handstamp, Very 
Fine overall and a rare European origin "across the lines" cover; ex-Peters, Walske; this Adams Express 
handstamp pictured in the CSA Handbook pg 484; 2012 PF certificate 1000
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2792   6        SOUTHERN EXPRESS Co/ KNOXVILLE TENN Aug 3 cds ties 1862 5c pair (Scott 6, faults) on envelope 
addressed to Davidsboro Ga, envelope some light wrinkling, opened and partially reduced at right, Fine 
and scarce; 2012 PF certificate (CSA Handbook $2,500) 300

Flag of Truce Mail
2793   6        Macon Ga, Camp Oglethorpe Prison for Officers,  unfranked envelope addressed to Troupsburg NY, ms 

"Prisoners Letter" and "Examined C.H.B." notations, Old Point Comfort Va Jul 18 cds plus circled "DUE 6", 
Very Fine; 2009 CSA Certificate 300

2794   6        Camp Douglas, Ill,   black "Camp Douglas Prisoners Letter/ Examined" oval handstamp on US 3c Pink 
entire (Scott U35) addressed to Mount Steanling Ky, cancelled by partially struck blue Chicago Ill Aug 
duplex, envelope opened and slightly reduced at left with some light wear the other sides, Fine but, as 
many Camp Douglas covers, did not enter the Confederate postal system, 2006 CSA certificate 

75
2795   6        Camp Douglas, Ill,  black "Camp Douglas Prisoners Letter/ Examined" oval handstamp on back side of 

US 3c Pink entire (Scott U35) addressed to Rowletts Station Ky, cancelled by blue Chicago RA Nov 10 Ill 
duplex, envelope opened and slightly reduced at left, small edge break at left, Fine, one of just 16 covers 
from Camp Douglas with the desirable "RA" marking; 2008 CSA certificate stating "GENUINE prisoner of war 
cover that did not enter the Confederate postal system" 75

2796   6        Point Lookout, Md  Mar 29 (1864) cds on homemade cover from POW addressed to Laurel Branch NC, 
endorsed "By Flag of Truce", partially struck large oval "Approved J. N. Patterson Capt. & Provost Marshal 
Point Lookout, Md." handstamp (Ty. 1), US 3c Rose (65), cancelled by open grid pays US postage, 
two 5c Blue, Local (7, ample margins) both tied by Richmond Va. Apr. 9 cds pays CSA postage, cover 
slightly worn along bottom edge and small tear at bottom, Very Fine appearance and and unusual mixed 
franking; ex-Walske; Toaspern handstamp and description cutout from old catalog on back side, 2011 PF certificate 750

2797   6        Point Lookout, Md  Oct 8 64 cds on prisoner's cover addressed to Haywood NC, ms "private James Bridges/ 
Co. A 5th Rgt N.C.I.", clear strike of undated octagonal examiner's marking (CSA Handbook type B), 
US 3c Rose (65) tied by target and Richmond Oct 10 cancels, black "Due 10" handstamp, some light 
soiling, otherwise Fine; signed John Kimbrough, 2008 CSA certificate
Pvt James Bridges enlisted in 1862 and was mustered into "A" Co of NC 5th Infantry. He became listed 
as a POW on 9/19/1864 in Winchester Va and then at Point Lookout on 9/22. The NC 5th Infantry 
participated in the Third Battle of Winchester and Pvt Bridges most likely became a POW during that 
battle.  200
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2798   6        Elmira Prison, NY  POW envelope addressed to Charlottesville Va, franked with US 3c Rose (65; natural 
se) tied by Elmira NY Oct 6 1864 cds, oval "Prisoner's Letter Examined Elmira N.Y." handstamp, endorsed 
"From Eugene Davis Serg. Maj. 6th Va. Cav." and "Flag of Truce", indistinct transit/ arrival cancels, "Due 10" 
handstamp and light crayon "10" for Confederate postage due, back side with endorsement from the "US 
Military Prison Examiner", typical light wear, Fine use; 2009 CSA certificate 200

2799   6        Elmira Prison, NY  POW cover on US 3c Pink entire (U34; oxidized) addressed to Ridgeway SC cancelled 
by Elmira NY Jan 5 cds with a Richmond Jan cds and "Due 10" handstamp, oval "Prisoner's Letter 
Examined Elmira N.Y." handstamp, endorsed "S. Gladdin/ Prisoner of War Elmira NY", envelope horiz 
creases and edge faults, o/w Fine; 2010 CSA certificate (mistakenly identifies entire as "Scott U64, 5c pink")

100
2800   6        R.I. BARRACKS PRISONERS LETTER/ EXAMINED   blue oval examiner's handstamp on envelope 

addressed to Kirksey's Cross Roads SC, US 3c Rose (65) tied by target cancel and lightly struck Rock 
Island Ill. Nov. 23 64 double-circle cancel, partial strike of Richmond Jan 12 cds, "Due 10" straightline 
inside oval, ms. "Per Flag of Truce via Fortress Monroe", stamp rough perfs incl pulled perf at bottom; Fine 
overall; 2008 CSA certificate 200

2801   6        Nashville Ten Jun 13 1863  blue double circle cancel and "Due 3" handstamp on unfranked envelope 
addressed to union Wis, ms "Prisoner of War/ Soldier's Letter/ Lieut Col Van Horn", some small cover faults, 
still a Fine cover sent from Union prisoner, rare routing through Nashville
Capt John Van Horn was a member of the 24th Illinois Infantry and was promoted to Col before resigning 
in March of 1864. The 24th Illinois was assigned to the Army of the Ohio in Nov 1861, later transformed 
to the Army of the Cumberland in Nov 1862 and was mustered out in Aug 1864. It was operating in the 
Tennessee theater when Col Van Horn was captured.  150

2802   6        Libby Prison, Richmond Va,  envelope addressed to Mechanicsburg Pa franked with US 3c Rose (65) tied 
by Old Point Comfort Va Jan 7 cds, ms "Ex/ EW Ross/ Clk of Prison", pencil notations of "Dec 19/62" and 
"Flag of Truce", Very Fine; accompanied by photocopy of an article from the March-April 1980 "Confederate 
Philatelist" discussing this cover, the sender and the prison clerk in detail; 1973 CSA certificate

150

Prisoner Letters and Covers
2803   6        Prisoner's Letter, Johnson Island, O, four covers with prison oval handstamps (one 1865 cover with 

accompanying letter), all with Sandusky, O. cancels, two franked with 3c (65), various examiner initials 
include "GSB", "J Coder", "BLM", usual mixed condition but Fine overall 100

2804   6        Prisoner's Letter, Examined, Fort Delaware, Del. well struck oval marking on immaculate cover addressed 
to Baltimore, Md. 3c (65) tied by grid cancel, Delaware City, Del 7/19.(64) cds, manuscript notation "Lt. 
H.J. Cartwright, Officers  Barracks, Division 23, Fort Delaware, July 13th, 1864", additional 11 manuscript at 
lower left, partial backflap, still Extremely Fine and exceptional cover. 100
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2805   6        London-Nassua-Charleston, Incoming Blockade Cover, folded letter (Gray correspondence) with 2 
letters on one sheet - one datelined "London May 26th 1864" to from John Lilliat to David Kennedy of 
Marietta Georgia and the other "Liverpool 27 May 1864" also addressed to Mr Kennedy but from Mr 
Phillips; then sent (apparently) by Mr Kennedy on to Richmond; carried by the blockade runner "Fox" 
on its second of eight trips to Charleston, hand carried to Charleston where it received a Charleston SC 
Jun 29 64 cds "Steam-Ship" oval handstamp, manuscript "12" rate (10c postage +2c ship fee), letters with 
interesting content "...news of dreadful carnage and destruction in Virginia the Armies of Virginia are ever in the 
ascedent and after 3 years of of dreadful and devestating War.....England especially nearly and deeply interested in the 
results of the struggle must more than any other be affected by the events disasterous to a country with which she has 
been so long associated with....you well know that our entire sympathies go with the success of your government in this, 
their life and death struggle...", Very Fine and choice blockade cover; 1979 CSA Certificate. 1000

Blockade-Run Mails

British Paddle Steamer the 'Fox'

Fox's master was Simpson 
Adkins, an experienced pilot 

on the Carolina coast
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2806   6        Savannah-Charleston-Nassua-England-Rome, Outgoing Blockade Cover, unfranked envelope sent under 
separate cover from Savannah via Charleston to Nassau and on to Barring Brothers in England and 
placed in British mail via France to Rome, various docketing, transits and receiver handstamps, cover 
with edge and backflap tears, still impressive and rare, only about 30% of known blockade covers are 
outgoing; 2007 CSA Certificate 1000

2807   6        Nuestra Senora de Regla, Captured Spanish Runner, Prize Court Cover,   unfranked envelope addressed 
to "Emilio Ruiz Esq/ Care of Spanish Consul/ Charleston SC", blue Pendleton SC Jul 22 cds and "PAID 5" 
handstamp, Very Fine and unusual; Ex-Birkinbine, Walske; 2012 PF certificate
The envelope was presented as evidence of a legal seizure of a blockade-runner and shows a red ms 
court docket of "HHE" (Henry H Elliott, commissioner who initialed it as evidence in the case). The 
ship "Nuestra Senora de Regla" was under Spanish Flag and allowed to put into Port Royal by the Blockade 
Squadron passing as a Spanish ship. Consequently, as described in an article in the New York Times (Dec 
21 1861 edition), the ship was seized and searched under Sherman's orders (scarce Army seizure) and 
found to have on board contraband mail and other consular papers (letters of credit and letters of 
proposed business), this cover being found in a false-bottomed trunk. 1000

2808   6        US 1865 3c Rose (65)  tied on envelope addressed to Brooklyn by target cancels with a Port Royal SC Aug 
25 1862 cds plus ms "August 22nd /62" below a printed "Hilton Head, S.C." printed imprint, envelope a 
bit of edge wear, Fine use
Hilton Head and Port Royal Islands, 50 miles south of Charleston, were taken from the Confederacy 
by Union forces Nov 7, 1861. This area became Federal headquarters for the coastal blockade from 
Charleston to Florida.  75(Photo = 1 280)

'Nuestra Senora de Regla'

View of the Pantheon in Rome
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2809   6        FORWARDED BY OELRICH'S & Co NEW YORK,  full strike of the red oval handstamp (Rowe rarity 3) 
on a folded letter addressed to Richmond Va, datelined "Bremen 5th June 1861", some light wrinkling and 
trivial erosion in the address panel, Very Fine; the letter is dated shortly after the Confederate PO took 
control of the mail lines between North and South; this letter probably carried privately to Richmond

150

Currency and Paper Ephemera
2810           1907 Virginia Govenor's Proclamation: "R.E. Lee Day".   pamplet declaring remembrance on Lee's 

100th birthday, also includes hand colored Great Seal of the CSA, both Fine,  50

Advertising and Illustrated Covers by Topic
2811   6        Descending Balloon illustration on envelope franked 1851 3c tied by Akron Ohio cds, cover with bit 

of wrinkling at left and some light aging and the Pennsylvania address has almost faded away but the 
illustration not at all affected by age, overall Fine and attractive; pictured in Schoendorf (fig 19, pg 20) 
and in accompanying text he claims this cover to be the "earliest aeronautical stationery of America" known 
to him and may be ascribable to Richard Clayton 250

2812   6        John Wise Balloon Illustration,  on envelope franked with 3c Rose tied by Chicago duplex and addressed 
to New York, Very Fine and attractive (Schoendorf type 35) 150

2813   6        H.D. Squire, illustration showing balloon take-off from crowded plaza on June (1883) cover with 3c 
Green (158) cancelled (not tied) by Orangeburg NY Jun 24 duplex, purple Verona NY arrival cds, Very 
Fine and attractive; illustrated in Schoendorf on page 80 500

2814   6        Horse Racing and Balloon in printed ad cover for the Oneonta (NY) Fair of Sept 1902, unfranked and 
apparently delivered to the addressee in NJ (backstamps), Very Fine and attractive; ex-Schoendorf

60
2815   6        SPORTING LIFE/ The Authority on Base Ball, Bicycling, Guns and Gunning  ad on oversized envelope 

(7¾x7¾"0 franked with 1c Blue tied by a Philadelphia double oval, envelope with a small sealed edge tear 
and some wrinkling around the edges but still a Fine and attractive baseball-design ad 100
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2816   6        Pittsburgh, Pa. "Skull & Crossbones in Casket",  complete and full strike ties 147 (faults) on cover to 
New York, Pittsburgh, Pa 11/24 cds, minor cover repairs include expertly rebacked, scarce cancel on 
Fine appearing cover. 100

2817   6        Waterbury, Conn. Fancy Cancels Selection, five covers, a single and one on piece (with 2010 PF cert., 
Rohloff  L20), others include additional leaf type, target, geometrics, etc., also includes fancy "clover" 
from Freeport, NY (unlisted), generally Fine or better with strong strikes. 150

2818  3 6        STAR OF DAVID Fancy Cancels Collection, approx 90 stamps (plus a handful of foreign stamps) and 
22 covers with range of different cancels incl "negatives", solid stars, outlined, etc., includes cancels 
originating in St Louis, Waterbury Conn, New Haven Conn (incl 18 covers), etc. on range of 19th century 
issues incl 1869s, "Black Jacks", grilled, etc., stamps/ covers very mixed condition but with many VF or 
better cancel strikes 400

2819  3         145-47, 1871 1c-6c Fancy Cancels on Banknotes Selection, group of 37 stamps including 6c pairs (2), all 
selected for cancels, centering and freshness, includes: 1c (9), 2c (8), 3c (12), 6c (6), 10c (1),  colored 
cancels, stars, "Paids", geometrics, etc., couple small flaws/faults, generally fresh and Fine or better. 
(Scott $529).  150

2820  3         19th Century Fancy Cancels Premium Selection, 22 stamps + one cut square, all selected for soundness 
of stamp and attractiveness of cancels, all F-VF or better, extremely attractive. 250

Machine Cancels
2821   6        Milam & Holmes Machine Cancel, Frankfort, Ky., Aug 28 29 6 PM 1897 lovely strike of the spread eagle 

repeater machine cancel with Date Error used on arrival on backside of illus. Dry Goods, Groceries, 
Hardware Advertising cover originating in Tyrone Ky., sent to Judge Wm Lindsay Very Fine; Judge 
Lindsay served in the Confederate Army 1861-1865 and was the US Commissioner for the 1893 World's 
Columbian Exposition and the 1901 Louisiana Purchase Exposition.  100

2822   6        Leavitt; LOUISVILE Sep 8.79 11 PM/ D Payne Group B (B-LOU(D), scarcity H) on UX5 addressed to 
Indiana, overall printed message on back for a trade sale for boots and shoes, Fine and scarce

100
2823   6        Leavitt; NEW YORK. Feb 28.78 4:30 P.M./ 31   Payne Group A, Die II (AB-NY, scarcity G) on UX5 

addressed to Minnesota, card with a little bit of aging but an excellent strike 75
2824           P WASHINGTON D.C. MAY 15 1897 12:30 PM CONGRES POSTAL UNIVERSEL machine cancellation 

proof on card dated at 12:30P, with letter from 3rd Assistant P.M. General dated 5/15/97 "...I am told 
they already bear a market value of $1.00 each", also includes two covers with the machine cancel; P.O. Dept 
official envelope "Prepared for the Countries Embraced in the Universal Postal Union" includes four 
entires without "Specimen" overprint, VF and unusual ephemera. 150

2825   6        WASHINGTON D.C. MAY 11 1897 12:30 PM CONGRES POSTAL UNIVERSEL flag cancel ties 2c (267) 
on cover to Washington, DC,  printed corner card "Congres Postal Universel de Washington", Very Fine

75

First Day Covers
2826   6        551, 576, 617 Combination FDC, ½c single, 1½ vertical pair, 1c single, all tied on 2c on 3c entire by 

Washington, DC April 4 1925 duplex cancels, small edge tear at top, Very Fine and unusual combination
 100

2827   6        669, 671, 674, 1c, 2c, 5c Nebraska Overprints, three covers with Beatrice, Nebr. May 1 1929 machine 
cancels, 1c slightly rough opening, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $227). 50

2828   6        670, 1929 1½c Brown,  Hartington, Nebr. Apr 15 1929 date of issue machine cancel, Very Fine. (Scott 
$400). 75

2829   6        E12, 1922 10c Ultramarine, natural straight edge single, tied on Beck serviced FDC to Baltimore by 
Washington DC Jul 12 1922 duplex, additionally franked with 2c Washington issue, additional purple 
"Fee Claimed at Baltimore, Md., Post Office", Very Fine (Scott $500). 120

2830   6        E12, 1922 10c Ultramarine, tied on Warden serviced FDC by Washington, DC Jul 12 1922 slogan cancel, 
additionally franked with 2c Washington issue, Very Fine (Scott $500). 100

2831   6        E13, 1925 15c Orange, tied on Worden serviced FDC with handstamped cachet, tied by Washington, DC 
Apr 11 1925 duplex, additionally franked with ½c (551) block of four, 13c with light oxidation, otherwise 
Very Fine (Scott $400). 100
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2832   6        E13, 1925 13c Orange, QE4, 25c Special Handling, combination FDC, additionally franked with 2c (618), 
all tied by Apr 11 1925 duplex cancels, 15c slightly oxidized, light diagonal flap gum staining, otherwise 
Very Fine (Scott $400 as Special Delivery only FDC). 100

2833   6        E14-E16, 1925-41 10c, 15c Special Delivery, group of four FDC's: E14 serviced by Worden 4/25/25; E15 
Nickles serviced 4/29/27; E15 electric eye FDC with cachet (9/8/41); E16 Washington DC 8/16/31 
duplex, Vwry Fine. (Scott $480). 100

2834   6        1c-2c EKU COLLECTION, Hartford Mfg. Co. 31 entires, all identified by UPSS numbers, all recently 
checked for superceeding dates and 24 were found to still be valid according to UPSS website, generally 
F-VF, excellent for student/specialist collector to expand upon. 300

Exposition Covers
2835   6        Detroit International Fair & Exposition #213  tied on all-over ad cover by Detroit Jul 7 89 duplex, addressed 

to Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory, reduced at left, Fine and rare use; the Exposition was held Sep 17-27, 1889 
and Bomar states that covers from the 1889 Exposition are 'Unknown'; covers from Detroit's 1890 and 1891 
Expostion are known, but no postal markings are known from any of the Expositions.  100

2836   6        1894 California Midwinter International Exposition souvenir correspondence card, address side with 1c 
Columbian tied by San FranciscoMay 29 1894 machine cancel, colorful design with Ferriss Wheel, Manufacturers 
and Liberal Arts Building plus balloon, Very Fine and attractive; the expo was a World's Fair that officially 
operated from January 27 to July 5 in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park; ex-Schoendorf 60

2837   6        Centennial Parade R.P.O. Oct.7, 1809-1909, St. Louis, Mo. purple oval cancel ties 1c Franklin issue 
on picture postcard showing soldier in full uniform and flag, celebrating the 100th anniversary of the 
incorporation of St. Louis, Very Fine 75

1901 Pan Am Issue
2838   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - 1c - 4c Stamps,  approximately 95+ covers and private mailing 

cards, incl. about 35 covers and cards franked w/ 1c stamps (some interesting usages incl. 2 wrappers to 
Germany, imprint/plate no. pair on cover, etc.); 10 railroad-related covers with the 2c stamp; approx. 30 
2c covers w/ May 1901 cancels (few with Expo slogan cancels); 9 domestic and 2 covers to Canada w/ 4c 
stamp (several registered); several better items incl. pair of 1c stamps to US Marine Hospital in Ponce, 
PR and 2c stamp from Bridgeport, CT to Honolulu, HI; some minor faults but overall F-VF, an interesting 
group ripe for further research or retail, viewing a necessity 200

2839   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Private Mailing Cards,10c Stamp & SS St. Paul,  an interesting 
collection of items related to the SS St. Paul (depicted on the 10c stamp), including 11 domestic covers 
franked with the 10c stamp (most registered), nine covers sent to Europe via SS St. Paul, various private 
mailing cards depicting the ship, as well as collateral material including a menu, programs, a passenger 
list, and other ephemera, generally F-VF, a very interesting lot for the specialist in this issue

100
2840   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Cancellation Study,  approximately 70 covers, private mailing 

cards, and postal cards, all with 1901 Pan-American Exposition cancels, the vast majority Barry Machine 
cancels (Bomar B01-13, B01-14, and B01-15), better cancels incl. B01-07A, B01-11 (2), B01-13B (2) , B01-
14C, B01-15B (4), B01-17, B01-18A, and B01-19 (2); many covers with Exposition cachets or advertising 
incl. bison standing on globe, multicolored Indian chief, "Indian Congress," and more; minor faults to 
be expected but generally F-VF, a fascinating group ideal for the specialist or cover dealer 600

2841   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Mail to Latin America,  10 covers, 1 postal card, and 1 private 
mailing card, all franked with 1901 Pan-American issue, destinations include Argentina (3), Bolivia (1), 
Brazil (2), Columbia (1), Cuba (1), Jamaica (2), Mexico (1), and Uruguay (1); primarily 2c postcard 
and 5c letter rates, but note several particularly interesting items incl. 1901 registered cover from Puerto 
Rico to Brazil w/ 5c Pan-American and 8c "Porto Rico" overprint; and 1901 1c stationery envelope from 
Milwaukee to Brazil uprated with 1c-5c Pan-Americans, returned to US w/ DLO handstamp (2016 PF 
certificate), some minor faults but generally F-VF, an interesting and scarce group 400

2842   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Mail to Great Britain and Commonwealth,   9 covers and 
3 private mailing cards all franked with 1901 Pan-American issue (two private mailing cards feature 
exhibition buildings), destinations include Australia (2), Canada (6), Great Britain (3), and Gibraltar 
(1, forwarded to Spain), few minor faults but generally F-VF, an attractive grouping with Gibraltar in 
particular being a scarce destination in any period 250

2843   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Mail to Germany,   25 covers and 14 postal cards/private 
mailing cards, all addressed to Germany, mixture of expositon cards and uses of the Pan-American stamp 
issue, mostly 2c postcard rate and 5c letter rate but note several registered (incl. several uses of 8c and 
10c stamps), few minor faults but overall F-VF, an interesting specialized group 300
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2844   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Mail to Europe,  22 private mailing cards and 27 covers (one 
front) all to European destinations, a mixture of exposition covers/cards and uses of the Pan-American 
stamp issue, destinations include Austria (3), Belgium (6), Bohemia (4), Denmark (1), France (5), 
Hungary (3), Italy (5), Luxembourg (1), Netherlands (9), Russia (2), Sweden (4), and Switzerland (6); 
mostly 2c postcard and 5c letter rates but note better uses including registered and double-weight letters, 
some minor faults but generally F-VF, an interesting group with some very scarce destinations

1000
2845   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Mail to Africa, Middle East, and Asia,  11 covers and 2 private 

mailing cards, all franked with 1901 Pan-American stamp issue (1 card and 1 cover from the exposition), 
destinations include Algeria (1), China (2), Egypt (1, forwarded to Germany), India (4), Japan (1, 
forwarded to Hong Kong), South Africa (3), and Turkey (1); some minor faults but generally F-VF, an 
attractive group with some popular destinations  500

2846   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Exposition Covers,   approximately 40 covers with Pan-
American Exposition related cachets, designs include embossed globe (5), multicolored Indian chief, 
multicolored globe with Northern and Southern Hemispheres (6), bison tipping tophat (2), bison on 
rock at Niagara Falls (2), bison on globe (5), various exposition views (14), and al over red and blue flag; 
many franked with 1c and 2c Pan-American issue stamps or with Exposition machine cancels, minor 
faults but generally F-VF, an exceptional opportunity for the collector or dealer, many attractive covers 
with high retail potential 750

2847   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Advertising Covers,  40+ covers franked with 1c and 2c 1901 
Pan-American stamps, many interesting covers with topics including coal, soap, shoemakers, hotels, beer, 
and cigars, several attractive multicolor designs including "Dr. Hess & Clark Louse Killer," "Drexel Drug 
Co," "Songs & Stories Magazine," and "Anheuser Busch;" few minor faults but overall F-VF, a scarce and 
attractive group, ideal for the cover dealer looking to replenish their stock 150

2848   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Private Mailing Cards,   approximately 110+ cards, the vast 
majority used but few mint included, all major sights of the fair represented including the Temple of 
Music, Albright Art Gallery, Stadium, Electric Tower, etc; also includes views of nearby Niagra Falls, 
many cards with 1901 Pan-American issue postage stamps or machine cancels (some scarcer types), some 
minor faults but generally F-VF, an ideal opportunity for the collector or dealer with many better cards

750
2849   6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Private Mailing Cards,  approximately 20 private mailing cards, 

about half of which are from the Pan-American Exposition and half of which depict various steamships 
(including Red Star and American lines), most all with 1c and 2c Pan-American Issue stamps (two unused 
cards included), generally F-VF, an interesting group 100

2850 * 3 6        Pan-American Exposition Postal History - Collateral Material,   includes several discrete collections, 
including a selection of unused Pan-American advertising covers (several exposition scenes, matching 
letterhead and envelope, embossed cover, etc.); a collection of McKinley postal cards (incl. UX18, UX19, 
UX20, UX21, UX22, UX24, UX27, and UY12, most mind and used); a collection of photos and mailing 
cards related to the city of Buffalo; and a small balance of the 1901 Pan-American issue (incl. 4 complete 
used sets and an o.g. imprint & plate no. strip of 3 of the 2c); some condition issue throughout but 
generally F-VF, a very interesting and diverse selection of material 150

2851   6        Pan-American Balance, four covers/cards, includes: two multi-colored postcards with "Chief Last Horse" 
& "Chief No Neck", ea. franked with 1c (294) and cancelled with Pan-American advertising machine 
cancels; 5c (297) & 8c (298) tied on registered cover to Germany; overall Pan-American advertising flag 
patriotic with 2c (279B), tied by Buffalo advertising machine cancel, VF group. 200

Spanish American War Patriotics
2852   6        Spanish-American Patriotic Covers, nine covers (includes one 1901 United Confederate Veterans), all 

with various patriotic designs (some duplication), better include; "On to Porto Rico", "Home Sweet 
Home", "Remember the Maine", etc, also includes one with flag label and several with contents, some 
small stamp/ cover flaws/faults to be expected, generally Fine. 75

2853   6        SPANISH AMERICAN WAR Cover Group,  eighteen items from the Spanish American War era: an 1898 
Porto Rico cover to Barcelona, a 1900 San Luis D'Apra, Guam straightline, seven cards and covers from 
the Philippines including a registered cover to Kansas, five Cuba covers and four domestic including 
three patriotics; condition is an issue - viewing recommended. 100
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2854   6        USS HOUSTON Covers and Historical Memorabilia,  interesting covers sent from this infamous ship 
that was sunk by Japanese gunfire in the Battle of Java Sea on Feb 28, 1942; lot includes eight covers 
mailed on the ship 1931-38 from some unusual places (Hong Kong, Tientsin, Old Providence Island, 
Cocos Island, Cartagena, San Juan, Honolulu); also includes original photographs and ppc's of the ship, 
including when it was bombarded by the Japanese; also included is the final roster of the crew, listing 
everyone on the ship that were either Killed or Missing, Wounded, captured and were in Japanese POW 
camps, VF lot. 100

2855   6        Ship Cancels Including Classics   an interesting group including postcards with 18 different ship 
postmarks dated 1909-16 plus a 1912 registered U.S.S. Quiros cover (poor condition) and 30 covers with 
different battleship postmarks dated 1931-1939, including a USS Arizona. Postcards mixed condition 
and covers generally F-VF. 75

2856   6        U.S. Navy Cover Accumulation,  over 350 covers, all with U.S. Navy ship postmarks ranging from the 
early 1930s to 1941; includes some "Famous 50" and submarines, a nice group and  generally F-VF.  

75
2857   6        Large U.S. Naval and Ship Postal History and Postmark Collection in eight volumes with well over 1000 

more modern covers or cards all with ship markings, very large portion being USS Navy strikes, as these 
were collected over a 40+ year period there are very few duplicates present, extremely difficult to put 
together. 150

AEF Covers
2858   6        U.S. Postal Agency Siberia, 10/29/18 duplex cancel on cover to Forest City, Pa. boxed "A.E.F. Siberia 

Censored" handstamp (type C1 in black), endorsed by F.E. Lee, 2nd Lieut: Inf., reduced at right, with 
typed letter, F-VF cover. 75

WW II Patriotics
2859   6        CM1, 1944 6c Carmine, "R.F." overprint, tied on cover to Worcester Mass by Poste Navale 10-7 44 cds 

with another strike alongside, small black "R.F." handstamp, neat printed "PAR AVION" with biplane at 
upper right, backstamped Worcester Jul 21 1944, cover with central vertical fold and scattered tone spots, 
still Fine and scarce cover originating in Algeria; 2015 PF certificate 75

2860   6        CM5 var., 1944 6c Carmine "R.F." overprint inverted, overprint Bizerte Type IV (Tunisia), tied on cover 
to NY City by Poste Navale 1-2 45 cds, Franch Marine Francaise anchor handstamp adjacent, back side 
with ms "Croiseur leger le Terrible", Very Fine and rare with just five covers recorded; signed Bloch, Brun, 2015 
PF certificate 250
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2861   6        1945 "EFM TELEGRAM to USA" with France 473 tied by US ARMY POSTAL SERVICE/ APO 51/ Feb 
5 1945 cancel on folded form from an Army Sgt to his wife in Oregon, censor handstamp top right, tiny 
nick at top of form, Fine and scarce; APO 51 was at Malmedy in early February 1945 75

1950s to Date Miltary Covers
2862   6        Military Themed Private Printed Postage Covers,  over 200 covers, most with Zazzle.com, endicia.com, 

Stamps.com photo stamps with military themed designs; rates vary from first class to priority mail, most 
with USNSE-Lisbon FPO, U.S. Navy PSC 819 or Air Force Postal Service postmarks dated from 2004-2006; 
some with patriotic cachets; great variety but there is duplication, generally VF Offer

Offices in China
2863   6        U.S. Post Offices in China Group,  6 early covers or cards collected for their postmarks, includes 1901 

strikes from Mil Postal Sta No 1 Taku, Mil Postal Sta No1 Tientsin, Military Postal Station No1 China, 
all on UX14 postal cards with no message, one is addressed, three other items with an early stampless 
missing the stamp, a nice representation of markings from this China outpost, strikes are fine.

150
2864 5  6        U.S. Post Offices in China with Naval Ships Postal History Collection  with over thirty different postmarks, 

some of the better locations include Amoy, Chefoo, Canton, Kwanyung, Yangtze, Iching, Nanking, also 
about 15 cutouts with US Postal Agency, Howick and Wuchang and other strikes, great variety of Navy 
ships in China waters. 100

China Relief Expedition, 1898/1901
2865   6        PEKING, CHINA/ U.S. MIL. POSTAL STA. bold Apr 6 1901 duplex ties 2c (279B) on cover to Baltimore, 

Md., manuscript "Soldier's Mail" and endorsed by a Capt. in the 9th Inf., transits include 4/8/01 "Mil 
Postal Sta No. 1/ China Apr 8 1901 " cds, San Francisco 5/10 machine cancel, Baltimore 5/15 receiver, 
slightly reduced at left and minor aging, still Very Fine and scarce 75

2866 5  6        US Miltary Occupation of Vera Cruz,   group of 38 covers, c.1914, most with "Vera Cruz, USMAG" 
duplexes, franked with assortment of US issues plus a good showing of contemporaneous Mexican 
frankings, includes registry, destinations, combinations, rates, etc, also includes a stock page of various 
"on piece" cancels and a document with 1c/10c Wash-Franklins affixed and tied on back side by "Vera 
Cruz Mex, U.S.M.AG./ M.Q.B." Jun 18 1914 cancels, generally F-VF, attractive collection. 300

2867   6        U.S. Postal Agency, Vera Cruz, group of four covers and one real photocard, crew of USS North Dakota, 
USS North Dakota/ Vera Cruz Mexico 8/6/14 duplex., covers include: 4c (296) with US Postal Agency 
Vera Cruz 7/19/14 handstamp, others with Vera cruz duplex or machine cancels, one with Mexican 
issue, generally F-VF covers and important card. 100

2868   6        Tau, Samoa Jun 23 1909 Doane ties 1c (300) on picture postcard "Crossing from Mainland to Ban Fiji", 
Very Fine card and marking 100
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2869   6        LO2, 1852 1c Blue,  with 3c (11) on illustrated Bill of Lading for Philadelphia Steam Propeller Co. (dated 
May 18 1854), 1c not tied by red "star" cancel and tiny ink spot (trivial), 3c (11) tied by Philadelphia, Pa. 
cds, minor backflap sealed tear, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $400). 100

2870   6        Honour's City Express, Charleston SC, 4LB11, 1851-58 2c Black on bluish, tied with 1851 3c Dull red 
(Scott 11) on envelope addressed to Effingham SC by blue CHARLESTON S.C. PAID OCT 19 cds, some 
minor edge wear, otherwise Very Fine and choice; only 14 covers franked with this Honour's Express 
issue and one of only six recorded in a combination franking with the 1851 3c and on only three of these 
does the Charleston cancel tie the "Penny Post" issue; ex-Hackmey; 2000 PF certificate 2500

2871   6        United States City Despatch Post, 6LB3, 1842 3c Black on blue,  not tied (as typical) on 1843 folded letter 
sheet addressed to to "22 Bond Street" by red boxed octagonal "US", matching red U S City City Despatch 
Post Mar 17 1 o'clock cds, full margined stamp on a Very Fine cover; 2019 PF certificate. (Scott $1,000). 

300
2872   6        6LB5, United States City Despatch Post, New York NY; 1842 3c Black on blue green,  cancelled but not 

tied on small folded letter, "CITY DESPATCH POST/ U.S./ NOV 11/ 4 O'CLOCK" cancel alongside, 
addressed to "Count Goertz/ Carlton House/ New York", stamp full margins with portion dividing line at 
right, Fine use 180

2873   6        American Letter Mail Co., 5L1, 1844 5c Black,  not tied by ms "X" on folded letter sheet, red company 
straightline, couple file folds, F-VF cover (Scott $450). 90

2874  3 6        City Dispatch, Philadelphia, 41L1, 1860 1c Black,  tied on small cover to Philadelphia by partial strike of 
the grille marking, margins to touching, cover tear at top from slightly rough opening, some discoloration 
in address panel, with enclosure, Fine and scarce. (Scott $500). 100

2875   6        City Despatch, D.O.Blood & Co., 2 Cts.  bold and complete cds on 1847 printed circular, additional two 
advertising labels for Blood's, Very Fine and unusual 100
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2876   6        City Letter Express Mail, Newark NJ, 45L1, 1856 1c Red,  cut to heart shape and affixed but uncancelled 
(as usual) on back, address side with 3c Dull red (Scott 11) with margins to touching tied by Newark N.J. 
Feb. 26, 1857 cds on small envelope addressed to Binghamton N.Y., cover with some light aging spots 
(not mentioned in cert), still Fine and quite rare with a mere 7 examples on cover recorded; 2010 PF 
certificate (Scott $11,000) 1000

2877   6        D.O. Blood & Co., Philadelphia Pa., 15L9, (1c) Black, "For the Post Office" single not tied on folded 
letter sheet to Baltimore, Md., blue Baltimore, Md. Jun 20 (1848) cds, local with small corner nick and 
faint vertical crease at bottom, cover vertical filefold, F-VF appearing. 2012 PF certificate. (Scott $500). 

90

2878   6        Blood's City Despatch, Philadelphia, Pa, 15L17, 1848 (2c) Bronze on black,  with 1847 5c Red brown (Scott 
1) tied on folded letter sheet addressed to Washington DC by light blue PHILADA. PA.  5 JAN 10 integral-
rate cds (1849 docketing), local with margins to slightly in, 5c ample to large margins, light aging along a 
file fold clear of stamps, Very Fine and especially rare because the Blood's stamp is frequently seen with a 
disfiguring acid cancel and is rarely tied by a date stamp, ex-Rust, Hill, Hackmey; 2005 PF certificate  750
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2879   6        15L18, Blood's Penny Post, 1854 (1¢) Black,  two 1858 covers addressed to Delaware, each franked with 
single Blood's and single 3c Dull red type III (26), all stamps tied by either Philadelphia postmarks or 
Blood's date stamp, one cover with albino Tobacco Warehouse corner card (tear through corner card), 
the second cover with a toned Blood's local; Fine (Scott $700)  50

2880   6        Boyd's City Express, NY City, 20L7, 1845 2c Black on green (glazed), single affixed and with cork cancel 
(not tied) on folded letter datelined "New York Aout 14 1851" and addressed to France, light red New York 
exchange cancel and Le Havre entry postmark, ms "6" (due), French transit and arrival backstamps, Fine 
and elusive foreign use; 2010 PF certificate 200

2881   6        Boyd's City Express Post, 20L7, 1848 2c Black on green (glazed),  two covers, 1) cut shape stamp with 
grid cancel, not tied, on large part of locally used folded cover with proper Boyd's handstamps; 2) 
large margined stamp tied by red "NEW-YORK 10 cts 28 SEP" date stamp on folded cover addressed to 
Canandaigua NY, Fine examples 50

2882           Boyd's City Express, 20L24, 1866 1c Black on lilac, tied on neat small cover to Canton, Mass. with 3c (65), both tied 
by New York cds, local with straightline "Paid" and part grid, four margins, Very Fine (Scott $500). 100

2883   6        Boyd's City Dispatch, 20L35, 1877 (1c) Violet,   tied on cover to 96 Beekman by company "Paid" in circle, 
nice strike of magenta "Boyd's City Dispatch, 1 Park Place Jul 10 1878" oval handstamp, edge tears at top 
from slightly rough opening, F-VF (Scott $450). 90

2884   6        20L47, 20L56, Boyd's City Dispatch, 1880 (1c) Black on lavender, 1882 (1c) Black on pink,  two separate 
covers, former locally used, tied by magenta Boyd's handstamp, latter on amber locally used cover with 
corner card for "Foreign Fruits" tied by magenta 1883 Boyd's handstamp; Very Fine (Scott for 20L47 
$300; for 20L56 $100) 100

2885   6        Boyd's Dispatch, NY City, 20L56, 1882 (1c) Black on pink,  tied by purple oval "Boyd's City Despatch, 1 
Park Place, N.Y. Paid Jun 1, 1882" cancel on envelope with Drew & Bucki Yellow Pine Timber printed cc, 
locally addressed, Very Fine and choice; 2009 PF certificate (Scott $100) 50

2886   6        Boyd's City Dispatch, NY City, 20LU14, 1867 2c Red on cream laid, cancelled by nice strike of the Boyd's 
circular Aug 15 1868 date stamp, locally addressed, small edge faults at left from opening, Very Fine and 
attractive; 2007 PF certificate (Scott $300) 75

2887   6        Boyd's City Dispatch, 20LU12, 1867 2c Red, 2c entire addressed to Franklin St., company cds, edge tears 
at top and partial backflap from somewhat rough opening, Fine and scarce cover; 2008 PF certificate. 
(Scott $800). 100

2888   6        Boyd's City Express Post, two company ovals on incomming 1853 folded letter sheet datelined "Santa 
Marta" (Columbia), backstamped green "Simmonds Eduards & Co., Santa Marta Forwarded" oval (unlisted 
in Rowe), additional blue "P.H. Simmonds & Co, St. Thomas" company oval, Fine cover, extremely rare 
combination. 2009 Colomphil certificate.  150

2889   6        Boyd's City Express Selection, nine covers, includes several types of earlier issues, "Mecury" issues, etc., 
includes: 20L4 (2), 20L10 (3), 20L56 (2), unused 20LU2, etc., few die cut or octagonally trimmed, few 
minor flaws, generally F-VF. 100

2890 *          California Penny Post Co., 34LU7, 1855 7c Vermilion,  on 3c Nesbitt envelope (Scott U10) with printed 
list of the nine California cities serviced by the Penny Post Co. (Haller FP10-Type 2), pristine and 
Extremely Fine in every respect; 2007 PF certificate (Scott $225) 100

2891   6        G. Carter's Despatch, Philadelphia, PA, 36L1,1849 2c Black, single with tight to touching margins tied by 
ms "X" cancel on folded letter datelined "Philadelphia Jan 20th 1850" to Charleston SC, poor partial strike 
of blue Philadelphia integral "10" rate cds, cover with some tiny natural bleach spots, Fine and scarce 
with the stamp tied; 2011 PF certificate (Scott $225) 100

2892           P City Despatch Post, NY City, 40L1P1, 1842 3c Black on grayish, Large die proof on laid paper, from the defaced die 
printed in 1892 with small portraiot of "Hephaestus - God of the Forge", Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate 150

2893   6        Friend's Boarding School, Barnesville Ohio, 151L1, 1877 1c Black,  nicely margined and affixed but 
uncancelled (as usual) on back side of envelope, address side with 3c Green tied by cork, Barnesville O. 
Dec. 2 duplex, addressed to Winona Ohio, 1879 pencil docketing on back, local stamp with faint edge 
toning (barely noticeable), Fine and scarce; 2010 PF certificate (Scott $400) 100

2894   6        Paid Boston, 1844 Hale & Co., 1844 Hale & Co. 35x3mm red straightline handstamp on folded letter sheet to New 
York, major splitting and cover faults, still purported to be the only known example. (ASCC $85). 75

2895   6        Hale & Co., Philadelphia Pa, 1844 Folded Letter to NY City,  datelined "Philada Oct 11 1844" and with 
legible strikes in red of the oval "Forwarded By Hale & Co. From 37 S Third St Philadelphia" and boxed 
"Collect Six Cents For Hale & Co.:", light vert file fold, Very Fine; 2011 PF certificate 75

2896           Hale & Co. Collection, 21 folded letter sheets with various "Paid" and "Collect", rates, ovals (various 
Offices), includes 75L1 (2), 75L2 (2), one with large "R" manuscript overprint, etc., generaly F-VF,

250
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2897   6        Glen Haven Daily Mail, Glen Haven N.Y., 71L3, 1854 1c Black on green, with 1851 3c Dull red (Scott 
11) tied to envelope addressed to "Whitestone Long Island NY" by SCOTT N.Y. FEB 18 cds, J. C. Jackson 
M.D. blue woodcut corner card envelope, local well margined but just in at right, 3c clear to full margins, 
envelope slightly reduced at left into cc, small faint water stain an bottom, a Fine and a scarce use 
especially with the local issue tied,; ex-Hackmey; 1996 PF certificate  400

2898   6        Hussey's Post, 87L43, 1872 Black,   single, clear to ample margins, tied by purple target cancel on 
locally used envelope with printed Republic Fire Ins. Co. corner card, small cover tear into corner card, 
otherwise Very Fine (Scott $300) 100

2899 (*)   4       Hussey's Post, New York Assortment, small collection of unused sheets/ part sheets on exhibition pages, 
full panes include: 87L7, 87L22, 87L23, 87L43, also 87L26 block of 10, couple singles, all Very Fine, 
inspection suggested (Scott $1,047). 150

2900   6        Messenkope's Union Square Post Office, New York NY, 106L1, 1851 (1c) Blue on green,  with 1851 3c 
Dull red (Scott 11) tied on envelope addressed to Homer NY by NEW YORK OCT 27 cds, local well 
balanced margins and corner crease lower left, 3c clear to ample margins, backflap removed, otherwise 
Very Fine and choice combination, ex-Boker, Hackmey; 1992 PF certificate 500

2901   6        One Cent Despatch, Baltimore Md; 112L2, 1855 1c Brownish carmine,   tied on folded letter sheet 
addressed to New York by City Despatch Oct 14 8PM cancel with an additional full strike at left, 3c (11) 
tied by blue Baltimore, Md. Oct 10 cds, name removed from address panel, stamp ample to full margins, 
Very Fine overall; signed "Genuine Robson Lowe" on reverse, 2019 PF certificate (Scott $2,250). 400
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2902   6        Prince's Letter Dispatch, Portland Me., 122L1,1861 Black,   nicely margined single tied on envelope 
addressed to Boston, used with 1861 3c Rose (Scott 65), Bostom Mass Jan 16 duplex, embossed cc for 
Kendall & Whitney Agricultural Implements, local with a light horiz crease at top, 3c tiny tear bottom 
right, still Fine and rare cover from this service which carried mail by steamboat from Portland to Boston; 
1996 PF certificate; only 11 covers (including front) recorded (Scott $8,000) 1000

2903   6        Roche's City Dispatch, 129L1, 1861 (2c) Black on green glazed surface paper,   single, cut to shape, 
uncancelled on 1850 folded letter addressed to Brandywine (Pa.), proper large red "ROCHE 
NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICAL OFFICE" handstamp at lower left, light file fold passes through the 
right side of company handstamp; Fine; signed "original and in my opinion used on this cover Geo. B. Sloane" 
on reverse; 1995 Gronowski census published in the July issue of the Penny Post notes that nine covers 
exist, about half of which have stamps cut to shape; this cover is illustrated as Figure 5 and is noted in 
the census as belonging to Gronowski. (Scott for an unused stamp cut to shape is $1,750 and on cover, 
uncancelled, cut to shape, with certificate as $3,500; given the provenance and Company handstamp this 
should qualify for a certificate) 200

2904   6        Stringer & Morton's Post/ 1 Cent   red label on gold tinted paper on cover to Philadelphia, lightly 
oxidized, additional Blood's Penny Post Phila Sep 3 cancel, ms. 1868 docketing, minor edge wear, 
otherwise Very Fine cover, unusual combination.  150

2905 5          Swarts' City Dispatch Post, NY City, 136L4, 1849 2c Red, single with blue "Star" cancel on envelope 
addressed to Germany, variety of postal and transit markings each side incl 2-line "AUS  AMERIKA/ 
UBER PREUSSEN" (Van Der Linden 236), back side with red straight-line "SHIP LETTER" handstamp 
and just legible "SEE  BRIEF  ENGLAND  AND  AACHEN" transit marking (Van Der Linden 2555), 
envelope a bit postal worn and stamp vertical tear, Fine foreign use; 2007 PF certificate 250

2906   6        Swarts' City Dispatch Post, NY City, 136L9, 1849 1c Red,  tied on locally addressed envelope by partial 
oval Swart's Post Office/ Chatham Square" date stamp with additional octagonal "PAID  SWARTS" 
alongside, stamp nicely margined but with faults, still a Fine use; 2008 PF certificate (Scott $350)

75
2907   6        Swarts' City Dispatch Post, NY City, 136L4, 1849 2c Red, affixed and cancelled by grid (not tied) along 

with 1853 3c (Scott 11A, small faults) tied on envelope to NJ by Dec 20 cds, Fine; 2008 PF certificate 
75

2908   6        Swarts City Despatch Post, group of four covers/ FLS's, includes 136L10 (2), both tied (one questionably), 
other with 3c (11, Scott $800), includes two stampless with different sized red ovals, small flaws/faults, 
generally F-VF. 100
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2909   6        W. Wyman, Boston Mass, 149L1, 1844 5c Black, ms cancelled and affixed on folded letter sheet addressed 
to NY Cityu, docketing on reverse indicates a Boston origin, nice strike of "Forwarded/ By/ John A. 
Newbould/ New-York" handstamp on back (Rowe rarity 3), stamp full even margins choice Very Fine; 
2009 PF certificate; a rare combination of independent mail route and forwarder; just 15 examples of 
the Wyman issue on cover are known with this being one of the two examples recorded featuring the 
forwarder handstamp (Scott $1,750) 750

Independent Mails, Private Mails and Express Companies
2910 6 American District Telegraph/ Messenger Delivery/ Brooklyn purple double circle handstamp on 7½x5" 

unsealed envelope with "Spring House/ Richfield Springs NY" printed cc, Fine and unusual; probably 
enclosed a circular; ex-Hahn 50

2911 *          American Express Co Stamps Assortment. 16 different incl Mosher S120, 282, 293-96, 310-11, 313-16, 
Canada 531-32, 543-44, usual mixed condition but generally Fine or better (Mosher $780) 100

2912 6 AMERICAN LETTER MAIL COMPANY/ OFFICE 12 STATE STREET BOSTON  oval handstamp and 
"PAID" on folded letter addressed to Belfast, Me, datelined "Boston Nov 15 1844", fresh and Very Fine

75
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2913   6        FORWARDED BY AMERICAN MAIL CO FROM No 901 Chestnut St PHILADA/ OCT 4 circular 
handstamp plus "PAID" (also ms "Paid") on a folded letter addressed to Philadelphia   datelined 
"Saccarappa Sept 30 '44", light fold through marking, Fine use; ex-Gibson 75

2914 6 Child & Company's Express, three stampless covers; undated folded letter sheet addressed to Portland 
Me with an ms "Childs Express Paid" endorsement (small faults); 1844 (Sept 28) folded letter Portland Me 
to Boston with the small red "PAID" handstamp; 1844 (Aug 9) folded letter Portland Me to Roxbury Mass 
with light "FORWARDED BY / Child & Co's Express,/ Canal Bank Building,/ PORTLAND" handstamp 
(cover light aging and couple file folds), generally Fine group 200

2915   6        CLARK & PHILLIPS' EXPRESS label (Mosher C&PX-L1) on folded letter addressed to East Hartford 
Ct, datelined "New York July 14 1843", Very Fine and choice; 1996 APS certificate 75

2916   6        EASTERN EXPRESS/ 51 Devonshire St Boston forwarding label (Mosher EASX-L24) on a Nov 1869 
United States & Canada Express money package, wax sealed by Cheney & Company at Barton Vt and 
handed off to the Canadian Express Co at Portland Me where their label (Mosher CDNX-L55-C var) was 
affixed, faults to envelope and label but still rare 75

2917   6        Favor's Express, Boston, 1 Court Sq./ St. John N.B., Eastport & Boston.  red double circle double-circle 
handstamp on back of folded letter datelined "St. John N.B., Jun. 18, 1852", addressed to NY City, carried by 
steamer from New Brunswick and entered US mails as shown by Boston 5 cts. 21 Jun integral-rate cds and 
"STEAM" handstamp, small corner nick at bottom left, still Very Fine, said to be the rarest of the Favor's 
Express markings - Cal Hahn noted just four dated examples in the 1851-53 period; 2008 PF certificate 500
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2918 5  6        GAY & CO'S NEW-YORK, BOSTON & EASTERN EXPRESS, express co labels on two covers and one 
piece; Mosher GAYX-L12 on folded letter datelined "Boston 14th Sept 1847" addressed to NY City (label 
with some creases); Mosher GAYX-L16 on Sept 1847 folded letter datelined "Boston Sept 17th 1847" and 
addressed to NY City, Mosher GAYX-12a on piece with an add'l strike of red Eagle City Post and "3" 
handstamp, F-VF 100

2919   6        GAY & Co.'s EXPRESS FROM 1 WALL STREET NEW YORK red oval handstamp on folded letter 
addressed to Boston, datelined "New York Oct 13, 1847", light vertical file fold not affecting marking; 
accompanied by a folded letter dateline "New York Mar 7 1848" addressed to Bridgewater Mass with 
an ms "Gays Express" endorsement at lower left, Very Fine; handstamped cover with notation on back 
"Compliments of Ellot Perry January 18-1929" 100

2920   6        GAY, KINSLEY & Co. EXPRESS forwarding labels on four covers (one from the successor company with 
the "GAY" portion excised out); Mosher GKNX-L5 on folded letter datelined "Boston August 31st '49" and 
addressed to NY City (label creased from file folds); Mosher GKNX-L5 on folded letter sheet, label small 
corner scuff and some aging (date unknown; ex-Foote); Mosher GKNX-L5a on back of folded letter datelined 
"Boston Dec 15th '49" and addressed to NY City (ex-Foote); Mosher GKNX-L5 on back of folded letter datelined 
"Bristol RI August 5th 1851" and addressed to NY City; usual mixed condition, VG-Fine 150

2921 6 GAY, KINSLEY & Co. EXPRESS, two 1848 folded letters to the same address in Philadelphia with the 
express handstamp; "New York Oct 31 1848" with black handstamp "...From 10 Chestnut St/ Philadelphia" 
handstamp; "New York 18th Oct 1848" with red "...From 1 Wall St/ New York" handstamp, both covers with 
tape stains not affecting markings, otherwise Fine 75

2922   6        GODFREY & COS NEW BEDFORD EXPRESS OFFICE No. 3 WALL ST NEW YORK lightly struck red 
handstamp on folded letter sheet datelined "New York Feb 26 1845", addressed to Taunton Mass, ms "per 
Godfrey's Express" at lower left, light aging along a vertical filefold not affecting marking, Fine and rare 
being the only example of this marking recvorded; Sloane notations on address side and an auction 
catalog cut-out affixed on back, pictured in "Eastern Independent Mail and Express Companies 1840-45" on 
page 555; ex-Hahn 250

2923   6        Harden's Express Company Collection,  nine covers, mostly with various company labels, a few unused 
with illustrated corner cards, some ephemera, typical mixed condition, generally F-VF, ideal for specialist. 

150
2924   6        RAILROAD EXCHANGE/ HODGMAN & CO./ BANGOR EXPRESS/ COURT SQUARE/ BOSTON 

gold on black die-cut label (Mosher HDGX-L10a) on folded letter dateline "Boston May 11th 1850" and 
addressed to Bangor Me, mas "Paid", file fold through the label still Fine 100

2925   6        RAILROAD EXCHANGE/ HODGMAN & CO./ BANGOR EXPRESS/ COURT SQUARE/ 
BOSTON  red on white die-cut label (Mosher HDGX-L10b) on folded letter sheet with 1850 docketing, 
addressed to Boston, ms "Paid", file fold through label, still Fine 100

2926   6        Forwarded by Howard & Co's Express, from Pottsville, Pa. printed frank on stampless cover to Germany, 
Pottsville, Pa. 1865 28 Nov cds, "N York Br. Pkt "46" transit and handstamp "30", additional blue crayon 
"30", appropriate backstamps, typical bit of light wear/ aging, still Very Fine and scarce 150

2927   6        Howard & Co. Express/ 628 Chestnut St/ Philadelphia  illustrated corner card on cover to Lynchburg, 
Va., 1869 3c tied by segmented cork, Pottsville, Pa. Sep 8 cds alongside, partial backflap, otherwise Very 
Fine 120

2928   6        Howard Express Company Collection,  group of six covers, various printing designs, includes two unused 
envelopes, one used with red label, others with various printed franks, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, 
sure to please the specialist.  120

2929   6        JEROME & Co's EXPRESS No. 8 Court St., BOSTON   lightly struck framed handstamp with 
accompanying framed "PAID" on folded letter datelined "Bangor Sept 6 1844", addressed to Boston, 
central vertical filefold, Very Fine 75

2930   6        KENNEBEC EXPRESS OFFICE No 8 COURT STREET BOSTON lightly struck but legible red oval 
handstamp on folded bank notice datelined "Boston 23 Augst 1844" and addressed to Augusta, a "6" rating 
usually accompanies Kennebec Express covers and may have been erased, still Very Fine and rare early 
example of this express 75

2931   6        KINLEY'S EXPRESS BOSTON MAY 13 1863 blue double circle cancel on unfranked envelope addressed 
to Newport RI, ms "Kinsley's Ex Paid to be delivered today" and receipt docketing at left side, envelope light 
wear and some staple holes along top edge, still Fine; ex-Blake, Hahn; 2008 PF certificate 75

2932   6        FORWARDED BY KINSLEY & COS EXPRESS black oval handstamp listing three office addresses 
(Boston, NY, Philadelphia), fair strike on folded letter sheet addressed to New York, ms "Free", Very Fine 

75
2933   6        R.B. KINSLEY"S EXPRESS NEWPORT 190 THAMES ST black oval handstamp on lady's small envelope 

addressed to Carlton Mass, Fine and rare; 2008 PF certificate 75
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2934   6        MANHATTAN EXPRESS W.V. BARR C light but legible strike in red on locally addressed folded letter 
(no dateline; entire message a Valentine's poem), some toned spots mostly at lower left, still Fine, only 
four examples of Barr's handstamp are recorded (with or without rate) 300

2935   6        FORWARDED BY MUNRO'S EXPRESS  label with offices listed (Mosher MUNX-L2a) on folded letter 
sheet with "New Bedford Mass Sept 27/ 52" docketing, addressed to NY City, cover and label some light folds 
and bits of aging, Fine 100

2936   6        MUNRO'S EXPRESS "Office in New York, No. 1 Wall St./ Corner of Broadway/ Office in New Bedford,/ 
116 Union Street" clearly struck handstamp on folded letter sheet addressed to NY City, ms docketing 
"New Bedford May 1st 1854", file fold through the handstamp, and couple hinge remainders on address 
side, Fine and scarce 100

2937   6        FORWARDED BY MUNRO'S EXPRESS label with office listed (Mosher MUNX-L4) affixed on folded 
letter datelined "New Bedford (April) 9 1855", addressed to NY City, letter with couple file folds (one just 
affecting label) and right flaps missing, Fine 100

2938   6        New Jersey Express Company, illustrated embossed corner card on cover, manuscript "COD on Westcott 
$11.00", pencil notation "Returned to Westcott the money", small spindle hole and two adhesive spots at 
bottom, still Very Fine and unusual; 2007 PF certificate. 75

2939   6        Northwestern Express Co./ FROM ST. PAUL label (Mosher NWNX-L5) affixed on envelope 
addressed to "The Grove/ Cook County/ Illinois" along with a "MONEY PACKAGE/ FORWARDED BY/ 
AMERICAN  EXPRESS" FROM/ La Crosse, Wis" label (Mosher AMEX  L333 var), cover faults incl 
missing backside bottom flap, VG-Fine 100

2940 5          Northwestern Express Co./ Connecting with the/ AMERICAN EXPRESS Co./ FROM SAINT PETER, 
MINN. label (Mosher NWNX-L6) affixed on legal size envelope front addressed to Rockford Ill along 
with a "MONEY PACKAGE/ FORWARDED BY/ AMERICAN EXPRESS" FROM/ La Crosse, Wis" label 
(Mosher AMEX L333 var, minor faults),"Aug 19 62" docketing, some light wrinkling, Fine 100

2941   6        Russell Sayward & Co.'s Haverhill. Bradford and Boston EXPRESS  label on postal card dated Oct 20 
1879  (same date as docketing on address side) addressed to Boston, some light creasing affrects card, 
still Fine and rare (Mosher RSYX-L1) 50
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2942   6        SOUTHERN EXPRESS CO 13 items incl 8 covers with various orange labels, includes three printed 
forms, U58 addressed to New Orleans with printed "Southern Express Company" imprint, covers with 
labels (Mosher nos) SOX-L85 (1885 printed money package envelope), SOX-L131 on back of U59 (1866, 
unclaimed before being forwarded to cashier's office in 1869), SOX-L132 on back of U58, SOX-L165 (on 
1872 money remittance envelope addressed to Alexander Stephens, former VP of Confederate States), 
SOX-L176 on back of 3c Reay (1876, addressed to Alexander Stephens), SOX-L200 on 1862 envelope 
addressed to "Hons A.H. Stephens &  B.H. Hill" at Richmond with petition to Confederate War Dept 
on back, SOX-L228 on back of U84 to Alexander Stephens (1871 docketing), SOX-L231 on back of 
U58 addressed to Alexander Stephens, very mixed condition with numerous faults (mostly affecting the 
envelopes only), VG-VBF, must be viewed 500

2943   6        Thompson & Co.'s Express Americal & Foreign blue illustrated cameo oval on cover to Worcester, Mass., 
3c (11A), tied by Northampton, Mass. cds, missing backflap, still impressive and Very Fine. 2019 PF 
certificate. 150

2944   6        THOMPSON'S & CO. EXPRESS. two covers with express co labels; Mosher TMAX-L16 on 1859 
(docketing) cover from Springfield Mass to Boston with "American" express label on back; Mosher 
TMEX-L1 Boston label on front side of envelope addressed to Springfield Mass, both with faults but 
scarce uses 100

2945           UNITED STATES EXPRESS CO  assortment of printed forms (2), covers (11) and two unused labels, 
includes various "forwarded by" and "money package" labels, handstamp on an 1890 "MISSENT" cover, 
very mixed condition with most faults to some degree, VG-Fine, viewing a must 250

2946   6        UNITED STATES AND CANADA EXPRESS four items with two printed forms (1859, 1864; with Cheney and 
Fiske or Cheney & Co imprint) and two covers with orange labels; Mosher unlisted "United States & Canada/ 
EXPRESS/ FROM/ ZOAR, MASS" on 1871 printed money package envelope addressed to Boston; Mosher 
USCX-L43 var (Worcester , Mass instead of Brasher and Stockholm NY) label on back of an Adams Express Co 
(Hartford) envelope addressed to Leominster Mass, both covers with faults, VG-Fine group 75

2947 6 Eastern Express Company Labels on Covers desirable collection of approx 50 covers with forwarded and 
money package labels from a bountiful array of express companies incl American Express, Baker's, Baldwin's, 
Buck's, Canadian Carr's Bangor Express, Cheney and Company, Cogswell &  Cos., Conant's, Cooper's 
Lawrence Express, Currier's, Durgin's, Fitz's, Forbes Newburyport Express, JW George & Co, Gillett & Co., 
Hardy's Lawrence Express, Hatch & Co, Hill & Co, Hope Express, Jackson & Co, Johnson & Co, Kinsley & Co, 
Lovejoy & Co, Merritt & Co, Moulton's, National Express Co, Parker's Express, Philadelphia and Reading 
Express, Procter's, Pulle, Virgil & Co., Randall's Express, Savory & Co, Weston's, Whale's, Winchester & Cos, 
etc., also includes some documents and unused labels, very mixed condition with good number faulty to some 
degree (label and/or cover) but many Fine and desirable, sometimes rare, items present, a terrific foundation 
collection well worth close and careful examination 2000

Western Express
2948 5  6        Barnard's Express Labels on Transatlantic Mail,   2 covers and 1 front; 1864 front to London from 

"Springfield B.C." (Canada) endorsed "Paid" with just legible blue oval "POST OFFICE/ PAID/ VICTORIA, 
VANCOUVER ISLAND" handstamp overlapped by San Francisco Jun 20 and London 25 Jul cds and 
with vermilion "BARNARD'S Cariboo Express PAID." label at upper left, 1863 envelope addressed to 
"Acton/ Canada West" with US stamps torn away and the pink "BARNARD'S Cariboo Express PAID." 
label just tied by a blue oval "PAID" with nice strike of "POST OFFICE/ PAID/ VICTORIA, VANCOUVER 
ISLAND" handstamp, several Canadian backstamps; envelope addressed to "Lyton BC" franked with 
US 3c (uncancelled) with an oval "COLLECT" alongside plus green "BARNARD'S Cariboo Express 
COLLECT." label (partially torn away on opening), faults but a scarce group 500

2949 *          Beekman's Express, Jacksonville, Oregon, two unused entires (U40-41) with printed frank (Haller FB8; 
U40 unlisted), Very Fine and scarce 300

2950 *          Beekman's Express, Jacksonville, Oregon, 3c entire (U59) with printed blue frank (Haller FB8), Very 
Fine 150

2951 *          Beekman's Express, Jacksonville, Oregon, two entires (U58-59) with printed frank (Haller FB8), both 
Very Fine 100

2952 *          U9//U34, Beekman's Express, Jacksonville, Oregon, four different entires with printed frank (Haller 
FB8; U34 unlisted by Haller), others include: U9, U26-27, U27 traces of blue discoloration at right, 
otherwise Very Fine 300

2953   6        Brown's Express, Murphy's, mostly complete blue 53x25 oval on 1854 reduced court envelope, usual 
docketing, F-VF. (ASCC $350). 100

2954 5          Buchanan & Co.'s Canyon City Express/ Paid printed frank, cut to shape and mounted on large piece of 
paper, Very Fine appearing and extremely scarce. 2012 PF certificate. 100
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2955   6        Chase's Express, Yreka, Deadwood & Indian Creek Paid, embossed frank (Haller FC2) on cover to San 
Francisco, additional partial red "Wells Fargo & Co. Express, Yankee Jim's" oval at right, tiny scattered age 
spots, otherwise Fine and scarce. 2012 PF certificate. (ASCC $2,000). 300

2956   6        Chase's Express, Yreka, Deadwood & Indian Creek Paid, embossed frank at left (Haller FC2), on 
cover to San Francisco, tiny tone spots and small edge flaws/faults, otherwise Fine. 2007 PF certificate. 
(ASCC $2,000). 250

2957 *          Clarke's Centennial Mail Express to the Black Hills via The Sidney Shorte Route, on two U219, each 
frank slightly different (Haller FC5, type 1 and 2), includes overall advertising for route on reverse, some 
light soiling (trivial), both Fine+ 250

2958   6        Denver & Rio Grande Express, 2c entire (U311) with printed frank (Haller FD3), blue-green Odgen, U.T. 
straightline handstamp on entire to San Francisco, additional cover to New York City (2008 PF certificate), 
apparently entering mail at Carbonale, Colo., indicia cancelled by New York duplex, small tear, light 
toning and tone spot, both quite scarce, Haller states "known used locally only" 150

2959 *          Downieville & Howland Flat Express, two similiar entires (U62) with printed frank, one with additional 
vertical "Paid Bamber & Co.'s Express, W.B. Hardy's Office, Oakland" printed frank, filefolds and light 
tone spots, otherwise Fine, Haller listed but unpriced. 150

2960 *          ENGLISH & WELLS. MOORE'S FLAT AND EUREKA EXPRESS paid printed franks on unused entires - 
U58 (WC8340; size 7, minor faults), U62 (WC8345; size 21), U63 (both WC8345; size 21), U63 (WC8345 
plus additional "La Porte Express Co./ Paid" frank - Haller FL4), F-VF 75

2961 *          EUREKA EXPRESS Co. PAID printed frank on seven unused entires, includes U71 (WC1683; size 24; 
light vertical bend at right through indicia), U82 (WC1683, size 7; "Wells Fargo & Co Boston Oct 3 1874" 
circular handstamp), U83 (WC1677; size 7; some small tone spots top of address side), U93 (2; both 
WC1683, size 21), U312 (WC1683, size 8), U349 (WC1684, size 9), F-VF 150

2962 *          J.F. Foreman's Gallatin Express, unused entire (U59) with multi-colored printed frank (FF4), "Leaves 
Virginia Weekly for Sterling, Gallatin City and Bozeman", Extremely Fine and choice 100
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2963  3         Freeman & Co's California, Atlantic States and European Express, Paid, 3c entire (U10) with printed 
frank (FF7, type 1) on entire to Vancouver, red Freeman & Co. San Francisco Express 38x30mm oval 
handstamp, cover repair at left edge impinging the frank, otherwise Very Fine appearing 300

2964  3         Freeman & Co's Over Our California & Coast Routes Express Paid, red printed frank (Haller FF7, type 
3) on 3c entire (U9) to San Francisco, blue Freeman & Co., Coulterville oval handstamp, Extremely Fine 
and choice. 2012 PF certificate 150

2965  3         Paid Freeman & Co's Through our California & Atlantic Express, 10c (U18) with green frank (FF7, type 
5) on entire to Greenville, bold Weaverville Cal 1/8 cds, Very Fine and attractive 100

2966  3         Freeman & Co's California, Atlantic States and European Express, Paid, five entires (U9-10), ea. with red 
printed frank (Haller FF7, type 3, 3a, 4, ), three with various company ovals, also includes 6c (U11, Haller 
FF7, type 3a, unlisted), few small flaws/faults, otherwise F-VF. 250

2967   6        Forwarded by Freeman & Company's Express from Nevada, black on orange label on reduced court 
cover to Yuba City, manuscript "Nevada", typical docketing, F-VF. 100

2968 *          Garland's Express Paid, 3c entire (U58), printed frank (Haller FG2), light vertical bend, still Very Fine
100

2969   6        Greenhood & Newbauer Northern Express, five 3c entires (U9-10) with printed frank (Haller FG6, type 
1, 1a), includes U9 and U10 (4), all with company "Weaverville" ovals (three in blue, other black), one 
(U10) with additional Wells Fargo blue Marysville double oval, all Very Fine 250

2970   6        Hanfords Pony Express Post 2 cts., 29x22.5mm illustrated red oval on folded letter sheet datelined 
"Salem July 30 1847", addressed to New York, manuscript "Free B.W. Stine, please deliver", filefold impinges 
slightly blurred oval, Fine cover. 2007 PF certificate. (ASCC $200). 90

2971 *          The Holladay Overland Mail and Express Company, 3c entire (U59) with printed frank (Haller FH9), 
light tone speckling, otherwise Very Fine and scarce. 150

2972   6        Jays Dispatch, Paid to the P.O., One Cent, red four margin local, tied on 3c (U311) to La Hoyt, Iowa by 
pictorial purple express "Pony Rider" handstamp, indistinct duplex, ms return address at left (Jamaica 
Plain, Mass.), Very Fine; 2012 PF Certificate.   150
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2973 *          Lamping & Co. Express, six different entires with printed frank (Haller FL1), includes 6c (U62-63) with 
vertical imprints (3), including one with  imprint centered at top (all Haller unlisted), 6c (U64-65), one 
with additional vertical imprint "La Porte Express Co.", all VF, (Haller priced $675), 150

2974   6        Langton's Pioneer Express, black on yellow label tied by manuscript on cover to San Francisco, Very Fine 
and quite rare with less than five known, ex-Hackett. 200

2975   6        Langtons Pioneer Express Paid, printed frank (Haller FL3, type 4) on 10c (U16) used entire to 
Philadelphia, Pa., blue Marysville, Cal.  "Paid by Stamps" cds and matching grid, Very Fine 100

2976 *  6        Langton's Pioneer Express Paid, 29 entires with various printed franks, mostly used with company oval 
handstamps, several unused, nearly all identified by Haller numbers, highlights include: 10c unused 
(U18, Scott $625), 3c (U26) used with red Viginia City company oval, U38 unused (2, black and blue 
franks, Haller unlisted), unused U40 (type 5), 3c (U59, type 6 in blue and black), 3c (U63-65, type 6), 
U63 unlisted, etc., Very Fine assortment. 300

2977 */(*)          La Porte Express Co. Paid four envelopes (three being entires) with printed frank (Haller FL4), includes: 
unused envelope with printed frank, 3c (U59) used with indistinct cds, 10c (U40-41) unused, Very Fine 
group 150

2978 *          La Porte Express Co. Paid eight, mostly different entires (U60-65), all with printed frank (Haller FL4), 
includes U58-59 with additional red Pacific Union Express franks (unlisted and unpriced),  VF. (Haller 
priced $920). 150

2979  3         Paid Livingston Fargo & Co. by the American Express, printed blue-green frank on 3c entire to Boston, 
Mass, Boston, Mass red cds and large "Paid" grid, small rubber handstamp scratched out at bottom 
left, otherwise Very Fine, extraordinary use of this rare express frank, a precursor to Wells Fargo and 
American Express. ex-Seacrest. 200

2980 *          Mann's Inland Express Cresent City. Paid. printed frank (Haller FM1) on unused 3c (U10) entire, light 
tone spots, still Very Fine 300

2981 *          Martin's Spokane Falls & Wardner Stage & Express Line, printed frank on unused 2c (U281) entire, 
light pencil erasures, Very Fine 100

2982 *          Paid Over All Routes of the Northern Pacific Express Co. 25 different entires (2c, 4c), mostly all unused, 
various printed franks, nearly all identified by Haller numbers (FN6, types 1 & 2), good mix of issues, also 
includes unused 3c Canada entire, Very Fine, ideal for specialist. 150

2983 (*)          North Western Express Co, bluish-black illustrated frank (Haller FN7) on two unused 3c (U312) entires 
(size 8, 10), both Extremely Fine 100
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2984   6        A.J. Oliver & Co.'s Bannock And Salt Lake City Express  near complete but somewhat light 28x40mm 
oval on 3c (U35) to Cameron, Mo., 1864 Salt Lake City cds and target, additional "F.D. Brown, Agent, 
G. S.L. City" handstamp, light wear and reduced at right (slightly into indicium), Fine and scarce cover. 
2018 PF certificate. (ASCC unlisted).  200

2985 5  6        Pacific Union Express "Paid" printed franks on 3c Pink entires (5) and one front, San Francisco (2 incl 
front) or Santa Rosa date stamps, one with Levi Strauss dated backstamp and enclosure, each some light 
wear/ minor faults but a Fine selection 250

2986   6        W.E. Singer & Co., Feather River Express Connection with Wells Fargo & Co. blue 48x28mm blue oval 
on cover to Bidwells (Bar, Cal.), manuscript "With Coin $737.75", Very Fine; ex-Knapp (1st sale, lot 1744); 
2007 PF certificate. (ASCC $450). 150

2987 *          Swift & Co. Express Paid, printed frank (FS13) on three unused 10c entires, U15, U15 (2), U15 with 
small ink stain and light creasing, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $1,500 as entires). 200

2988 *          Tombstone and Patagonia Express Line, J.D. Kinnear Proprietor printed frank (Haller FT9) on unused 
3c entire (U163), freshj and Extremely Fine 100

2989 *          Paid Tracy & Co Oregon Express,  black printed frank (Haller FT10) on unused 1c entire (U19) franked 
with additional 1c Blue pair (#24), trivial edge stain, Very Fine 100

2990   6        T. TRACY'S EXPRESS PAID blue oval handstamp frank on uncancelled 1854 3c Red on buff entire 
(U10) addressed to Diamond Springs Cal, envelope with small faults incl repair top left (affects marking) 
and missing backflap, Fine appearance; 2011 PF certificate 75

2991 *  6        J.C. Truman's Express, 18 entires, mostly various 3c issues (note unused U65), all with various printed 
frankings and identified by Haller numbers, a few unlisted or unpriced, generally F-VF. 250

2992 *          Wand & Davis Express, Paid Through blue frank (Haller FW3) on unused 3c (U58) entire, light small 
edge stain at right, Very Fine and quite scarce 150

2993 *          Welch & Ryan's Dutch Flat Express printed frank (Haller FW5) on unused 6c entire (U85), additional 
notes on band from Barkhausen Collection: "no. 296, type Reay, die 38, var. red, paper white, size 5, knife 32, 
gum square, wmk 2, var B1, Unique only reported copy", Extremely Fine; ex-Barkhausen 150

2994  3         Paid Wheelers Express printed frank (Haller FW10) on 3c entire (U34) used to San Francisco, trace of 
light blue company oval, attached to 3c (U35), "paste-up" with Wells Fargo printed frank and Marysville 
company oval, F-VF, attractive usage 250

2995  3         Everta Wilson & Co, Daily Express. four entires (one paste-up) with printed franks (Haller type 2b), 
three with 3c (U10) other 10c (U16, not listed), various markings includes 3c with Swifts Co. (Petaluma) 
& Wells Fargo (Marysville) blue ovals, 10c with Strawberry Valley cds, one without backflap (10c),  others 
with small flaws/faults, otherwise Fine, two with 2008 PF certificates (3c, 10c). 250
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2996   6        Free For The Regiment, Adams Express Co., Per Hoey,  bold and complete blue four line straightline 
handstamp (without period after Hoey) on reverse of folded letter sheet to Washington DC, letter from 
wife informing of his father's illness and requesting he come home, light edge wear and trivial light 
soiling, one of only seven examples of this version are recorded, this being one of the choicest striked, 
Very Fine; 2008 PF certificate (not mentioning flaws). 500

2997   6        Free. For The Regiment, Adams Express Co. Per Hoey,  bold and complete blue four line straightline 
handstamp on cover to military address in Washington DC, light soiling and edgewear includes small tear 
from opening, better than usually seen, Very Fine strike on a Fine cover 500

Adams Express Co.

2997

2996
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2998   6        Free. For the 7th Regiment, Adams Express Co. Per Hoey,   bold and near complete black four line 
straightline on cover to military address in Washington, DC, light soiling, tears and edge wear, most 
severe at right, Fine cover.  200

2999   6        ADAMS & CO/ YANKEE JIM'S/ EXPRESS  double oval handstamp on unfranked ladie's envelope, blue 
Lawrence Mass Jan 29 cds and "10" handstamp, addressed to Yankee Jim's where it was picked up and 
forwarded by Adams to Placerville - note the ms "COD $1.00", Very Fine; ex-Rohloff; 2011 PF certificate

200
3000   6        Adams & Co. Express Mormon Island, bold and complete oval on 1852 folded letter sheet to Mormon 

Island, blue boxed Paid with manuscript "to Sacro", additional manuscript "Paid to Sacramento" at lower 
left, Very Fine; 2010 PF certificate. (ASCC $250). 100

3001   6        ADAMS & Co SONORA NOV 24 c.1853 oval handstamp on unfranked legal-sized envelope addressed to 
San Francisco, envelope some light wrinkling and bit reduced at left, Fine 100

3002  3 6        Adams Express Co., 14 covers/cards plus 8 printed invoices/ ephemera c.1850/1903, better include 
blue oval San-Francisco (1853), blue New York double cds (1861), Sacramento double cds (2), Augusta, 
Ga. red oval, Maryville red oval, 1850 printed illustrated receipt, 1891-1903 notification postal cards, etc, 
F-VF; couple with PF certificates, 250

3003   6        Adams Express/ Eastern Express Company Collection, 22 mostly different and interesting covers + one 
printed receipt, better include: 1854 red Adams & Co, Nevada oval; ms. "Forwarded by Adams Express"; 
combination Adams Express (1) plus 2 different U.S. Express labels on cover; several different "Soldiers 
Package" large envelopes (one unused); couple Eastern Express ms. notations; 1857 Eastern Express 
large circular handstamp (ex Hahn); blue Eastern Express label on printed Adams Express "Western 
Division" large envelope, etc., typical small flaws/faults, generally F-VF, nice group. 300

3004   6        Adams Express Company Collection, 27 different covers, ea. with various Adams Express labels from 
different offices, includes: Ashley, Ill., Birmingham, Pa., Bloomington, Ind., Boston, Charleston, SC 
(Southern Express), Dresden, O., Gainesville, Ala., Lewiston, Pa., New York, Mifflin, Pa., Upper Sandusky, 
O., Tipton, Pa., Zanesville, O., etc., generally F-VF, attractive group for the specialist. 300

Alta Express Co.
3005  3         Alta Express Co., three printed franks on 3c Nesbitt entires (one faulty), one with manuscript, others 

with red company oval or blue circular handstamp, also includes unused 2c entire with printed frank  
"Alaska Pacific Express", F-VF 100

Bamber & Co.'s Express
3006 *          Bamber & Co. Express, two unused entires (U11-12) with blue printed Bamber & Co. frank, 6c on 

buff with facial scuff in address area, otherwise F-VF. (Scott $1,025 as entires, $445 as cut squares).
150

3007 *          Bamber & C. Express. four different large sized entires (U42-45), ea. with printed frank (various types, 
20c, 24c & 40c not listed in A.P. Haller's book), a few small flaws/faults, Fine, fresh and scarce types. 
(Scott $2,250 as entires; $1,005 as cut squares). 300

3008  3         J.Bamber & Co., 13 different entires, most with various printed  franks, a few with "Contra Costa Express" 
company oval handstamps, others with various blue company double circle date stamps (mostly San 
Francisco), couple in red, expect couple flaws/faults, generally Fine or better.  150

3009 *          1860-71 3c-24c Entires, Bamber & Co., 22 entires, ea. with various types of printed franks (a few unlisted 
in A.P. Haller's book), includes: U26, U35, U38-39, U44, U68, U58-59, U60-61, U62-63, U82-84, etc., some 
light duplication due to various types of franks, a few with small flaws/faults, generally Very Fine, scarce 
offering.  300

Pacific Express Co.
3010   6        PACIFIC EXPRESS CO NORTHERN MINES blue oval handstamp on envelope addressed to White 

Sulphur Springs Cal, Very Fine; 2011 PF certificate 150
3011   6        PACIFIC EXPRESS CO SONOMA bold blue oval handstamp plus octagonal framed "PAID." on folded 

letter datelined "Sonoma June 22n 8 PM", addressed to San Francisco, Very Fine; 2008 PF certificate 
150
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3012   6        Pacific Express Paid printed frank (Haller FP1, type 1a) on 3c entire (U10) to Barnard, Vt., Auburn, Cal 
Jul 4 cds and handstamped "Paid 10" to pay new Transcontintenal rate (3c embossing obliterated), Very 
Fine; ex-Chase, Knapp, Toaspern; 2008 PF certificate 350

3013   6        Pacific Express Co. Paid printed frank (Haller FP1, type3), on 3c (U9) to Placerville, blue Sacramento 
complany oval, Very Fine 150

3014   6        Pacific Express/ Union Express Covers,   four different plus an unused label and a used "pre-paid 
Newspaper Stamp", covers with labels include Clarksville, Tx, "from Virginia" label on reverse of 3c entire 
with red company frank, typical small flaws, generally F-VF. 75

3015 * 3         Pacific Express Co. 35 various entires, nearly all types of franks, including better earlier types, mostly 
all identified by Haller numbers, mixed unused and used, several unlisted or unpriced by Haller,  a few 
better include: FP1 types (5, one with 2010 PF certificate), FP2 (2, one on unused U329, unlisted), FP2, 
type 2 (2), FP2, type 3 (2, unlisted color), FP3, types 1 & 2, unused envelopes, several interesting usages 
of FP4, FP4 type 2 unused, etc., generally F-VF, ideal for specialist collector 500

Railroad, Route Agent and RPO
3016   6        Better Railroad Covers,  nice group of five covers - "WORCESTER & NASHUA R.R.” on reduced Nashua, 

Acton & Boston R.R. envelope, "CONN. RIVER R.R.” tying 1861 3c, blue "VERMONT & CANADA R.R.” 
tying 1851 3c, "CLEVELAND & SANDUSKY R.R.” on damaged U59 and "WEST & ATLANTIC R.R.” on 
cover with damaged 1851 3c, typical mixed condition, Fine group. 75

3017   6        Large Railroad Cover Accumulation,  over 600 cards and covers with RPO, Agent, RR or Trans Clerk 
postmarks, mostly from 1890's to 1930's, very little duplication, usual mixed condition but generally Fine 
or better; viewing recommended. 150

Railroad Post Office
3018   6        Vermt. & Massts. RR, complete orange 34mm 11/14/(56) on folded letter sheet to New London, Ct., 

matching "5" numeral, Very Fine 100
3019   6        Green Spring Run (Va), B. & O. R.R. Co., April 15 1861,  magnificent strike on a 3c Nesbitt envelope 

(ms. cancelled) with a "Va." manuscript notation added after to bold and complete oval handstamp on 
3c Nesbitt entire, indicia manuscript cancelled, Extremely Fine.
Green Spring Run was a stop on the Baltimore and Ohio RR Baltimore Md to Wheeling Va route and 
was just east of Cumberland, Md. 75
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3020   6        Overland Mail, Via Los Angeles, printed illustrated corner card on cover to Bremen, Germany, complete 
red  "San Francisco Paid Jun 4 1860" cds, additional red "New York, Am. Pkt. Jun 30 7 Paid", crayon rated 
"38", Extremely Fine; 2012 PF certificate.  200

3021 5  6        WESTERN TERRITORIAL CUT OUT POSTMARKS Collection  includes about 1000 cut out postmarks 
(about 20-25 per page) and a few covers from about ten different Western Territories including - with 
pages in (), Dakota (6), Choctaw Nation (1), Oklahoma (17), Utah (2), Washington (3), Wyoming 
(1), Indian (11), Idaho (2), Colorado (2), Montana (3) and New Mexico (7), a fantastic group with 
numerous RARE markings, assembled many years ago when the collecting of just the postmarks was 
more common, GREAT LOT FOR THE REASEARCHER. 100

Postal History - Lots and Collections
3022   6        19th Century Postal Stationery Covers Selection, 7 envelopes with U16 Comptonville Cal cds, U16 1858 

San Francisco to Boston, U27 to Germany, U35 with "Bamber & Co.'s Express" printed frank and cds, 
U59 with printed steamboat design cc, U59 with ms. "Per Adam's Express Co in Baltimore", U116 to 
Curacao with "Red D Line Rec'd" handstamp and via Venezuela, some typical minor faults, Fine group

200
3023   6        Canal Zone Incoming Postage Due Covers, 1941/43,  3 covers; 1941 to incoming ship passenger with J25 

(3), J28 on back side; 1943 censored from service man with J29, 1944 from service man with J26 pair, J27; 
assorted cancels and due markings, covers with faults to varying degrees, VG-Fine 200

3024   6        19th Century Premium Covers Assortment,   10 covers, includes: Crescent, Pa. ms. (S/R 8, unlisted 
ASCC); Vineyard Vt manuscript on 1849 fls (ASCC $200); S/R 8 include: Dollingsville, Pa, Miller farm, 
Pa; Hinsdale, Minn; Muddy River, Conn; Trioks, Conn; Louderville, Pa (S/R9), etc, generally fresh and 
attractive covers and strikes, F-VF. 200

3025 5  6        U.S. ARMED FORCES Postal History, Postmarks and Cancellations  280 pages in three volumes with over 
500 covers, great variety with numerous APOs, US Navy Br., Army-Air Force, AEF, US Marines and other 
military related markings, great majority are from WWII, there also well over 500 cut out cancellations, 
many of the APOs are identifield with locations from all over the world, F-VF. 200

3026   6        Maine, New York and Ohio Doanes Cancels,  over 180 cards and covers with Doanes cancels; almost all 
different, mostly postcards, condition mixed but generally Fine.  100

3027   6        WESTERN STATES Postal History Group   consisting of about 70 pre-WWII covers or cards most all with 
different postmarks, includes 30+ New Mexico with June, Paxton Springs and seceral RPOs, 15+ Oregon 
with Lents, Arleta, Berlin, Sodaville, Fairgrounds, Palmer Junction, 15+ Montana about 5-10 DPOs mostly 
last day, Kimama Idaho, Big Bug Arizona, there are airmail, last days, Navy markings etc, , usual mixed 
condition though most are fine or better. 100

3028   6        19th Century Covers Assortment, group of 17 covers/cards, mostly 19th century, a few early 20th century, 
several of interest include: 1884 entire with embossed "For President James G. Blaine" on back flap; 
illustrated advertising, alcohol related; small towns, etc., also includes used 10c #14 (2), 10c #15; 3P3a 
proof; couple mint 12c Franklin issues, etc. generally Fine and useful. 75

3029   6        Postal History Collection Balance consisting of over 300 covers or cards with mostly different postmarks, 
many states represented including over 50 Mississippi, numerous Massachusetts, nice groups of Georgia 
and Kentucky etc with many more, most are inexpensive but there may be hidden treasures, mixed 
condition as usual but most are Fine or better. 75

3030   6        UNITED STATES POST OFFICES ABROAD - PACIFIC RIM   74 covers with postmarks from U.S. Post 
Offices in foreign countries in the Pacific Rim 1940s-Modern, includes Canton Islands, Caroline Islands.
Marshall Islands, Mariana Islands, Micronesia, Midway Islands, Palau, Samoa, Wake Island, Borneo, 
Solomons, F-VF; an interesting selection 75

3031   6        U.S. Post Offices in NICARAGUA, 1928/31,  7 covers  with different type strikes including registered, 
three bar, four bar and duplex, seldom offered with this many different types, F-VF 75

3032   6        Correspondence to Adelaide Johnson (1859-1955),  22 envelopes (no letters) were sent from the U.S. 
and England to Miss Johnson in the U.S., England and Italy, and some have notations in her hand as 
to whom they were from; two WW I censored, and one was from the National Woman's Party; Fine and 
unusual
Adelaide Johnson an American sculptor, was an early feminist and suffragete who was devoted to the 
cause of equality of women. She is best known for her portrait monument to Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, and Susan B. Anthony, her friends who were involved in the woman's Suffrage Movement. 
The statue now resides in the rotunda of the US Capitol.  75
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3033   6        UNITED STATES POST OFFICES ABROAD - JAPAN & RYUKYUS  117  covers or cards with postmarks 
from U.S. Post Offices in Japan or Ryukyus, includes nice Sep 12 1945 Tokyo Bay Day, about ten more 
Navy strikes, with 75 unaddressed Ryukyus postal cards each with different town favor strike, a few mailed 
Ryukyus items, F-VF, an interesting selection 75

3034   6        US Cover and Envelope Miscellany, includes assorted penalty envelopes (6; 1899/1983 mostly used), 
penalty cards (2; one mint, one 1909 use), "American Post Card Company" mint and used (1890, franked 
with 2c Bureau), promotional postcard for Fall River Mass Letter Carriers Union "Grand Ball" made to 
appear as a postal card with an indicia of the postmaster and a printed Fall River "cancel", etc., generally 
F-VF, view to appreciate 50

US and Foreign Fleight Covers
Pioneer Flights

3035   6        AAMC 3a, 1911 Garden City - Mineola NY International Aviation Tournament, "Aeroplane Station No. 
1 Garden City Estates NY Sep 30 1911 P.M." duplex postmark ties 2c carmine to envelope addressed to 
NY City, sl "AERIAL SPECIAL DESPATCH" handstamp, Fine example (AAMC $250) 75

3036   6        AAMC 35, 1912 Portsmouth Ohio, Millbrook Park Aviation Exhibition, 3-line "Aerial Mail Service/ 
June 27-28, 1912/ Portsmouth, Ohio" handstamp on picture postcard (shows"Entrance to Greenlawn, 
Portsmouth, Ohio") with 1c green tied by Portsmouth Ohio undated double oval, Fine example 
(AAMC $250) 75

3037   6        AAMC 47a, 1912 Fort Recovery, Ohio Harvest Festival Aviation Exhibition,   nicely struck "Aviation 
Station No. 1 Fort Recovery Ohio Aug 7 1912" circular cachet ties 1c green to real photo postcard 
showing an airplane above the town of Fort Recovery, card with insignificant corner wear, Fine and scarce 
(AAMC $225) 75

3038   6        AAMC 61b, 1912 Springfield, Ill., State Fairgrounds Aviation Meet, 2c entire with nice strike of the 
"AEROPLANE STATION/ SPRINGFIELD ILL./ STATE FAIRGROUNDS/ ACT 9 1912" special cancel 
(not flown), envelope with some trivial age spots on edges, still Very Fine (AAMC $275) 75

3039   6        AAMC 71, 1913 Rutland (Vt) Fair Aviation Exhibition, strong strike of 4-line "Aviation Station/ Sept 2 
1913/ Fair Grounds/ Rutland Vt" handstamp on UX24 addressed to Truby, Fine example, just 57 flown 
(AAMC $600) 150

3040   6        Pioneer Flight Covers Selection, 12 covers or cards; AAMC 7, 11a, 12a, 13, 25, 40a, 45 (real photo postcard 
showing airplane and captioned "Atwood Flying"), 50, 53 (faulty), 59 (faults), 83 var (cancelled Nov 8), 
95, most with some faults to some degree, VG-VF (AAMC $2,750) 250

Air Mail Races
3041           Los Angeles 1910 Aviation Contest Celluloid,  6" in diameter, backed with cardboard (with a metal easel 

for display), an incredible artifact from the famed 1910 Los Angeles International Air Meet, featuring 
a wonderfully fanciful design of airplanes, dirigibles, and hot air balloons while well-dressed men and 
women look to the skies with binoculars, a label on the back identifies the piece as having been made 
by the L.A. Badge and Mfg. Co., some light spots on the face, but considering the age of the piece it is 
remarkably attractive, an exceedingly rare souvenir from one of the first and most famous air meets in 
history 100

Transoceanic Record Flights
3042   6        AAMC 1055, 1927 Nungesser-Coli Search Expedition,  airmail envelope with US 627 tied by Times Sq Sta 

NY Jun 2 1927 machine cancel, usual printed cachet at upper left and signed by Floyd Bennett, addressed 
on the back side to an address in St Johns and with a St Johns Nfld Jun 11 1927 machine cancel, corner 
crease at lower left, top right corner bit rounded, Fine and scarce 90

3043   6        AAMC 1141, 1931 Post and Gatty "Round-the-World" Flight of the "Winnie Mae".  envelope with printed 
cachet and signatures of "Wiley Post" and "Harold Gatty" at upper left, US 2c Carmine tied by Mineola NY 
Jun 21 1931 machine cancel, Berlin 24.6.31 transit cancel plus two handstamped cachets on address side, 
no back stamps (offset of a Mineola machine cancel on back), Very Fine and choice 150

3044   6        AAMC 1142, 1931 Attempted Solo Transatlantic Flight by Ruth R Nichols,  unfranked envelope with the 
3-line "crash" and boxed cachets plus Nichols rubber stamp signature, backflap with Nichols printed 
address, Very Fine; the plane crashed on takeoff destroying the plane and severely injuring the pilot

90
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3045           1926 Madrid - Manila Flight  flown from Madrid to Aparri and Manila where it received the special black 
flight cachet,cancelled  Aparri 13 May (duplex) where it first landed and flown to Manila two days later; 
uprated 2c stationery envelope with 6c and 30c added franking tied by Airplane handstamp cancels, 
green autograph of pilot Eduardo Gonzalez Gallarza, small thin spot in envelope), Fine and scarce

75

Balloon Flights
3046           THE MAMMOTH BALLOON "RICHMOND" broadside (8"x18") for the May 17th 1890 ascent of 

the smoke balloon in Richmond Va which would include a double parachute leap by "World Famous 
Aeronaut M'lle De Barr" (from 8,000 feet), illustrations of the balloon and the parachutist along with all 
the printed promotion of the event, broadside with central horiz fold and some tiny erosion spots and 
couple of edge nicks/ breaks, still a Very Fine piece of ephemera 150

3047   6        1910s/30s Balloon Flights Collection. 60+ covers, cards, postcards, etc. in an album and incl military 
related, postacrds showing balloons in flight (some unmailed), Gordon Bennett related incl cover with 
attractive 1934 label affixed on back, , 1920s/30s Luxembourg cards, assorted Belgian and Swiss flights, 
etc., wide range of frankings, markings, etc., usual mixed condition but a desirable collection 

500
3048   6        1933 Stratosphere Balloon Flight Akron, Ohio to Fairton NJ  printed cachet on flown cover with proper 

frankings and cancels, Very Fine 50
3049           1933 Balloon "Century of Progress" Stratosphere Balloon Flight,  balloonists T.G.W. Settle and Chester 

Fordney (both signatures on front of envelope) cancelled at the end point of their flight which began 
the previous day in Akron, Very Fine; a world record altitude of 61,237 feet was achieved on this flight

75
3050           1934 National Balloon Race,   2 covers flown from Birmingham Ala; the United States Navy and the 

Goodyear Zeppelin entries, each signed by the pilot and aid for each balloon and with proper frankings 
and cancels, both addressed to noted collector Reuben Aretz who has signed the Navy entry cover on the 
back, VF and quite rare with just 3 covers flown on each of the entries 100

Zeppelin Flights
3051   6        Sieger 64C, 1930 South America Flight, C15 tied on airmail envelope by Varick St Sta Apr 26 1930 

machine cancel, usual flight cachets, backstamped Lakehurst May 31, very well centered stamp on a Very 
Fine cover; a select example from this popular flight (Scott $575) 200

3052   6        Sieger 241E, 241G, 1933 Century of Progress Flights with Bonus;   Friedrichshafen to Chicago leg 
with C18 "block of 3" tied by Varick St Annex NY Oct 4 1933 machine cancel; Friedrichshafen round 
trip flight with C18 blockl tied by Varick St Annex NY Oct 4 1933 machine cancel, appropriate flight 
cachets and backstamps; bonus USS Los Angeles Flight Covers -  five covers, two April 1925 Lakehurt 
to Bermuda flight, two from return Bermuda to Lakehurt flight, and one from May 1925 Lakehurt to 
Puerto Rico flight, all with appropriate frankings and markings, two with Worden corner cards, Very 
Fine, an interesting group 400

3053   6        Sieger 241G, 1933 Century of Progress Flight,  C18 pair and two singles tied on envelope by Varick St 
Annex NY Oct 4 1933 machine cancel and/or German flight cachet, printed Linprint cachet plus usual 
flight cachet, backstamped Friedrichshafen 2 11 33 and NY City Nov 18 1933 duplex, Fine 60

3054           Zeppelin Covers Assortment.  six covers incl 1929 LA-NY City leg (2 covers, 1 card), 1932 USS Akron/ 
USS Patoka visit to San Pedro Cal, 1932 USS Akron Mail Carrying Training Flight, 1933 USS Macon 
Christening, also includes Brazil Condor/ Zeppelin 1933 Germany flight, 1932 Germany 8th So America 
Flight to Brazil, Fine group 50

USS Akron Flights
3055   6        The World's largest Airship Christened USS Akron" by Mrs. Hoover",  multi-colored illustrated publicity 

card showing USS Akron leaving the mooring mast on her maiden voyage, reverse showhs illustration of 
largest hanger made by Goodyear Zeppelin Corp & Bessler Disappearing Stairway Co., Earle Ovington 
notations across top with his signature, Very Fine, desirable.   40
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3056   6        Sieger 20M, 1925 USS Los Angeles Bermuda Flight,  599 tied by Feb. 18, 1925 Varick St. Sta. NY machine 
cancel, Feb. 20 "AIR MAIL SERVICE / NEW YORK" four bar cancel, backstamped St. Georges, Bermuda, 
illustrated A.C. Roessler corner card, Very Fine, early and rare 40

Rocket Mail
3057   6        Via First American Rocket Airplane Flight,  printed cachet, additional green flight label tied by purple 

flight cachet, 16c (CE1) tied by Hewitt, NJ 2/23/36 duplex, backstamps include "Air Mail Field Kansas 
CityMo. 2/25/36 duplex +  other appropriate backstamps, additionally autographed in green by Willie 
Ley, Very Fine cover. 40

Space Covers
3058   6        John Glenn Autographs on Covers,  bold clear signatures on 5 covers dated Feb 20 1962 (3), Mar 7 1962 

for Project Mercury or Apr 12 1981 for STS-1 Shuttle Launch, all but one attractively cacheted, Very Fine 
150

Lots and Collections
3059   6        CAM 1/33 Cover Accumulation w/ Signatures,  a sprawling accumulation of 1,500+ covers ranging from 

CAM 1 to 33 (with only 7, 14, and 31 not represented), includes 100+ signed by Earle Ovington and 
many others signed by pilots and postmasters, many in the $5-20 retail range but some higher (enormous 
AAMC value), only light duplication throughout, few minor condition issues but generally Very Fine, an 
exceptional opportunity for the collector or dealer of CAM flights 1000

3060   6        First Flight Covers with 5c Beacon (C11) Franking,  33 covers hinged to black pages and dealer priced at 
over $900, some covers signed by the Pilots, F-VF; very clean lot 120

3061   6        1929/30 1st Flight Covers.  three covers; C9 on Sep 22, 1929 cover from San Juan, PR to Paramaribo, 
Dutch Guiana, autographed by Pilot Earee Ovington, .also two 1930 1st Flight covers franked with C11 
(open door variety), used from Miami, FL, signed by Pilot W. J. Shaffer; and Jackson, MS flight, signed 
by Pilot Lee R Warren. F-VF 100

3062   6        Interesting Flight Cover Balance 1929/31,  five covers incl. 20th anniversary of first airmail flight signed 
by Earle Ovington and members of the 34th Pursuit Squadron (with Ovington's handwritten notes on 
reverse), R25N14 Newark to West Palm Beach 2/8/31 (only 7 flown, AAMC $150), 34E2 Camden to Los 
Angeles 10/25/30 w/ Philadelphia cachet signed by pilots and postmaster (very few exist, AAMC $350), 
and two covers from CAM 11 incl. one w/ "First Pickup...by Adams Non-Standard Method, Youngstown 
O." scarce four line handstamp (as well as second cover from same flight w/ Ovington autograph), 
overall a Very Fine and interesting group, ideal for the specialist 100

3063   6        Early Airport Cancels, two 2c entires + 1c postal card: "Aeroplane Station, St. Louis Mo. Aviation Field" 
(1920); voilet "Air Mail Service New York" (1922 duplex); Aeroplane Mail Service Aviation Station, 
Brattleboro, VT." straightline machine cancel (1922), all Fine or better. 75

3064   6        C.A.M. Flight Covers, Dedications, Event Covers,  55 flight covers + small bit of ephemera, includes nine 
covers franked with C4, Very Fine 50

3065   6        Foreign Transoceanic Rcord and Flight Covers Selection,   8 covers with Transoceanic Record Flights 
1931 Hillig & Hoiriss Harbor Grace to Copenhagen (3 incl one with Newfoundland franking, each 
signed by both pilots), 1931 Endresz and Magyar New York to Budapest (2 incl one signed by Magyar), 
1935 Attempted New York to Rome, Flights 1935 Norway Solberg North Atlantic Flight (signed by pilot), 
1939 Iceland 1st Mail Carrying Glider Flight, some minor flaws but overall Fine group. 450

Foreign Pioneer Flights
3066           FÜHRER durch die HISTORISCHE ABTEILUNG der INTERNATIONALEN LUFTSCHIFFAHRT 

AUSTELLUNG FRANKFURT AM MAIN 1909  32 pg illustrated pamphlet for air exhibition, Very Fine, 
a scarce and interesting piece of early aviation history 50
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3067   6        BRAZIL; First Commercial Flight Brazil-Europe by Jean Mermoz.   light strike of the special "1 Mala 
Aerea Transatlantica Para a Europa"  Rio 7-6-1930 ties franking to airmail envelope with printed cachet 
for flight and autographed by "Jean Dabry' (Mermoz' navigator), addressed to London and backstamped 
Rio de Janeiro 7 VI 1930, cover with a light central vertical fold and trivial corner bends at bottom, Fine 
cover; flight took 12 days to reach London 75

3068   6        CANADA; 1925 Experimental Flight, First Trip from Victoria, BC to Seattle  on Sep 21, violet "VICTORIA, 
B.C., TO SEATTLE, WASH. / VIA SEA PLANE" handstamp, addressed to Roessler, Very Fine

100
3069   6        CZECHOSLOVAKIA; 1927/31 First Flight Cards,  three cards, two registered postal stationery and a post 

card. 1) 1927 use from Prague to Breslau, Germany, 2) 1930 use from Bratislava to Marianske Lazne, 
and 3) 1931 use from Karlovy Vary to Berlin; nice frankings and markings with Airmail overprints, F-VF

80
3070   6        SWITZERLAND; 1924 Solothurn to Grenche, franked with strip of five flight labels cancelled (not 

tied) by octagonal "FLUGPLATZ  31 AUG 24 SOLOTHURN" cancels plus C8 tied by Zurich 1.IX.24 
cds, backstamped Basel 3.IX.24, cover with a light vertical bend (between 3rd and 4th label) plus some 
wrinkling along the left edge, Fine and attractive

75

Balbo Flights

3071   6        ITALY; 1933 Balbo Transatlantic Flight,  registered airmail envelope addressed to Amsterdam franked 
with C48 tied by Brescia 12.6.33 cancels, usual flight cachet, backstamped Rome and Amsterdam, Very 
Fine and attractive (Scott $3,000) 1100
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3072   6        FRANCE; 1929 Catapult Cover "Ile de France" to New York,  colorful franking Mersons and Sowers 
issues franking (11.50fr total) tied by octagonal "LE HAVRE a NEW YORK" 2-9 29 ship cancels,   ms 
notation upper left "Par Avion Catapulte/de l'Ile de France"; backstamped Rockville Center NY Sep 7, no 
flight cachet, fresh and Very Fine 150

3073   6        Catapult Flight Cover Selection,  selection of 17 covers or cards with frankings of Austria (2) or Germany 
(15), variety of flights, proper frankings, cancels and cachets, F-VF 400

Zeppelin Flights
3074   6        FINLAND; 1930 Finland Flight, Sieger 89B,  C1 pair tied on envelope by Helsinki 24.IX.30 cds, flight 

cachet alongside, backstamped Friedrichshafen 25 9 30, Very Fine and choice (Sieger €675)
180

3075   6        GERMANY; Sieger 34m, 1929 Germany Flight, Part II, Hamburg Drop Mail,  card franked with 1926/27 
3pf Goethe, tied by Hamburg 17.9.29 cds with another strike alongside, usual flight cachet, Very Fine 
(Sieger €300) 80

3076   6        GERMANY; Sieger 57P, 1930 South America Flight, Friedrichshafen to Friedrichshafen,  4M pair and 
single (Scott C39, Mi 439) tied by Friedrichshafen 18.5.30 cancels, German and US flight cachets, 
backstamped Friedrichshafen 6.6.30, Very Fine 100

3077   6        GERMANY; Sieger 452A, 1937 Rhineland Flight,   50pf Zeppelin (Scott C57, Mi 606) tied on photo 
postcard (shows interior view on "Hindenburg") by "On Board" 27.4.1937 cds with Rhein-Main 27.4.37-
17 arrival cancel alongside, Very Fine 40

3078   6        1936 Hindenburg Autographed Cover,  cover franked with two C58, one tied by 12.5.36 Hindenburg 
cancel (1st flight) and the other by 18.5.36 cancel (2nd flight), autographed by both Dr. Hugo Eckener 
and [Ernst A.] Lehmann, the latter of whom perished in the disaster a year later, framed alongside an 
autographed card of Dr. Eckener, Very Fine and attractive pair of items 75

3079   6        1903 Letter to Count Zeppelin,  on Aachener and Munchner Fire Insurance Company letterhead and 
addressed to Count Zeppelin, dated October 23, 1903, the letter reads:
 
"Referring to your favor addressed to Director General Schroeder, we beg to inform you that we have drawn a check 
from Wurttembergische Vereinsbank in Stuttgart to your order in the amount of 500 Marks as a contribution for the 
construction of your dirigible."
 
To which Count Zeppelin replied in his own hand:
 
"I wish to thank you most sincerely for your appreciated gift of 500 Marks for my enterprise. If only a sufficient number 
of Germans showed a similar noble spirit, the work could be completed for the benefit and glory of the Fatherland."
 
Framed alongside images of Zeppelin and one of his later airships, this letter is a remarkable piece of 
early Zeppelin history and of considerable historical importance, Very Fine and rare

200
3080   6        Three German Airship Postcards 1920/36,   ca. 1920/22 Advertising Postcard for Rigid Airship 

"Unger," attractive and scarce design of a rigid airship floating above the globe, writing on reverse but 
unmailed, translated the card reads: Think of Germany's future in world aviation! Help promote Unger rigid 
airships!;  "200a TRAVESIA AEREA DEL ATLANTICO SUD VIA CONDOR-LUFTHANSA" multicolor 
postcard; and 1936 Advertising Card for "VEEDOL" with Zeppelin Airship Design, Hamburg-American 
Line card for motor oil for airships with English text on back side; all Very Fine, an attractive group

120
3081           Three Pieces of Graf Zeppelin Skin,  all recovered from the Graf Zeppelin after its nearly ill-fated 1928 

Trans-Atlantic crossing, when Hugo Eckener's son Knut and other crew members completed mid-air 
repairs to save the ship, each piece framed (measuring 4x6", 3x3", and 5x4.5", approximately), two 
pieces with notations on reverse from ground repairman Harry O'Cairn, other with German manuscript 
notation on reverse, all Very Fine and interesting, an attractive group 80

3082           Graf Zeppelin Children's Souvenir Hat,  navy blue cap in a small size with tails, a similar cap was described 
at auction as "likely issued to those children flying aboard the dirigible Graf Zeppelin," airship's name 
and silhouette embroidered along headband, faux leather sweatband, very minor condition issues mostly 
confined to inside of hat, Very Fine, an extremely rare piece of Zeppelin ephemera and ideal for the 
advanced collector 250
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3083           Luftschiff "Hindenburg" Napkin Holder,  4.5x10" napkin holder from the Hindenburg, named to "Herr 
Mills," made of deckle paper, vertical crease down center and staining (almost entirely on reverse), still 
Very Fine and extremely rare, one article notes that "upon boarding the ship, passengers were given a 
sturdy envelope containing a single napkin to last them the entire journey; odd as this seems, it was an 
attempt to conserve weight on a ship that needed to be lighter than air" 150

3084           Original Hindenburg Disaster Wire Photograph,  approximately 10.5x13.5" of-the-period photograph of 
the Hindenburg partially engulfed in flames, appears to be glued to backing, "AP Wire Photo" imprint 
at right, reverse of frame reads "First photograph made of Hindenburg explosion, one of the great air 
tragedies of all time. From Graflex, Inc. exhibition 'Graflex Remembers,'" minor creases, a Very Fine 
piece of zeppelin memorabilia  50

3085           1936-37 Hindenburg News Wire Photographs,  9 photos (each approx. 7x9") showing the Hindenburg 
before and after the disaster, scenes include ground crew beneath the gondola, several photos of the 
airship grounded and in the air, three photos of the disaster itself, and two photos of the wreckage on 
the ground in Lakehurst, most stamped "Associated Press" on reverse and many with explanatory notes 
attached, few with minor creases or water damage, still a Very Fine group, most appear to have been 
printed in 1937 following the crash 150

3086           Graf Zeppelin Ephemera Collection,  small collection including Art Deco "Graf Zeppelin" soda bottle, 
five pins and badges (incl. 1929 World Flight and 1933 Chicago Flight), several Eckener commemorative 
"coins," "Around the World With the Graf Zeppelin" card game, Graf Zeppelin ball-in-hole dexterity 
game (appears post-WWII), and small vial of Tydol/Veedol advertising the product's use on the Graf 
Zeppelin; most items appear to be of-the-period but almost certainly a few reproductions so inspect with 
care, Very Fine, a fun and attractive grouping 100

3087           British Airship R.100 Fabri, 110x85mm fragment of outer skin which shows some "use", Fine piece of 
collateral of this vessel which made a double crossing of the Atlantic before being dismantled; guarantee 
handstamp on back and accompanied by a presentation card with an airship-shaped piece (46x10mm) 
of the R.100 mounted on card 50

3088   6        SAAR; Sieger 57, 1930 South America Flight,   7-stamp franking (incl 1925 10fr) all tied on cover by 
Saabrucken 2 13.5.30 cancels, usual flight cachet, backstamped Pernambuco, Very Fine and attractive 
multi-color franking 120

3089   6        SAN MARINO; Sieger 177, 1932 6th South America Flight,  C9 tied on card by Repubblica Di San Marino 
6 SET 32 cds, light strike of usual flight cachet, Friedrichshafen 12.9.32 transit cancel, backstamped 
Milano, Pernambuco, Very Fine (Sieger €600) 180

3090           Worldwide Zeppelin Airship and Flights Collateral Assortment, 1909-77 period and incl photo of last 
man alive to have commanded a airship, 38 picture postcards, 1931 photo of zeppelin docking at the 
top of the Empire State Building, silver embroided zeppelin on black wool, cigarette cards, covers, trade 
cards, anniversary covers and ephemera, generally F-VF; ideal for the Zeppelin enthusiast  500

DO-X Flights
3091   6        GERMANY; 1930/32 Europe - Africa - Pan American Tour, Do-X impriinted envelope franked with C33, 

C39, tied by "On Board" 30 Jan 31 cancel, nice strikes of the red and black flight cachets, backstamped 
Rio de Janeiro 22.VI.31, back side with add'l USA 2c Carmine franking tied by NY City Sep 25 1931 
duplex, envelope with diagonal bend not affecting stamps, Fine and attractive 75
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